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RESUMO 
 
 
O volume de dados da Internet proveniente de utilizadores móveis está a crescer 
acentuadamente. Para atender às necessidades desses utilizadores, é importante expandir a 
capacidade das redes de acesso à Internet de maneira econômica. Esta capacidade tem sido 
obtida tradicionalmente por redes celulares. Entretanto, somente expandir a capacidade dessas 
redes pode não ser a forma mais econômica de atender ao crescimento atual e futuro da 
Internet móvel em algumas circunstâncias. Nesta tese, mostramos que redes veiculares podem 
ser uma maneira importante de complementar a capacidade das redes celulares para fornecer 
acesso à Internet móvel, em vários cenários. Redes veiculares poderão em breve ser 
amplamente utilizadas, formando redes mesh de ligações de curto alcance entre veículos, e 
entre veículos e infraestrutura à beira das estradas. Essas ligações são coletivamente 
chamadas de vehicle-to-everything ou V2X. A implantação de redes veiculares e infraestrutura 
destina-se principalmente a melhorar a segurança nas autoestradas, e o Departamento de 
Transportes dos EUA propôs recentemente um mandato de dispositivos V2X em veículos que 
utilizam a tecnologia Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC). Outras aplicações 
também estão previstas, que incluem o acesso à Internet em veículos que se conectam à 
infraestrutura à beira das estradas, servindo como pontos de acesso para a Internet. 
Neste trabalho, descobrimos que as redes baseadas em V2X são mais econômicas do 
que redes celulares para fornecer acesso à Internet, em cenários nos quais os dispositivos 
DSRC são obrigatórios em veículos para aumentar a segurança nas estradas. Isso é válido 
inicialmente para áreas urbanas densamente povoadas, mas com o tempo as redes baseadas 
em V2X também seriam econômicas em áreas menos povoadas, desde que o volume de 
dados de Internet ou a penetração dos dispositivos V2X cresçam conforme o esperado. 
Espera-se que os governos locais e estaduais implantem infraestrutura nas estradas para 
aplicações de segurança. Se essa infraestrutura for partilhada com os provedores de serviços 
de Internet em troca de pagamento, as redes baseadas em V2X seriam mais económicas do 
que redes macrocelulares em locais com densidade populacional ainda menor do que os locais 
onde é económico implantar infraestrutura apenas para acesso à Internet. Para além disso, os 
pagamentos resultantes da partilha poderiam ajudar os governos a economizar em custos de 
infraestrutura. Encontramos as estratégias de preços que maximizam a economia em geral ou 
a poupança do governo. Estimamos que os governos poderiam economizar cerca de um quinto 
do custo total para implantar infraestrutura de segurança em todo o país nos EUA, se os preços 
forem definidas para maximizar a economia do governo. Apesar de descobrirmos que esses 
preços podem diferir da estratégia de preços que maximiza a economia em geral, maximizar a 
economia do governo resulta em uma economia geral quase ótima. 
A Federal Communications Commission dos EUA alocou 75 MHz de espectro para ser 
utilizado exclusivamente por dispositivos DSRC, e tem sido debatido se toda ou parte dessa 
banda deve ser partilhada com dispositivos não licenciados. Descobrimos que é altamente 
eficiente partilhar qualquer espectro alocado às comunicações V2X, para além da parte desse 
espectro que é necessária para mensagens DSRC de segurança. Os dispositivos V2X e não 
licenciados requerem até 50% menos largura de banda em espectro partilhado para atingir 
certos débitos, em comparação aos dispositivos V2X e não licenciados usando bandas 
separadas. Concluímos que o espectro disponível para V2X deve ser mantido ou aumentado, 
desde que a maior parte desse espectro seja partilhado com dispositivos não-V2X. 
As conclusões derivam de uma metodologia técnica-económica, em que parte dos 
pressupostos baseiam-se em dados de uma rede veicular real implantada em Portugal. Os 
dados são usados em um modelo detalhado de simulação a nível de pacote e realista de redes 
baseadas em V2X usadas para fornecer acesso à Internet com tecnologia DSRC. Em alguns 
cenários, a simulação também inclui dispositivos não licenciados usando tecnologia Wi-Fi. Os 
resultados da simulação de rede são então inseridos em modelos técnico-económicos para 
comparar custos de redes baseadas em V2X com custos de redes macrocelulares para atingir 
determinados débitos de Internet e estimar outras medidas, como economias para o governo e 
utilização de espectro. Essas medidas ajudam a informar as decisões sobre onde e quando 
deve-se implantar redes baseadas em V2X, decisões sobre se e como promover parcerias 
público-privadas para implantar infraestrutura V2X, e decisões sobre partilhamento de espectro 
usado para comunicações V2X com dispositivos não-V2X. 
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Internet traffic from mobile users has been growing sharply. To meet the needs of those 
users, it is important to expand capacity of networks that provide Internet access in cost-
effective ways. This capacity has traditionally been provided by cellular networks. However, 
expanding the capacity of those networks alone may not be the most cost-effective way to meet 
the present and future growth of mobile Internet under some circumstances. In this dissertation, 
we show that networks of connected vehicles can be an important way to complement the 
capacity of cellular networks to provide mobile Internet access under several scenarios. 
Connected vehicles may soon be widely deployed, forming mesh networks of short-range 
connections among vehicles and between vehicles and roadside infrastructure. These 
connections are collectively referred to as vehicle-to-everything, or V2X. Deployment of 
connected vehicles and infrastructure is primarily intended to enhance road safety, and the U.S. 
Department of Transportation has recently proposed a mandate of V2X devices in vehicles 
using Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) technology. Other applications are also 
envisioned that include Internet access in vehicles connecting to roadside infrastructure serving 
as gateways to the Internet.  
In this work, we find that V2X-based networks are more cost-effective than cellular to 
provide Internet access, in scenarios which DSRC devices are mandated in vehicles to enhance 
road safety. This is true initially for densely populated urban areas, but over time V2X-based 
networks would be cost-effective in less populated areas as well, as long as Internet traffic or 
penetration of V2X devices grow as expected.  
Local and state governments are expected to deploy roadside infrastructure for safety 
applications. If that infrastructure is shared with Internet Service Providers for a fee, then V2X-
ABSTRACT 
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based networks are cost-effective in locations with even lower population densities than the 
locations where it is cost-effective to deploy infrastructure for Internet access only. Moreover, 
the sharing fee could help governments save in infrastructure costs. We find the pricing 
strategies that maximize either cost-effectiveness or government savings. We estimate that 
governments could save about one-fifth of the total cost to deploy safety infrastructure 
nationwide in the U.S., if fees are set to maximize government savings. Although we find that 
these prices may differ from the pricing strategy that maximizes cost-effectiveness, maximizing 
government savings results in near-optimal cost-effectiveness. 
The U.S. Federal Communications Commission has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum to be 
used exclusively by DSRC devices, and it has been hotly debated whether all or part of that 
bandwidth should be shared with unlicensed devices. We find that it is highly efficient to share 
any spectrum allocated to V2X communications beyond the portion of that spectrum that is 
needed for safety-critical DSRC messages. V2X and unlicensed devices require up to 50% less 
bandwidth on shared spectrum to achieve given throughputs, compared to V2X and unlicensed 
devices using separate bands. We conclude that the spectrum available for V2X should be 
maintained or increased, as long as much of that spectrum is shared with non-V2X devices.  
Conclusions are derived from an engineering-economic approach, in which part of the 
assumptions are based on data from a citywide deployment of connected vehicles in Portugal. 
The data is used in a detailed and realistic packet-level simulation model of V2X-based 
networks used to provide Internet access with DSRC technology. In some scenarios, the 
simulation also includes unlicensed devices using Wi-Fi technology. The results of the network 
simulation are then fed into engineering-economic models to compare costs of V2X-based 
networks with costs of macrocellular networks to carry given amounts of Internet traffic, and to 
estimate other measures such as government revenues and spectrum usage. Those measures 
help inform decisions about where and when to deploy V2X-based networks, decisions about 
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whether and how to promote public-private partnerships to deploy V2X infrastructure, and 
decisions about sharing spectrum used for V2X communications with non-V2X devices. 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 
 
1.1.  Scope of this work 
 
Vehicular communications can be used for several purposes, which range from improving 
road safety to providing Internet access. One way to enable vehicular communications is by 
deploying vehicular mesh networks. In such networks, vehicles directly send packets to each 
other over short distances, in what is known as vehicle-to-vehicle or V2V communications. 
Vehicles can also communicate over short distances with fixed access points placed near 
roads, in what is called vehicle-to-infrastructure or V2I communications. V2V and V2I are 
collectively referred as vehicle-to-everything or V2X communications1. Routers in cars and in 
roadside infrastructure may form a mesh network of V2V and V2I links to forward data between 
vehicles and endpoints located outside the V2X mesh, such as central offices or the Internet. 
This work is about the use of V2X-based mesh networks as a way to provide Internet 
access. Internet traffic has grown sharply and probably will continue to increase, especially from 
mobile users. Mobile traffic has traditionally been carried over cellular networks. If part of the 
Internet traffic may be carried through alternatives such as V2X-based networks, then these 
networks could complement the capacity of cellular networks to meet the demand growth.  
                                               
1 Some authors use V2X to include other forms of communications such as vehicle-to-pedestrian, bicycle, network, etc. However, 
we use V2X to refer to V2V and V2I because the issues addressed in this work are more closely related to communications among 
vehicles and between vehicles and roadside infrastructure.   
  2 
We inform decisions regarding whether V2X-based networks should be deployed for 
Internet access or not, as well as where, when and how to deploy them. To inform those 
decisions we address two interrelated issues. First, under what conditions are V2X-based 
networks more cost-effective than cellular networks for carrying Internet traffic? By determining 
those conditions with respect to population density, penetration of V2X devices in vehicles, data 
rates of Internet traffic, costs of equipment and spectrum, and characteristics of the cellular 
network, we are able to inform where and when V2X-based networks are cost-effective and thus 
should be deployed. The second issue is what are the best design choices for the V2X network 
for each set of conditions. These choices include quantities of infrastructure and spectrum, 
which are chosen as the most cost-effective under different conditions. Other choices that we 
examine are whether infrastructure and spectrum should be deployed exclusively for in-vehicle 
Internet access, or rather those resources should be shared for other uses. 
 
1.2.  V2X communications 
 
Connected vehicles may soon be widely deployed as an important element of Intelligent 
Transportation Systems (ITS). Standardized technology now exists that would support vehicular 
communications, which include mesh-based vehicular networks running Internet protocols such 
as IP. In a vehicular mesh network, routers are placed in onboard units (OBUs) in automobiles. 
Routers are also placed in fixed infrastructure of roadside units (RSUs) deployed for 
communications purposes. OBUs and RSUs thus enable V2V and V2Icommunications. 
Since 1999, the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz 
of spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band for use in vehicular communications (U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission 1999). (Besides, 70 MHz has been allocated for vehicular 
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communications in Europe, and similar bandwidths have been allocated or planned for 
allocation in Japan and other regions.) This spectrum is known as the ITS band. Currently, the 
leading technology that enables V2X-based mesh networks is called Dedicated Short Range 
Communications, or DSRC (Kenney 2011; Campolo and Molinaro 2013). This technology 
enables transmissions over short distances of up to 1,000 meters in open space, and up to 
about 300 meters in urban areas. In 2004, the FCC released a Report and Order that 
determines that only OBUs and RSUs based on DSRC technology are allowed to operate in the 
ITS band (U.S. Federal Communications Commission 2004)2. In 2016, the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) has proposed rulemaking in 2016 to mandate DSRC devices to be 
deployed, at first in all new light vehicles that include passenger cars and certain types of 
trucks3. In the proposed rule it is expected that all new vehicles of those types are deployed with 
DSRC devices in no more than five years after the rule is adopted (U.S. Department of 
Transportation 2015, 2016). 
The spectrum allocation and proposed rulemaking suggest that V2X technology may be 
widely deployed. The primary purpose for that deployment is to enhance automotive safety, and 
extensive research has been done on the use of V2X communications for safety applications 
(Kenney 2011; U.S. Department of Transportation 2015; Mecklenbrauker et al. 2011). One 
example is forward collision warning, which is the exchange of warning messages between 
vehicles en route of collision. A vehicle may broadcast V2V messages with its position, speed, 
heading and other information. Other vehicles in the surroundings receive those messages, and 
                                               
2 According to the FCC’s R&O 03-324 of 2004, vehicular communications based on DSRC, military radar and fixed satellite uplink 
operations are co-primary in the 5.9 GHz band. 
3 In the U.S. DOT proposed rule, light vehicles are defined as “passenger cars, vans, minivans, sport utility vehicles, crossover 
utility vehicles and light pickup trucks with a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) less than or equal to 10,000 pounds” (U.S. Department 
of Transportation 2016). 
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it they determine a dangerous condition, may either warn the drivers or take autonomous 
actions such as changing lanes or reducing speed. This example illustrates the use of V2V 
communications for low-latency, safety-critical applications. With direct V2V communications, 
vehicles avoid exchanging messages with remote servers, which might increase latency. 
Another example is of roadside communications infrastructure connected to a transportation 
authority’s facility. Upon receiving information about a dangerous weather condition at a certain 
locality, the transportation authority has the information broadcast by units of roadside 
infrastructure within the given locality. The V2I messages are received by cars passing nearby, 
which act according to the hazard. Requirements of safety-critical communications are relatively 
challenging with respect to reliability and latency. (On the other hand, several safety 
applications are not data-intensive, so high throughput is not a concern.) 
The U.S. DOT and several other organizations, including the 3rd Generation Partnership 
Project (3GPP) and the 5G Automotive Association (5GAA) have envisioned  several 
applications that involve V2X communications (Campolo et al. 2017; J. Chang et al. 2015). 
Those applications include both use cases that are directly related to enhancing road safety, 
and others in which V2X gives each vehicle the ability to collect, disseminate, and receive 
information about the vehicle surroundings, and gives the vehicle and its occupants the ability to 
interact more fully on the Internet. We refer to use cases not directly related to road safety-
critical applications as non-safety. Examples of non-safety applications include vehicle and 
road-related services such as navigation and centralized traffic congestion. Upon collecting V2I 
information about the load of vehicles in major roads at peak hours, the transportation authority 
has information about the best available routes broadcast in real-time by roadside infrastructure. 
The V2I messages are received by passing cars that then choose the faster routes while 
avoiding congested one. Other examples of the use of non-safety applications based on V2X-
based communications range from toll collection to sensor data gathering by automated 
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vehicles, as well as business and entertainment activities engaged by vehicle occupants 
ranging such as voice calls, online video and online gaming. Several of those applications 
depend on in-car Internet access, which some have named as the “Internet of Vehicles”.  
DSRC standards allow part of the spectrum allocated in the ITS band to be used for non-
safety applications (Zeadally et al. 2010; Uzcategui and Acosta-Marum 2009; Campolo and 
Molinaro 2013). In this case, V2X safety messages will either be sent over exclusive channels 
where no other type of messages is allowed, or will have higher priority than non-safety 
messages in channels where the latter are allowed (Kenney 2011).  
 
1.3.  Problem statement: how to expand network capacity for mobile Internet? 
 
Internet traffic has increased dramatically over time. Part of that growth is associated with 
mobile users. Mobile Internet traffic has grown 18-fold in the past 5 years, and will likely 
continue to grow that way or even faster (CIsco 2017). The 3GPP predicts new forms of mobile 
traffic will soon emerge in the vehicular context (Campolo et al. 2017), which include video and 
other types of data from sensors, as well as in-vehicle Internet access for occupants in self-
driving cars.  
It is debated whether and how the capacity of today’s access networks to carry Internet 
traffic is going to keep up with the dramatic growth in demand. Internet traffic from mobile users 
has been served primarily by cellular networks. However, expanding the capacity of those 
networks alone may not be the most cost-effective way to meet the present and future growth of 
mobile Internet under some circumstances. 
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1.4.  V2X-based networks to complement cellular capacity 
 
If part of mobile Internet traffic could be carried over networks other than cellular, then the 
growth in demand might be met with less cellular infrastructure. Users connect to the Internet 
via several wired and wireless access technologies, which include cellular, cable, optical fiber, 
Wi-Fi, etc. Macrocellular networks are typically used to provide mobile Internet service for fast-
moving users. Instead of serving all Internet traffic through cell towers, Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs) often use alternative infrastructure, such as Wi-Fi hotspots connected to the 
Internet via cable or fiber, to deviate some Internet traffic from cell towers. By doing this, ISPs 
avoids using expensive cellular infrastructure to carry whatever data that can be served by 
cheaper fixed infrastructure. This is often referred to as mobile data offload over Wi-Fi, which 
typically works well with slow-moving users who access the Internet with their laptops or 
smartphones connected to Wi-Fi hotspots. However, Wi-Fi hotspots are not suitable to offload 
data of fast-moving users such as those in vehicles, mainly because of the time required for a 
user to associate and authenticate to a hotspot.  
This work is about using V2X-based mesh networks using DSRC technology, as a novel 
way to provide mobile Internet access to devices in automobiles, as well as devices carried by 
pedestrians or placed in locations near roads. If the cost to carry some part of traffic over V2X-
based networks is lower than the cost over cellular infrastructure, then V2X devices and 
spectrum could be deployed to offload that part of traffic at a lower cost than expanding cell 
towers alone. In this case, V2X-based networks are more cost-effective than expanding cellular 
networks alone. While work such as (Campolo et al. 2017) has predicted the need of V2X 
communications to offload vehicular traffic from cellular networks, one of our contributions is to 
quantify benefits of such offloading with respect to economic and technical measures.  
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We determine the conditions in which V2X networks are more cost-effective than cellular 
to provide Internet access. One factor to consider is the population density of a location, which 
is correlated with the density of vehicles there. If the density of vehicles equipped with V2X 
devices is proportional to the volume of Internet traffic demanded by vehicular users in a 
location, then there is a relationship between population density and the demand for Internet 
traffic. For each of several population densities, we examine whether the deployment of V2X 
devices and spectrum to offload cellular traffic is more cost-effective than deploying cellular 
networks alone. By doing that, we determine the range of population densities where V2X-
based networks are cost-effective. Other conditions that we examine include penetration of V2X 
devices in vehicles, data rates of Internet traffic per vehicle, costs of equipment and spectrum, 
and characteristics of the cellular network. 
Another condition that may affect cost-effectiveness of V2X-based networks for Internet 
access is whether V2X resources are deployed for other purposes. Spectrum has been 
allocated for V2X communications, and it is possible that V2X devices are mandated for safety 
purposes. In this case, some of the costs to deploy V2X-based networks will be incurred to 
enhance road safety, regardless of whether those networks are used for other purposes. If 
those costs are incurred anyway, then the only V2X costs that matter for offload are the 
incremental costs necessary to provide Internet access, such as Internet-connected RSUs. 
Another of our contributions is to determine if these incremental costs are less than expanding 
cellular infrastructure. 
The conditions in which V2X-based networks are cost-effective are interrelated with 
design choices, i.e. how those networks are deployed. One of those choices is the amount of 
infrastructure to deploy. We examine if and how the quantity of RSUs to deploy in a location 
depends on population density and other conditions. With that analysis we determine what is 
the quantity of RSUs that is most cost-effective for given conditions. Other design choices that 
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we examine in this work include whether RSUs are deployed for Internet alone or rather shared 
with other purposes (e.g. V2I communications for safety applications), the amount of ITS 
spectrum to allocate for V2X communications, and whether the ITS band should be shared with 
devices that do not use V2X communications (e.g. unlicensed devices as proposed in recent 
FCC proceedings). 
 
1.5.  Implications of alternative V2X technologies 
 
The findings in this work were derived from V2X networks based on DSRC. This 
technology has been developed for vehicular communications for about 20 years, by entities in 
the transportation, communications and automotive sectors. However, more recently a 
technology known as cellular V2X (C-V2X) has emerged, and in this dissertation, we discuss 
how our findings apply if vehicular networks are deployed with C-V2X rather than DSRC. 
C-V2X technology might be either an alternative to DSRC in greenfield deployments, or a 
complement if DSRC has already been deployed (Qualcomm 2018). C-V2X is currently being 
incorporated in the latest and future releases of 3GPP cellular standards. In 2016, the first 
version of C-V2X was released (3GPP Rel. 14) to support the requirements of vehicular safety 
applications through cellular networks (Flore 2016). This includes the specification of a new 
cellular interface, which is known as sidelink or PC5. The sidelink is a V2V interface where 
devices send messages directly to each other, which will work even without coverage from 
cellular infrastructure, using the ITS band. The sidelink interface is intended to meet safety 
latency requirements while being independent from cellular coverage. In the first version, this 
interface was optimized for safety applications where reliability and latency requirements must 
be met, but throughput capacity is of lesser concern. An example is forward collision warning, 
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which is based on short messages being transmitted every 100 milliseconds. The newest 
version of the specification (3GPP Rel. 15) supports high throughput applications, which include 
high definition maps and live video over the sidelink (Qualcomm 2018; ETSI and 3GPP 2018). 
Moreover, the allocation of the ITS band for the sidelink helps ensure that vehicles subscribed 
to different cellular operators (or no operator at all) can exchange messages via the sidelink 
(ETSI 2018).  
On the other hand, V2I communications in C-V2X can be based either on the new sidelink 
PC5, or on the traditional LTE Uu interface (ETSI 2018). When using the sidelink PC5 interface, 
the C-V2X RSU is equipped the same way as a vehicular device, with the difference that the 
RSU is static and possibly connected to the cellular network. In this case, the V2I link operates 
in the ITS band. On the other hand, a C-V2X RSU may alternatively use the traditional LTE Uu 
interface, which connects mobile users and the cell tower. The Uu interface operates on LTE 
bands around 2 GHz and below, and possibly on future 5G bands licensed to cellular operators 
(Molina-Masegosa and Gozalvez 2017; Campolo et al. 2017). In this form of V2I 
communications, if the vehicle is subscribed to an operator other than the one that owns the 
RSU, then the roaming mechanisms of LTE shall be used. 
To date, there has been no consensus about whether DSRC, C-V2X or both should be 
deployed for vehicular communications. Proponents of DSRC typically include transportation 
agencies and car manufacturers. They argue that DSRC is a well-known technology based on 
IEEE 802.11 standards, which has been successfully tested for several years, and for that 
reason its capacity and reliability has been proven. Moreover, in the U.S. the ITS band is 
currently regulated for DSRC use (U.S. Federal Communications Commission 2004). On the 
other hand, proponents of C-V2X include telecommunications service providers and equipment 
vendors. They argue that DSRC is an aged technology that do not scale well with very high 
densities of vehicles, while C-V2X incorporates the latest radio technical features that are 
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present in current and future cellular technologies. While the analysis and findings in this work 
are based on V2X networks using DSRC technology, we discuss whether and which of those 
findings apply to a scenario where V2X-based networks are deployed with C-V2X technology 
rather than DSRC. 
 
1.6.  Contents of the dissertation 
 
The research questions and findings that are addressed in this dissertation are grouped in 
three parts. In the first part, the research questions are related to the conditions in which V2X-
based networks are more cost-effective than cellular networks to provide Internet access. In this 
part, we consider specific design choices that represent infrastructure and spectrum being used 
exclusively by V2X devices for Internet access. It is considered that RSUs are deployed 
exclusively to provide Internet access. Besides, it is assumed that spectrum is allocated as 
currently defined in the ITS band by U.S. regulations. That is, spectrum is exclusively used by 
V2X devices, and a fixed amount of that spectrum used for non-safety applications, which 
include Internet access. These design choices have implications in performance and/or costs of 
V2X-based networks and are further varied in subsequent parts of the dissertation. 
In the second part of our work we consider the possibility of governments sharing 
infrastructure with ISPs for a fee. It is likely that government agencies will deploy their own 
infrastructure for a variety of purposes. Local or state transportation agencies may deploy RSUs 
for V2X communications to support safety applications. Besides, other government agencies 
may deploy infrastructure for public lighting, surveillance or other purposes. That infrastructure 
would likely be deployed with poles or other supporting structure, and in places with access to 
power, and in some cases, with communications capability to reach remote offices of those 
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agencies, or even the Internet. (In this work we call that “smart” infrastructure, since it might be 
part of smart city infrastructure prepared for future services that require communications 
capability.) If those governments share their infrastructure with ISPs, then the respective costs 
can also be shared, thereby reducing costs for both. That is possible if part of the infrastructure 
is made available for multiple purposes. For example, a transportation agency might make RSU 
deployed for safety available also for ISPs, in locations where those RSUs have Internet access 
with adequate bandwidth. (If bandwidth is less than required by the ISP, it could possibly be 
upgraded with a cost lower than deploying a new RSU with a pole, access to power and 
Internet, etc.) We consider the context of governments sharing either safety RSUs or smart 
streetlight infrastructure with ISPs for a fee.  
In the second part of the dissertation we address three research questions. The first is 
whether ISPs sharing RSUs deployed by governments is more cost-effective than ISPs 
deploying their own infrastructure. The second research question is about the optimal pricing 
strategies that governments should adopt for sharing their infrastructure. If prices are too low, it 
may not be worthwhile for the government to share. If prices are too high, ISPs might choose to 
deploy their own RSUs, or not deploy at all. The third question is how much governments could 
save in infrastructure investment by sharing. We address this question by estimating 
government revenues from RSU sharing, which depend on the pricing strategies adopted. To 
address all those questions, we consider that a given amount of spectrum is allocated 
exclusively for vehicles.  
In the third part we investigate how much spectrum should be available for ITS to 
maximize the cost-effectiveness of V2X-based Internet. We also examine whether part of that 
spectrum should be shared with unlicensed devices, as has been considered by the FCC, and if 
so, how such sharing should be implemented.  
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The results for each scenario of conditions and design choices are estimated using an 
approach that has three major parts. First, we extensively collected data from more than 800 
vehicles in Portugal. Part of those vehicles formed a real large vehicular network deployed to 
offload data from cellular4. The second part is a detailed network simulation model. We have 
developed packet-level simulation software that uses the positions of vehicles from Portugal, to 
simulate a mesh network comprised by DSRC onboard units (OBU) in vehicles that connect to 
fixed roadside units (RSU) to gain access to the Internet. We use this simulation to estimate the 
throughput rate of Internet data that can be carried through the V2X-based network, and we 
assess how throughput is influenced by several conditions, ranging from bandwidth, densities of 
devices, and data rates of incoming traffic. The third part of the approach includes engineering-
economic models that estimate costs and revenues as a function of throughputs. To do those 
estimates, we assume that mobile devices can use either cellular services or V2X-based 
networks. In a capacity-limited cellular network, a reduction of data from mobile devices that 
must be carried in the busy hour allows each cell tower to provide adequate capacity over a 
larger area, thereby reducing the number of costly towers that a cellular operator needs to cover 
a given region. We estimate cost savings from reducing the number of towers that would 
otherwise be required if V2X-based networks are not used for Internet access. Those savings 
are compared with the costs of deploying V2X-based networks, which may include costs of RSU 
infrastructure, spectrum and OBUs. The comparison is performed under a variety of relevant 
scenarios defined by several assumptions. These assumptions include the quantities and 
characteristics of infrastructure and spectrum, quantities of vehicles and other devices, data 
rates of incoming traffic, and unit costs of V2X and cellular components. The model is also used 
                                               
4 Data from the vehicular network deployed in Porto, Portugal, were made available for research at the University of Porto, which I 
am affiliated with.  
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to compute other results, such as government savings when examining sharing of infrastructure, 
and spectrum efficiency when addressing sharing of the ITS band. 
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we describe the portion of our 
engineering-economic approach that is common to all three parts of our work. This description 
includes the Portugal dataset, simulation model, economic analysis and base numerical 
assumptions. In Chapter 3 we address the first part of our work. We determine the conditions in 
which V2X networks are cost-effective in the context of in-vehicle devices are mandated, 
spectrum is allocated with fixed bandwidth, and Internet Service Providers (ISP) deploy V2X-
based infrastructure for Internet access only. Then, in Chapter 4, we consider the second part of 
our work, which represents the context of governments sharing either safety RSUs or smart 
streetlight infrastructure with ISPs for a fee. In Chapter 5, we address the third part. We 
examine how much spectrum should be available for ITS to maximize the cost-effectiveness of 
V2X-based Internet, whether part of that spectrum should be shared with unlicensed devices, 
and if so, how spectrum should be shared. 
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with an overall discussion about the benefits of using 
V2X-based networks to provide Internet access. That discussion includes an overview of our 
findings with respect to cost-effectiveness and other measures, in the several scenarios 
presented in the previous chapters. We also discuss whether and which findings of this work 
may apply to scenarios other than those considered in this work. Chapter 7 includes an outline 
of directions for future work. 
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Chapter 2.  Baseline Method and System Model 
 
To address the issues introduced in Chapter 1, in the chapters that follow we evaluate 
throughput, benefits, and costs of Internet access though V2X-based mesh networks under 
different conditions. This chapter describes the engineering-economic approach for the scenario 
of a mandate of V2X devices with exclusive use of ITS spectrum, and RSU infrastructure 
deployed for Internet access. We also describe the Portugal data and the core assumptions that 
are common to all subsequent analyses. The methodology is further extended for the analysis 
of infrastructure, spectrum and cooperation issues. Those extensions are described in the 
subsequent chapters. 
We consider a heterogeneous scenario where mobile Internet traffic is carried over both 
V2X and macrocellular networks as represented in Figure 2.1. In this scenario, OBU-equipped 
vehicles are capable of connecting to the Internet in two ways. One is through macrocells. The 
other way is through V2X-based mesh networks comprised of multihop paths. These paths are 
formed by vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) links. Those links connect 
vehicles to RSUs that serve as gateways to the Internet. Whenever vehicles are able to 
establish a path to an RSU, they will use that path to send Internet traffic. Otherwise, the cellular 
network is used, which is assumed in this model as being ubiquitous. Safety messages and 
Internet packets are sent over separate channels in the ITS band. Therefore, in this model there 
is no mutual interference between safety and Internet traffic. 
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(a) Vehicular Internet access through heterogeneous networks (cellular and DSRC). 
 
 (b) Model of DSRC-based connection between an RSU and a vehicle equipped with an 
OBU. 
Figure 2.1.  Model of Internet access based over vehicular and microcellular networks. 
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vehicular network operating in Porto, Portugal. The methodology is used to estimate network 
throughput and costs and is outlined in Figure 2.2. The first step is to estimate how much 
vehicular Internet traffic, which would otherwise be carried by macrocells, can instead be carried 
by a V2X-based network under different conditions. To achieve this, we developed a detailed, 
packet-level simulation model to estimate the rate at which data is transferred between OBU-
equipped vehicles and RSUs through single or multiple hops. That model makes use of 
representations of the elements that most influence the throughput rates, including the locations 
of RSUs and vehicles, the signal loss between them, the DSRC protocol itself, and multiple 
vehicles and RSUs exchanging data simultaneously in the same area.  
Some of the realism of the simulation comes from measurement data collected from the 
city-wide vehicular network in Porto. For the analysis of the base-case scenario of a mandate 
and infrastructure and spectrum not being shared, Porto data is used in two ways. First, GPS 
positions from more than 800 buses and taxis in Porto are used to determine the positions of 
the vehicles in the simulation. Second, the received signal measured in the buses is used to 
verify whether the simulated signal loss (which influences transmission ranges and interference) 
is compatible with measured loss, on average.  
 
 
Figure 2.2.  Summary of steps, inputs and outputs of the methodology. 
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The second step in the methodology is to use the simulated throughput to estimate 
benefits and costs of Internet access using V2X-based vehicular networks. Today, nearly all 
mobile traffic must be carried over a macrocell tower. In a capacity-limited cellular network, a 
reduction of traffic from mobile devices in the busy hour allows each cell to provide adequate 
capacity over a larger area, thereby reducing the number of towers needed to cover a given 
region. We define the benefit of Internet access through vehicular networks as the cost savings 
accrued from the difference between the number of macrocellular towers that would be 
necessary if there is no Internet access through V2X, and the (lower) number of towers 
necessary when part of the total traffic is offloaded. Benefit is compared to the costs of RSUs, 
spectrum and OBUs, under a wide range of numerical values for factors such as population 
density, penetration of OBUs in vehicles, data rate per OBU-equipped vehicle, and unit costs. 
Those definitions of costs and benefit are aimed to quantify how V2X-based networks for 
Internet access enhance social welfare, or the level of well-being in a society as a whole, 
independently of who incurs the costs and who derives the benefits5. This is described in more 
detail in Section 2.3. 
While the quantity of onboard devices and amount of spectrum are among the definitions 
that characterize a scenario of analysis, the amount of infrastructure deployed for each scenario 
is estimated at the optimal quantity of RSUs that maximizes net benefit of Internet access over 
V2X-based networks. (The net benefit is defined as benefit minus infrastructure cost).  
Location characteristics, i.e. whether an area is urban, suburban or rural, influence both 
steps. Data rates are influenced by signal propagation, which differs between urban and rural 
areas. Moreover, those rates are only relevant where the cellular networks are capacity-limited, 
which also is a condition typical for urban areas. On the other hand, those same data rates are 
                                               
5 In Chapter 4, we additionally derive cost savings for other parties, such as local governments. 
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expected to be higher in urban areas, because of the higher population densities. Therefore, 
results are likely to be more substantial in urban areas, which make them the primary focus of 
this analysis. 
The data collected from the vehicular network in Porto, simulation model, benefit and cost 
model, and the numerical assumptions for the base-case scenario are described below. 
 
2.1. Porto vehicular network and dataset 
 
Porto is the second largest city in Portugal (Instituto Nacional de Estatistica 2011). In 
September 2014, its urban bus authority started offering free Wi-Fi service for passengers in 
400+ buses that have OBUs equipped with an onboard Wi-Fi hotspot, as illustrated in Figure 
2.3. Each bus OBU also has a router that relays traffic to/from the Internet through one of two 
possible paths. The preferred is through the use of DSRC, for which there were 27 RSUs (as of 
March 2015) deployed at fixed locations of the city. Buses were able to connect to RSUs either 
directly or through multihop connections using other buses. If no DSRC path is available, then 
data is transferred over LTE cellular networks. 
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Figure 2.3.  Deployment of OBUs in bus in Porto, Portugal. 
 
As of March 2015, over 2.7 TB/month were transferred. The observed volume transferred 
through DSRC V2X connections varies with location, with the majority of the RSUs being 
concentrated in downtown, where the offload ratio of bytes transferred through DSRC to the 
total number of bytes can reach as much as 70% at peak hours. 
Taxis are also equipped with devices that collect data. Of the city’s estimated total of 800 
taxis, GPS positions of 400+ vehicles were collected during one month in 2012. 
The data from Porto buses and taxis that were used in this dissertation are summarized in 
Table 2.1.  
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TABLE 2.1. PORTO DATA USED FOR THE ANALYSIS 
Data from busses collected from October 2014 to March 2015 and from taxis in March 2012 
Data Item Number of Observations Description 
Data volume/ 
position/signal 
per 15-second 
per bus  
400+ buses: 
240x106 data 
points 
Per 15-second interval, per bus GPS position, received signal 
strength from RSU (if V2I-connected) or peer bus (if V2V-
connected) 
RSU positions 27 RSUs Per RSU: GPS position and height 
Position per 
second per taxi  
400+ taxis: 
120x106 data 
points 
Per second, per taxi: time, GPS position, and an identifier of the 
vehicle 
 
2.2. Network simulation 
 
The baseline part of the simulation model represents a DSRC network of RSUs connected 
to the Internet, and vehicles equipped with OBUs that exchange Internet traffic with those 
RSUs. Transfers of packets are simulated between pairs of vehicles and between vehicles and 
RSUs. At any given time, packet streams flow between each vehicle and one RSU which serves 
as a gateway to the Internet, either directly or through multiple hops (up to three) with other 
vehicles acting as relays. These flows are simulated at the transport, network, link and physical 
layers using the ns-3 network simulator (“Ns-3 Network Simulator” 2018).  
While research such as (Lu et al. 2013) employed analytical methods to derive throughput 
to vehicular users, we have opted for packet-level simulation as it lets us use data from the real 
network in Porto to represent vehicle densities more realistically. As for the simulation platform, 
we have chosen ns-3, which is an open source simulation tool that has been used extensively 
for research on wireless networks (“Ns-3 Network Simulator” 2018; Lacage and Henderson 
2006). Moreover, simulation lets us observe the impact of varying conditions such as data rates 
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and densities of vehicles and RSUs. It would be impossible or impractical to vary those 
conditions in a real network such as that of Porto.  
The main steps of the simulation are represented in Figure 2.4, and the main assumptions 
of the simulation model are described below in the following order. First, mobility and network 
topology, the use of ITS spectrum, the estimation of throughput rates, and endpoints for traffic 
flows are described.  Then, the description is separated by communication layer, beginning with 
the transport layer and then proceeds one by one until the physical layer. 
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Figure 2.4.  Simulation steps of V2X-based throughput for one scenario of numerical 
assumptions. For each scenario, throughput is simulated several times, once for each RSU 
density and for each 5-second interval of vehicle positions. 
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then use its actual GPS measurements. Each of the remaining vehicles follows the same 
trajectory as a real taxi. This is reasonable because differently from buses, taxis do not move 
according to predefined routes. That is, taxis move between origins and destinations determined 
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in an ad hoc basis and select routes according to congestion and driver preferences. Those taxi 
patterns probably apply for other passenger vehicles as well6. For these, we similarly select a 
random taxi, and a random start day and time. Vehicle and RSU antennas are placed in a tri-
dimensional space. Vehicle mobility is simulated as follows. Representations of vehicles are 
created with static positions. Then, throughput rates between vehicles and RSUs are simulated 
representing a network with non-moving nodes communicating for 5 seconds. After the 
simulation run completes for one 5-second time interval, the process repeats for the next 5-
second interval: the positions of the vehicles are changed, the simulation is run again for the 
referred interval, and so on. Moreover, the simulation accepts RSU density as an input variable, 
and then places RSUs in locations with a large number of vehicles at peak hours, using the k-
means clustering heuristic (Moore 2001), with peak-hour vehicle positions as the input. The k-
means algorithm divides vehicle locations among k RSUs and finds the optimal centroid for 
each RSU which minimizes the sum of squared distances between vehicle positions and the 
RSU. For each simulation scenario, the network is simulated multiple times with infrastructure 
density ranging from 0 to 10 RSUs/km2. 
Vehicle and RSU antennas are placed in a tri-dimensional space. Vehicle X and Y 
coordinates are given by the GPS data. Z coordinates represent the height of antennas. All RSU 
antennas have a height of 7 meters, which is the average height of Porto RSUs as of March 
2015. Bus antennas have a height of 3 meters (average of buses in Porto), and all other 
vehicles have height of 1.5 meters (Boban et al. 2011). 
  
                                               
6 However, taxi patterns may not be representative of certain vehicle types such as trucks, but the total number of miles per year 
from passenger cars outnumber the total from trucks. 
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Use of ITS spectrum for Internet access. 75 MHz of DSRC spectrum is used in seven 
10 MHz channels, of which one is reserved for control and management of all channels, and 
two others are reserved for safety applications (IEEE 2010a). We assume the four remaining 
channels are available for Internet access, and each vehicle OBU and each RSU is equipped 
with four radios. It is assumed that each packet streams flow uses as many 10 MHz channels as 
needed to carry the offered number of packets for that flow. The channel or channels to be used 
at each hop of the flow are chosen as the least used channels in the area simulated. These 
spectrum-related assumptions are used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 and are varied in Chapter 
5. 
 
Estimation of throughput of the vehicular network. The throughput rate via DSRC for 
each vehicle is defined as the rate achievable when that vehicle receives data from an RSU it is 
connected to (either through a single or multiple hops). We assume that the traffic sent 
downstream to a car equals the sum of the throughput over the DSRC network to that car and 
the throughput over the cellular network to that car. The same is assumed for traffic traveling 
upstream from each car. These assumptions are accurate if the amount of traffic that is lost and 
the amount that is unnecessarily sent on both networks are both negligible. This is reasonable 
as long as the cellular network is always available and has enough capacity to carry all traffic 
that cannot be carried over the vehicular network.  
Steady-state throughput through DSRC are estimated for each 5-second interval based on 
the positions of all vehicles at the beginning of the interval. This simplifying assumption ignores 
that vehicles move during the interval, so throughput would change gradually rather than jump 
every 5 seconds. This form of analysis may miss some of the fluctuations in data rate as 
observed by a moving vehicle, but it allows for a good approximation of throughput when 
averaged over many time intervals as long as vehicles can switch off between the vehicular 
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network and a ubiquitous cellular network as needed so that data rate fluctuations have little 
effect on the total amount of traffic sent and received. This is a reasonable first-order estimate if 
the time to establish links is negligible, and this switching time with DSRC is expected to be 
roughly 300 milliseconds (IEEE 2010a; Mussabbir and Yao 2007). To estimate steady-state 
throughput in a given time interval, the simulation is first run for an extended warm-up period 
before statistics are gathered. The warm-up part of the simulation runs for 8 seconds, and after 
that statistics are calculated for the data received in one second. This 8-second warm-up period 
was obtained by experimentation – all scenarios simulated resulted in throughput close to the 
mean after that period, and most do so less than 1 second after the beginning of the interval. 
Each OBU-equipped vehicle is the endpoint of one and only one bidirectional flow, while 
each RSU may be the endpoint for zero, one or more flows, up to the number of vehicles 
connected to it. However, any OBU-equipped vehicle can also serve as a relay for data of a flow 
that has another vehicle as a destination, in case of multihop communications. Protocol-specific 
data include acknowledgments and retransmissions in all layers. However, those protocol 
messages are not considered in the statistics – only the number of application-layer data bytes 
received and sent by the vehicle per unit of time is considered in the throughput.  
The throughput per unit of area (in bps/km2) is defined as  
. =	∑ .23245      (2.1) 
where V is the density of OBU-equipped vehicles per km2, and .2 is the data throughput 
achievable between vehicle i and an RSU it is communicating with. 
 
Endpoints for traffic. Each RSU is a gateway to the Internet which a given vehicle 
connects to. We assume that any RSU in the network can connect to any OBU-equipped 
vehicle. Therefore, RSUs can offload traffic of any given vehicle, regardless the cellular operator 
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which the user of that vehicles is subscribed to7. We simulate the traffic on the vehicular 
network, i.e., between vehicles and RSUs, so we treat the RSU as if it were the endpoint of a 
transport-layer connection rather than merely a gateway, as represented in Figure 2.1 (b). When 
addressing spectrum sharing issues we also simulate traffic originated and relayed by 
unlicensed devices, as described in In Chapter 5. 
 
Transport layer. At each interval, a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection is 
simulated between each vehicle and RSU it connects to. The TCP Maximum Segment Size 
(MSS) used is 2244 bytes, which is the maximum size of the packet that the 802.11 link layer 
supports without fragmentation (2304 bytes), minus 60 bytes for the link and IP headers (Z. 
Wang and Hassan 2008). That MSS is roughly similar to typical values for TCP connections 
traversing 802.11 networks.  
 
Network layer. IP packets are routed through the path with the minimum number of hops 
between the vehicle and an RSU, up to a maximum of three hops for each path8. If a given 
vehicle can reach one or more RSUs through one-hop paths, then the path with the least path 
loss is selected. If the minimum number of hops in all paths is greater than one, then we select 
                                               
7 This assumption abstracts our model from specific conditions such as whether there are multiple cellular operators providing 
Internet service in a location. For example, a single Internet Service Provider (ISP) may deploy and operate RSUs in a location and 
have some business arrangement to offload traffic from all cellular operators. Or multiple ISPs may deploy their own infrastructure 
and have some business arrangement to have all RSUs connect to any vehicle.   
8 Multihop communications may result in significant mutual interference between adjacent hops in a path. When OBUs are equipped 
with multiple radios and have access to multiple channels, we allocate channels to paths such as adjacent hops use distinct channels. 
However, we have found that the overall throughput R with this configuration is not much different from the throughput R obtained 
with all hops in a path using a single channel, especially for the base-case data rate and vehicle density. One reason is that most 
vehicles in this scenario that are connected do so via single-hop paths. 
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one path randomly among the paths with the minimum number of hops, such that each of those 
paths is equally likely. 
 
Link layer. The media access control (MAC) sublayer in the DSRC link layer is the one 
specified in the IEEE 802.11p amendment (IEEE 2010b) of the IEEE 802.11 standards.  
 
Physical layer. A hop is used between two nodes only if signal strength at the receiver 
exceeds 15 dB above the sensitivity threshold (-94 dBm). This is the criteria determined 
empirically in the vehicular network of Porto. When the hop is used, the transmitter selects the 
modulation scheme (among the schemes defined in IEEE 802.11p) in accordance to the signal 
strength at the receiver. (However, only the highest modulation schemes are chosen, because 
of 15 dB criteria mentioned above.) Packets are received at an error rate that also depends on 
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), as described in (Lacage and Henderson 
2006) and (“Ns-3 Network Simulator” 2018).  
The transmitted power is 14.6 dBm, obtained from measurements at the equipment 
output, which is also consistent with (Cardote et al. 2012) and (Bai, Stancil, and Krishnan 2010), 
and the gains of the transmission antennas are 16 dBi and 5 dBi for the RSUs and vehicles, 
respectively, which are consistent with the settings of the equipment in the Porto network. 
The received signal is calculated according to the propagation loss model from (Meinilä et 
al. 2009). (urban microcell B1 variant). This model is appropriate for urban areas, because 
vehicular networks are most useful in urban areas where density of vehicles is higher, as is 
demand for cellular networks. Moreover, that model was preferred over other similar models 
because it is valid for the ITS band (5.9 GHz), and it explicitly models two other characteristics 
that are relevant in vehicular networks: whether those nodes are in line-of-sight (LOS) or non-
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LOS (NLOS) (Meinilä et al. 2009; Zhao et al. 2006), and the antenna heights of vehicles and 
RSUs (Mecklenbrauker et al. 2011; Meinilä et al. 2009). For LOS, the loss L is given (in dB) as 
6 = 7689: + <~(0, A)     (2.2) 
where  
7689: = 6C + 10	E	FGH5C(I)    (2.3) 
is the path loss calculated as a reference loss 6C and a function of the distance d (meters), and 
the path loss exponent n represents the degree of attenuation. N is a Gaussian random variable 
with zero mean and represents large-scale fading effects such as shadowing of the LOS path by 
obstacles. For LOS the values are   
E = J2.27	NGO	I < IQR4						NGO	I ≥ IQR      (2.4) 
6C = U41 + 20	FGH5C V N5 ∗ 10YZ 																																																																																								NGO	I < IQR9.45 − 17.3	FGH5C(ℎ5 − 1) − 17.3		FGH5C(ℎ_ − 1) + 2.7	FGH5C V N5 ∗ 10YZ 	NGO	I ≥ IQR A = 3      (2.5) 
where f is the ITS frequency in Hz, h1 and h2 are the heights of the vehicles and/or RSU, and IQR = 4(ℎ5 − 1)(ℎ_ − 1)N/a    (2.6) 
where c is the speed of light in m/s.  
For NLOS, 
6 = 7689: + 20 − 12.5	E + 10	E	FGH5C(I) + 3	FGH5C V N5 ∗ 10YZ + <~(0, A) E = bcd(2.8 − 0.0024	I, 1.84) 
A = 4      (2.7) 
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Other models (Zhao et al. 2006) provide similar path loss and shadowing parameters not 
substantially different from those shown above. 
Each interval each link is assumed to be in LOS or NLOS according with probability 
Prob(LOS) estimated as (Calcev et al. 2007) 
7OGf(6g") = h ijkCCkCC 				NGO	I < 3000																			GlℎmOnopm    (2.8) 
(Asplund et al. 2006) and (Meinilä et al. 2009) propose expressions which results similar 
LOS probability. 
In addition to path loss and shadowing, some models include zero-mean random variables 
to represent fast-fading effects such as multipath propagation and Doppler spread 
(Mecklenbrauker et al. 2011). In our simulation model, the estimated path loss and shadowing 
components are assumed to be constant over each 5-second interval, and the effect of fast-
fading is assumed as negligible, as we estimate average losses across many links rather than 
predict the loss of a particular link. 
The difference between the median simulated loss and the median loss measured in Porto 
buses is less than 5 dB for most distances shorter than 200 meters, which shows the assumed 
model is a reasonable approximation for the observed loss. For example, at a distance of 100 m 
between an RSU and a bus, the median measured loss is 92 dB while the simulated loss is 95 
dB. More than 95% of the hops observed in the Porto network are shorter than 200 meters. 
 
2.3. Benefit-cost analysis 
 
The second step of the methodology is to use DSRC throughput to estimate benefits and 
costs of Internet access at peak-hours. Our benefit-cost analysis quantifies the net economic 
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impact of deploying V2X-based networks to offload traffic from existing cell towers. Benefit-cost 
analysis is a widely recognized method that has been employed for decades by the U.S. federal 
government and many other entities (U.S. Department of Transportation 2016; Boardman et al. 
2001) to assess the social impact of new policies.  
Our basic definitions of costs and benefits are independent of who incurs those costs and 
who derives those benefits. This allows us to quantify the impact of deploying DSRC 
infrastructure on total social welfare9 without making any assumptions about things like who 
pays for RSUs, how much the operator of RSUs charges for the service, and who pays for the 
service. In Chapter 4, we additionally consider the implications of costs being incurred by 
Internet Service Providers and government agencies responsible to deploy infrastructure. 
We define the benefit of Internet access through vehicular networks as the net present 
value (NPV) of cost savings, under the following assumptions. All macrocellular carriers in the 
region being analyzed are assumed to be capacity-limited, which means the system is expected 
to operate at full capacity at peak hours. Therefore, Internet usage in vehicles as new mobile 
traffic should be met either via capacity expansion of the macrocellular networks, or via offload 
as represented in Figure 2.5. To serve more users or higher rate per user, a capacity-
constrained carrier that is already using current technology throughout the spectrum available to 
it must deploy new towers. Besides tower deployment, there are two other ways to increase 
macrocellular capacity: addition of spectrum, or changing the efficiency of the technology, such 
as replacing older equipment with newer systems, or adding sectors per tower. Since network 
designers will generally choose the approach that is most cost-effective at the time, the marginal 
cost of increasing capacity is likely to be similar for all available approaches (Tan and Peha 
                                               
9 Social welfare is the level of well-being in a society. In economic theory, it is the sum of all benefits experienced, minus the sum 
of all costs incurred to provide those benefits, regardless of who benefits and who incurs the costs. 
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2015). We assume that the deployment of new towers is the preferred method to increase 
macrocellular capacity. Carriers do deploy towers when they need capacity, in part because 
spectrum is costly to obtain and typically takes a long time from allocation to commission. 
Moreover, carriers that need more capacity in a region are often already using current 
technology there (Clarke 2014) and have often deployed the maximum possible number of 
sectors. 
 
 
Figure 2.5.  The economic benefit is the difference between the cost to provide Internet 
access for vehicles using only macrocellular towers, and the cost to carry part of the Internet 
traffic through the V2X-based network. 
 
It is assumed that devices will send as much traffic as possible over the V2X network. The 
amount of traffic carried through V2X equals the reduction in the amount of traffic carried 
through cellular, i.e. every bit carried on the vehicular network is one less bit on the cellular 
network. This means that devices switch between the V2X and macrocellular networks with 
negligible disruption, with no data being lost or transmitted in duplicity through both networks.  
The NPV of the benefit of Internet access per km2 is  
<7qr = stuvwixyzw{t ∗ |xyzw{    (2.9) 
Cell	towers
RSU RSURSU
VS
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where stuvwixyzw{t is the total number of macrocell towers “saved” per unit of area due to 
Internet access through vehicular networks and |xyzw{ is the average NPV per macrocell tower. 
We assume that if there is sufficient capacity downstream then there is also sufficient capacity 
upstream, and that carriers are using Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) so spectrum can be 
labeled as either upstream or downstream. In a cellular network, the maximum downstream 
capacity f}p_bcdÄÅ	in bits per second per unit of area is given by 
f}p_bcdÄÅ = ptwÇxy{ ÉzÑÖ sxyzw{t	<twÇxy{t   (2.10) 
where ptwÇxy{ is the average downstream spectral efficiency in bits per second per hertz per 
sector10, bw is the bandwidth per macrocellular carrier used for downstream transmission, Ü.	 ≥1 is the frequency reuse factor, sxyzw{t	is the number of towers per km2 and <twÇxy{t is the 
number of sectors per tower.  
In order to serve all fluctuations of demand, the maximum capacity should equal or 
exceed the data rate demand at peak hours. Therefore, if f}p1ÄÅ is the peak-hour, 
downstream rate demand per unit of area from macrocells when no Internet access through 
V2X-based networks takes place, the number of towers necessary s1 per unit of area is found 
by solving the equation below for s1: 
f}p1ÄÅ = ptwÇxy{ ÉzÑÖ s1	<twÇxy{t   (2.11) 
                                               
10 The efficiency in bits per second per hertz of a given cellular user depends on the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio 
experienced by that user. In general, users located at the edge of a cell will experience less efficiency than users located closer to the 
cellular tower. Nevertheless, in our model we take an average estimate of the spectrum efficiency across all users in a sector, since 
we are interested in the overall capacity of each cell rather than particular users.   
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Let f}p2ÄÅ also be the data rate demand from macrocells, but when part of the traffic is 
carried through V2X networks, to be served by s2 towers. The difference between f}p1ÄÅ and f}p2ÄÅ is the traffic offloaded per unit of area: 
f}p1ÄÅ − f}p2ÄÅ = f}pgNN = ptwÇxy{ 	ÉzÑÖ 	stuvwixyzw{t	<twÇxy{t (2.12) 
then the number of saved macrocell towers is  
stuvwixyzw{t = Éát9àà	ÑÖtâäãåçé	Éz	èâäãåçéâ    (2.13) 
where bpsOff is the downstream throughput over the V2X network. 
The total cost of Internet via V2X-based networks per km2 <7q| consists of three types of 
costs: 
<7q| = <7q|Ö:ê + <7q|9Qê + <7q|:áwÇx{ëÄ  (2.14) 
where <7q|Ö:ê, <7q|9Qê and <7q|:áwÇx{ëÄ are the NPV per km2 of the costs of RSUs, OBUs 
and ITS spectrum, respectively, and are given as 
<7q|Ö:ê = sÖ:ê	|Ö:ê <7q|9Qê = s9Qê	|9Qê <7q|:áwÇx{ëÄ = s:áwÇx{ëÄ	|:áwÇx{ëÄ    (2.15) 
where sÖ:ê is the number of RSUs for Internet access deployed per unit of area, which is 
assumed to be independent and not shared with RSUs deployed for safety or purposes other 
than Internet access, s9Qê is the number of OBUs deployed per unit of area, s:áwÇx{ëÄ is the 
amount of DSRC spectrum in MHz times the population density, and |Ö:ê, |9Qê, |:áwÇx{ëÄ are 
the NPV per RSU, OBU, and MHz of spectrum per person (also known as the cost per MHz-
pop), respectively.  
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The comparison between the benefit and costs defined above depends on the decision to 
be made, i.e. some of the costs that are relevant for one decision may be irrelevant for another. 
For example, when evaluating the cost-effectiveness of deploying V2I infrastructure in the 
context of a safety mandate, ITS spectrum is allocated and OBUs are purchased for safety 
reasons11. In this case, spectrum and OBU costs are sunk with respect to Internet access, and a 
decision to deploy RSUs increases social welfare if and only if benefit of Internet via V2X-based 
networks exceeds RSU costs. However, if there is no safety benefit derived from the mandate, 
then ITS spectrum and OBU costs are not sunk, and social welfare will increase only if benefit of 
Internet access exceeds all V2X-related costs: RSUs, OBUs and ITS spectrum. 
 
2.4. Base-case scenario 
 
The base-case numerical values are listed below for the assumptions used in the 
estimates of the throughput of Internet access via V2X-based networks, and the associated 
benefits and costs. Those assumptions apply for the results in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, unless 
otherwise stated. In those chapters, some of those numerical assumptions are varied either to 
address specific research questions or for sensitivity analysis.  
 
Monetary values. The monetary values are in constant 2014 dollars. Benefit and cost 
NPVs are calculated at a real discount rate of 7% over a horizon of 10 years. The discount rate 
                                               
11 DSRC technology enables an OBU to send safety and non-safety messages simultaneously with distinct priority (Kenney 2011). 
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that OBUs deployed for safety applications can be used also for non-safety communications 
with negligible additional cost. 
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is consistent with the rate recommended by the U.S. Office of Management and Budget for 
benefit-cost analysis of federal programs (Office of Management and Budget 1992). Other 
analyses use similar rates (Hallahan and Peha 2009; Harding et al. 2014). The 10-year horizon 
is long enough to evaluate the lifetime costs of the main elements of the model. For example, 
RSU lifetime was estimated to be 10 years in analysis for the U.S. Dept. of Transportation 
(Wright et al. 2014). Although some costs such as macrocellular towers are incurred for a longer 
horizon, because of the 7% discount rate, their NPV is primarily determined in the first 10 years 
(especially if the upfront part of the costs is large when compared to the recurring part). 
  
Population density. We make the simplifying assumption that population density is 
constant throughout the region being analyzed.  
 
Number of vehicles on the road at peak hours per capita. Assumed as in Table 2.2, 
which is calculated as the product of vehicles owned per capita  (United States Census Bureau 
2015), fraction of time vehicle is in use and ratio of peak-hour usage to average usage (Santos 
et al. 2011). We consider usage at peak hours because our calculation of benefit is based on 
data offload from capacity-limited cellular networks, and it is peak-hour usage that determines 
how much capacity a cellular carrier needs, and thus the cost that the carrier incurs.  
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TABLE 2.2. NUMBER OF VEHICLES ON THE ROAD AT PEAK HOURS PER CAPITA, AS A FUNCTION 
OF POPULATION DENSITY 
People per km2 Number of vehicles owned per capita 
Number of vehicles on the 
road at peak hours per capita 
10 1 0.077 
200 0.8 0.061 
1000 0.65 0.050 
2000 0.6 0.046 
3000 0.55 0.042 
5000 0.44 0.034 
12000 0.22 0.017 
 
OBU Penetration in vehicles. Assumed as 25%. This is reasonable for a decision-maker 
looking 5 to 10 years ahead in the context of a mandate to deploy V2X devices in all new light 
vehicles (U.S. Department of Transportation 2016; Harding et al. 2014). (Considering that cars 
in the U.S. have an average life cycle in the order of 10 years, it is reasonable to expect that 8-
10% of the fleet is renewed each year.)  
 
Data traffic per DSRC-equipped vehicle on the road. At any 5-second interval during 
the peak hour, 50% of the OBU-equipped vehicles on the road are endpoints for data being 
continually at 800 kbps (total downstream and upstream). The remaining vehicles are not 
endpoints for traffic, although they may relay packets for other vehicles in multihop connections. 
This is consistent with predictions that vehicular traffic will reach 5 GB/month per vehicle in the 
coming years (Deutsche Telekom 2013). In reality, data rates vary from vehicle to vehicle at any 
given time, but since RSUs are typically in range of dozens of OBU-equipped vehicles at all 
times during peak hour, this simplifying assumption should have limited effect on aggregate 
throughput.  
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Share of downstream traffic. While a vehicle is transferring data, 90% of the data flows 
in the downstream direction (RSU to vehicle). In the Porto V2X-based network, 92% of a 
session volume is downstream, on average, and (Sandvine 2014) reports a similar ratio for the 
monthly usage per mobile device in the U.S.  
 
Use of DSRC spectrum for Internet access. The band allocated for DSRC in the U.S. is 
divided in seven 10 MHz channels, of which three are reserved for safety applications and for 
control of operation of the other channels (Campolo and Molinaro 2013). We assume the four 
remaining channels are available for non-safety traffic, and each OBU and RSU is equipped 
with four radios. Multiple radios allow different channels to be used simultaneously, so multi-
radio OBUs can increase channel utilization and throughput compared to single-radio OBUs. 
Therefore, if RSUs that act as Internet gateways are deployed, and cars must be equipped with 
OBUs anyway, then users have much to gain by getting multi-radio OBUs rather than single-
radio OBUs. Moreover, we believe the cost difference is likely to be quite small.  For example, 
Chen et al. suggest that if certain technical problems can be solved, then this cost will be small, 
and “there is every reason” to expect the use of more radios than is strictly necessary (Chen, 
Jiang, and Delgrossi 2009). Nevertheless, it is possible that OBUs with fewer radios will be 
deployed, which would lead to somewhat lower throughputs than we report in this paper. 
 
Unit cost of macrocellular tower. The NPV of cost per macrocell tower over 10 years is 
$750,000. Where carriers are leasing space on existing cell towers, this cost includes leasing 
fees. Where carriers build their own towers, a decade of leasing fees is replaced by upfront 
capital expenditures (CAPEX). A 10-year NPV of $750,000 is roughly consistent with previous 
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estimates (U.S. Federal Communications Commission 2010; Hallahan and Peha 2011a; 
Newman 2008), in 2014 dollars.  
 
Macrocellular spectrum efficiency. The downstream average efficiency of a macrocell is 
1.4 bps/Hz/sector, which is an accepted value for LTE-FDD rel. 8 (Sesia, Toufik, and Baker 
2011). Some devices will be more spectrally efficient, such as those using newer 3GPP cellular 
standards, while usage of less efficient devices also continues, sometimes with efficiencies 
below 1 bps/Hz/sector (Clarke 2014).  
 
Sectors per macrocell. Each macrocell is divided in 3 sectors, which is consistent with 
(Sheikh 2014) and others.  
 
Macrocellular bandwidth. Any new tower deployed in a capacity-limited region is 
constrained by the bandwidth available for downlinks, and we assume that each tower would 
operate over a downlink bandwidth of 70 MHz per sector. A tier-1 provider is estimated to hold 
roughly 30 MHz of downlink spectrum for LTE, on average (Goldstein 2015), and spectrum in 
use for LTE is estimated at about half of total spectrum for mobile broadband. Substantial 
amounts of new spectrum are expected to be allocated for newer cellular technologies, but its 
effective use may take several years for actual deployment.  
 
Macrocellular frequency reuse factor. The frequency reuse factor in macrocells is 1, 
which is consistent with a typical macrocellular network configuration with current technology 
(Wannstrom and Mallinson 2014).  
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Unit cost of RSU. The average NPV over 10 years of an RSU deployed for V2I 
communications is $14,000. This is based on U.S. DOT estimates of average annual cost 
between $2,000-3,000 (Wright et al. 2014), which include replacement costs every 5 to 10 
years. However, in Chapter 3 we will consider variations of more than 50% from the base-case 
value, as conditions about infrastructure availability may vary. For example, the city of Porto 
deployed RSUs for a Capex of between $1,200-4,000, by placing RSUs in existing structures 
(traffic poles, buildings, etc.) already owned by the city and already equipped with energy and 
backhaul access. The cost per RSU could be also be lower if RSUs deployed for Internet 
access are shared for safety or vice-versa, although sharing depends on many issues. These 
issues include whether the optimal placement of RSUs for Internet access matches the 
placement for safety communications and whether devices for Internet access and devices that 
are safety-critical are placed under shared control. These issues are addressed in Chapter 4. 
For the base-case value of the cost per RSU, no sharing is assumed. On the other hand, costs 
can be significantly higher if new poles, energy and communications infrastructure must be built 
entirely for RSUs deployed exclusively for Internet access.  
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Chapter 3.  Throughput and Economics of Internet of Vehicles 
 
3.1. Introduction 
 
Internet access for users moving at high speeds, such as those in vehicles, have typically 
been provided through cellular networks. It may be expensive to expand the capacity of cellular 
networks to meet the sharp growth that is expected in mobile Internet traffic, especially in urban 
areas. If part of that traffic is offloaded onto other networks at a lower cost than expanding 
cellular infrastructure, then social welfare is enhanced by providing cheaper Internet access. In 
this chapter we show that V2X-based, vehicular mesh networks could be an important new way 
to provide Internet access in urban areas. We examine throughput, benefits and costs of 
Internet access via V2X-based networks for a location of homogeneous population density in 
the context of a mandate of OBU devices in vehicles, with a given amount of ITS spectrum 
being used to carry Internet traffic, and with an ISP deploying RSUs exclusively for Internet 
access. Under those conditions, we determine the range of population densities over which 
V2X-based networks are cost-effective for Internet access when compared to in-vehicle Internet 
traffic being carried over microcellular networks. We also show how benefits and costs depend 
on factors that vary over time, such as the penetration of OBU devices and data volume of 
Internet traffic, and uncertain factors such as unit costs of V2X and macrocellular equipment, 
and bandwidth. 
In some circumstances, DSRC technology is more cost-effective than expanding the 
capacity of cellular networks. We determine what those circumstances are using the 
engineering-economic approach described in Chapter 2, in which we combine our simulation 
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model with data collected from the actual vehicular network that is operating in Portugal. We 
use the model to estimate how much Internet traffic can be offloaded to vehicular networks that 
would otherwise be carried by cellular networks, under a variety of conditions. These conditions 
include the density of vehicles and RSUs, and data rates of incoming traffic. Moreover, we 
examine how throughput scales as those factors increase over time. 
We use simulated throughput to estimate the benefits of cost savings of reduced cellular 
infrastructure due to offload, and the cost of the V2X-based network to carry that traffic. Then, 
we determine when benefit exceeds cost. Such a cost-benefit analysis informs important 
decisions regarding whether resources should be invested in vehicular networks for Internet 
access, rather than just vehicular safety. One decision is whether to invest in RSUs for Internet 
access. We find that deployment of RSUs in dense urban areas is likely to increase social 
welfare fairly soon after a mandate to put OBUs in vehicles becomes effective. Moreover, we 
find that deployment will increase social welfare in less densely populated areas over time, as 
the penetration of DSRC in vehicles and data rates increase. 
Other decisions include whether to allocate ITS spectrum and mandate OBUs in the first 
place, if these steps are not taken for safety reasons. In situations in which benefit of Internet 
access exceeds all types of DSRC cost, then social welfare is increased by mandating DSRC 
devices in all vehicles and allocating spectrum regardless of whether there are benefits other 
than Internet access. We find that the benefits from Internet traffic alone are not enough to 
justify a universal mandate to deploy DSRC in all vehicles, i.e., the benefits of Internet access 
alone are less than total costs including RSUs, OBUs and ITS spectrum. However, the majority 
of V2X-related costs must be incurred anyway if safety is to be enhanced, and the associated 
benefits from lives saved, mitigated injures and reduces property damage are to be 
experienced.  
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Part of the findings discussed in this chapter is published in the IEEE Access journal (Ligo 
et al. 2017). Moreover, parts were presented at TPRC – Research Conference on 
Communications, Information and Internet Policy (Ligo et al. 2015), at the IEEE Vehicular 
Technology Conference (Ligo, Peha, and Barros 2016), and at the MASITE-ITSPA (Mid-Atlantic 
Section of The Institute of Transportation Engineers – Intelligent Transportation Society 
Pennsylvania) Conference (Ligo and Peha 2016). 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes previous research and how our 
work is positioned. Section 3.3 describes how the engineering-economic method described in 
Chapter 2 is employed for the analysis in this chapter. Section 3.4 contains the results, and 
Section 3.5 ends the chapter with the conclusions. 
 
3.2. Related work 
 
Previous work discussed issues related to vehicular communications over heterogeneous 
networks. In the survey in (Hossain et al. 2010), the authors predicted that ubiquitous 
deployment of DSRC may take decades, and therefore OBUs that switch between DSRC and 
cellular are possibly cost-effective solutions. In this chapter, we examine the actual conditions 
under which DSRC is cost-effective when compared to cellular, by quantifying the economic 
benefits and costs of offloading cellular traffic through DSRC. Other work focused on specific 
technical issues such as the method to select among heterogeneous networks (Tian et al. 2015; 
Zhang, Sirbu, and Peha 2017). In contrast, we determine the locations where it is cost-effective 
to offload traffic from cellular and would constitute a choice between heterogeneous networks. 
That is, we assume that DSRC networks for Internet access will be deployed only where they 
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are cost-effective, and then we quantify benefits and costs at those locations. (We also assume 
that QoS will be satisfied by whatever network that is selected.) 
There is extensive work on the technical capabilities of DSRC-based vehicular 
communications, e.g. (Kenney 2011; Mecklenbrauker et al. 2011; Uzcategui and Acosta-Marum 
2009; Campolo and Molinaro 2013; Zeadally et al. 2010), and economic benefits and costs of 
DSRC technology for safety communications (U.S. Department of Transportation 2016). 
However, to our knowledge there has been little work on the cost-effectiveness of vehicular 
communications over heterogeneous networks for non-safety applications. The leading 
exception (Lu et al. 2013) compared costs of various architectures when deploying greenfield 
infrastructure that would provide ubiquitous coverage in a given region using a given 10-MHz 
block of spectrum. This is related but different from the scenario we address, in that we assume 
that cellular carriers already provide ubiquitous coverage in cellular spectrum, and the question 
is whether it is more cost-effective to expand existing cellular carriers or deploy infrastructure for 
vehicular networks operating in the ITS band.  
In (Lu et al. 2013), the authors compare three types of infrastructure: cellular towers that 
provide macrocells, “roadside access points” that provide microcells, and mesh networks. For 
each type, direct communications between mobile devices and infrastructure is supplemented 
with V2V vehicular communications if and only if the infrastructure density is insufficient to 
provide ubiquitous coverage. In these cases, the authors assume that there will be enough 
vehicles to cover all gaps in coverage. For each type of infrastructure, lower bounds of 
throughput capacity are derived as a function of infrastructure density, and costs are compared 
for a fixed capacity. When the desired capacity is low, they conclude that roadside microcells 
are less cost-effective than macrocells and mesh infrastructure. However, if the desired capacity 
is higher they conclude that roadside microcells are more cost-effective than macrocells. This is 
a somewhat surprising result from (Lu et al. 2013), considering that current greenfield 
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deployments for mobile Internet service typically start with macrocells rather than microcell or 
mesh infrastructure.  
The findings in (Lu et al. 2013) are in part the result of assumptions that are somewhat 
different from those of this chapter. For example, the authors assume that macrocellular 
networks have a frequency reuse factor of 9, and no cell sectorization. In contrast, we assume a 
reuse factor of 1 and 3 sectors per cell, as we might expect in an urban LTE deployment. They 
assume that either cellular or vehicular networks would operate in the same 10 MHz block. In 
contrast, we assume that cellular carriers operate in 70 MHz of spectrum as is typical for a large 
provider, and vehicular networks operate in 40 MHz of spectrum at a much higher frequency in 
accordance with FCC regulations for the ITS band. The authors in (Lu et al. 2013) assume 
frequency reuse can be managed so that there are no packet collisions, even in a vehicular 
network which can have hidden terminals. To take the impact of collisions into account, as well 
as congestion, we use packet simulation with protocols and parameters consistent with the 
DSRC, IP and TCP standards.  
Some carriers and researchers are considering the use of fixed Wi-Fi hotspots that offload 
vehicular data traffic that is tolerant to delays (AT&T 2015; Comcast 2013, 2015; 
Balasubramanian, Mahajan, and Venkataramani 2010; Eriksson, Balakrishnan, and Madden 
2008; K. Lee et al. 2010; Balasubramanian et al. 2008). Moreover, there has been research on 
the resulting economic impact of Wi-Fi offloading (Markendahl 2011; J. Lee et al. 2014). 
However, vehicular networks offer new opportunities for Internet access that are quite different 
from what is possible with Wi-Fi hotspots, and this requires new analysis. 
The benefits of vehicular networks are different from Wi-Fi hotspots because the traffic 
carried is different. Wi-Fi is often a good solution for users who are stationary for the period 
when they are accessing the Internet, but it is often inadequate for users who access the 
Internet while moving. In addition, the costs associated with vehicular networks are quite 
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different from the costs of typical Wi-Fi networks, which are generally microcellular. In a V2X-
based mesh network as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, a relatively small number of RSUs can connect a 
large number of vehicles equipped with OBUs to the Internet. It also helps that DSRC links can 
be longer than typical connections to Wi-Fi hotspots, i.e. up 250-350 meters in cluttered urban 
areas, as measured in Portugal. Although far fewer fixed devices are needed to cover an area 
with a vehicular network than with Wi-Fi, those fixed RSUs are also more expensive, because 
they must operate outdoors in hostile conditions, and they are not currently mass produced. 
Because of these differences, this chapter is important as it examines the cost effectiveness of 
V2X-based mesh networks to offload Internet traffic. 
 
3.3. Methodology 
 
We use the engineering-economic approach based on network simulation and benefit-
cost analysis, as described in Chapter 2, to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of the V2X-based 
networks for locations of homogeneous population density in the context of a mandate of OBU 
devices in vehicles, with a given amount of ITS spectrum being used to carry Internet traffic, and 
with an ISP deploying RSUs exclusively for Internet access. In this section, we discuss the 
characteristics of the methodology that are specific to this chapter. 
As described in Chapter 2, the costs of OBUs, RSUs and ITS spectrum are proportional to 
their quantities. The quantity of OBUs is assumed as dependent on population density, but 
independent from the unit cost of an OBU. The NPV of the cost of an OBU is assumed as $350. 
This is based on U.S. NHTSA estimates (Harding et al. 2014) and considering four radio 
interfaces and antennas per vehicle. For the base-case scenario the population density is 
chosen as 5,000 people/km2, which is representative of the city of Porto (5,600) (Instituto 
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Nacional de Estatistica 2011) as well as large cities such as Boston or Chicago (United States 
Census Bureau 2015). 
On the other hand, the quantity of RSUs considered optimal in a scenario does depend on 
the cost per RSU. This is because the optimal RSU quantity is considered as the one that 
maximizes the difference between total benefit and total RSU cost. In this chapter, the cost per 
RSU and the derived results reflect a scenario where RSUs are deployed for Internet access 
only. In contrast, in Chapter 4 we evaluate how benefits, costs and other measures are affected 
when RSUs are shared for purposes beyond Internet access.  
Moreover, in this chapter the amount of ITS spectrum used for non-safety purposes is 
assumed as fixed and independent from the cost of that spectrum. We this cost as $0.10 per 
MHz per capita (MHz-pop). This value is uncertain, as the cost of spectrum depends on 
frequency (Kerans et al. 2011; Tan and Peha 2015; Alotaibi, Peha, and Sirbu 2015; Peha 
2013b), and the market value above 5 GHz is not well-established. The cost per MHz-pop 
above that is used in this chapter is a lower bound, which is revisited in Chapter 5 where a wide 
range of values well above and below $0.10 is discussed.  
Several of the other numerical assumptions presented in Chapter 2 are varied in this 
chapter. The objectives are twofold. First, we discuss how the cost-effectiveness of V2X-based 
networks is going to evolve over time, as factors such as data rates and OBU penetration 
increase as some predict. Second, we evaluate how the cost-effectiveness derived from the 
base case scenario changes with the uncertainty on the numerical assumptions. The numerical 
assumptions that are varied in this chapter include population density and penetration of OBU 
devices in vehicles, which both determine the quantity of OBU-enabled vehicles on the road, 
data rates of incoming Internet traffic, which together with the quantity of vehicles influence both 
the interference among V2X devices and throughput, and unit costs and bandwidth of 
microcells, which affect our estimates of the benefit of offload. 
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3.4. Results 
 
This Section presents the simulated DSRC throughput, benefit and cost results for the 
base case scenario, and how those results vary if base case values change. The network 
simulation is run with as many vehicles and for as many 5-second intervals as necessary such 
as the resulting statistical significance is sufficient to support conclusions. We average 
throughput over 10 time-intervals for at least 1,000 vehicles in a 20 km2 region. If we make the 
simplifying assumption that the throughputs of these 1,000 vehicles are mutually independent, 
although throughputs at different time intervals are not, then mean throughput is 170 kbps, 
which is about 40% of the base case data rate per vehicle described in Chapter 2. The 95% 
confidence interval for the simulated throughput of a given scenario of device densities and data 
rates is within 7% of the mean. 
 
3.4.1. Base-case scenario 
 
Figure 3.1 shows throughput as a function of RSUs per km2 under base case 
assumptions. Throughput increases with more infrastructure, as the number of vehicles that 
reach an RSU increases. However, the marginal gains in offload rate decrease as the RSU 
density exceeds 2 per km2. This matters because while increasing RSU density increases 
DSRC throughput and therefore benefit, it also increases cost. This can be seen in Figure 3.2, 
which shows both benefits and costs as a function of RSU density under the same assumptions. 
Figure 3.2 shows that for the base case values, the maximum difference between benefits and 
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costs occurs at 1 RSU/km2, for which benefits exceed the cost of RSUs by 50%. If spectrum has 
already been allocated and OBUs purchased, as is likely to occur for safety applications, then 
those are sunk costs. Consequently, the benefits of deploying RSUs exceed the costs, and 
doing so will increase social welfare. However, Figure 3.2 also shows that the benefit of Internet 
access is considerably less than the cost of OBUs. Thus, the value of deployment of vehicular 
networks for Internet access alone, i.e., without consideration of the improvements in highway 
safety, are not sufficient to justify the deployment of OBUs and the allocation of spectrum in the 
base case scenario.  
 
Infrastructure Density (RSUs/km2) 
Figure 3.1.  Average traffic offered and offload throughput rate at a peak hour, for the 
base case scenario.  
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Infrastructure Density (RSUs/km2) 
Figure 3.2.  Benefit and cost for varying infrastructure density, for the base case scenario. 
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The previous subsection showed that deploying RSUs can increase social welfare in the 
baseline case, which corresponds to a densely populated city such as Porto or Chicago. 
However, that may not be the case everywhere. In a more densely-populated area, there will be 
a greater density of vehicles and more on the road at peak hours. Therefore, more in-vehicle 
OBUs will be used, and more RSUs will be deployed for those vehicles to connect to, so OBU 
and RSUs costs increase with population density. On the other hand, throughput per unit of 
area, and hence benefit, are also expected to increase.  
Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show throughput, benefits, and costs as a function of population 
density. Traffic per vehicle, penetration, unit costs and spectrum parameters are held constant 
at base case values. The benefit and cost of RSUs in Figure 3.4 depend on the optimal quantity 
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of population density in which the NPV of benefit of Internet access exceeds the NPV of cost of 
RSUs, the number of RSUs chosen is the quantity that maximizes the difference between the 
NPV of benefit and the NPV of RSU cost.  
For the population density values in which the NPV of benefit is lower than the NPV of 
RSU cost for any quantity of RSUs, we calculate the quantity of RSUs as a linear extrapolation 
from the population density range which the NPV of benefit is greater than the NPV of RSU 
cost. This calculation is only to illustrate that deploying RSUs is not cost-effective for the 
population densities where benefit is less than RSU cost. For those populations the optimal 
RSU density is actually zero, and so are benefit and RSU cost. 
Figure 3.3 shows that data rates of incoming traffic (labeled as “offered” in the graph) 
increases rapidly as a function of population density, which is expected because quantity of 
vehicles increases with population density. V2X-based throughput also increases with 
population density, although at a slower pace than offered traffic because competition for the 
use of the wireless medium limits offload. 
Figure 3.4 indicates that benefit increases faster than RSU cost. The reason is that 
throughput grows roughly proportionally to population but the optimal number of RSUs rises at a 
slower pace. For base case assumptions, the threshold for which benefit exceeds cost is 4,000 
people/km2. If decisions about whether to deploy RSUs are made on a city-wide basis, this 
means cities with population densities at least as great as Chicago or Porto would benefit from 
RSU deployment, assuming there is already spectrum allocated and a mandate of OBU devices 
for safety purposes. However, RSUs could be deployed within an area much smaller than a city, 
and many cities with more modest population densities have some neighborhoods with 
densities over 4,000 people per km2. 
Figure 3.4 shows that benefit grows faster than RSU cost, but OBU cost grows much 
faster than benefit. Under a mandate, every vehicle will (eventually) incur OBU costs, but only 
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the vehicles on the road at peak hours add to the benefits. However, if adoption is voluntary, 
then OBU penetration is lower and total OBU cost would be less than under a mandate. 
Moreover, owners of vehicles that are often in use are more likely to adopt, and this would also 
have the effect of increasing the ratio of OBU-equipped vehicles on the road at peak hour to 
total cars. Thus, if many of the OBU-equipped cars are driven extensively, then this will also 
increase the net benefit of deploying RSUs. 
 
 
Population Density (people/km2) 
Figure 3.3.  Average traffic offered and offload throughput rate at a peak hour for varying 
population densities and other parameters fixed at base case values, optimal RSU quantity at 
each point (i.e. at RSU quantity that maximizes the NPV of benefit minus the NPV of cost for 
each population density: 1 to 2 RSUs/km2). 
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Population Density (people/km2) 
Figure 3.4.  Benefit and cost for varying population densities (and other parameters at 
base case values), and optimal RSU quantity at each point. 
 
Figure 3.4 shows that benefit grows faster than RSU cost for a wide range of population 
densities. However, the trend is different for OBU cost, which grows much faster than benefit.  
The reason can be seen from Figure 3.5, which shows vehicle ownership and vehicle usage as 
a function of population density, using base case assumptions of vehicle ownership per capita, 
time on the road per vehicle and peak hour ratio. Ownership refers to the total number of 
vehicles available per unit of area. In the event of a mandate, ownership determines how many 
vehicles will have OBUs installed, and the total OBU cost. On the other hand, vehicle usage is 
the number of vehicles on the road at peak hours. A vehicle equipped with an OBU will only 
have traffic offloaded carried while on the road, and only the peak-hour offload throughput is 
relevant for benefit. Thus, Figure 3.5 helps explain why OBU costs are significantly higher than 
offload benefit of Internet access, under a mandate scenario. Over locations with increasing 
population densities, and under uniform OBU penetration, vehicle ownership rises faster than 
vehicle usage, making OBU costs rise faster than benefits, at least for base case values of the 
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other parameters. This may not be true for all assumptions. For example, if OBUs cost less, 
then total OBU cost would grow more slowly with respect to population density, but the OBU 
costs would need to be lower that baseline by one order of magnitude for OBU costs not to 
increase faster than benefits. 
 
 
Population Density (people/km2) 
Figure 3.5. Average vehicle ownership and usage (i.e. vehicles on the road at peak hours) 
for population density ranges. 
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transportation (European Commission 2012). As Figure 3.6 shows, the net benefit of deploying 
RSUs will be greater in a city where a larger fraction of cars is on the road in peak hours.  
If vehicles are equipped voluntarily rather than because of a mandate, then Figure 3.6 is 
relevant for a different reason. If adoption is voluntary, owners of vehicles that are often in use 
are more likely to adopt, and this would also have the effect of increasing the ratio of OBU-
equipped vehicles on the road at peak hour to total cars that is shown in Figure 3.6. Therefore, if 
many of the OBU-equipped cars are driven extensively, as is certainly the case for the OBU-
equipped vehicles in Porto, then this will also increase the net benefit of deploying RSUs. 
 
 
Number of Vehicles Using DSRC at Peak-hour /Number of Vehicles Owned 
Figure 3.6. Benefit and cost for varying ratios between the quantity of OBU-equipped 
vehicles in use and the total quantity of vehicles owned (and other parameters at base case 
values), and optimal RSU quantity at each point (1 to 2 RSUs/km2). 
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3.4.3. Impact of OBU penetration 
 
Like population density, OBU penetration is likely to affect benefit and costs, although 
unlike population, penetration may increase rapidly over time.  With higher penetration, it is 
expected that both the number of OBU-equipped vehicles and the number of OBU-equipped 
vehicles on the road at peak hours will increase. Therefore, it is expected that more RSUs for 
those vehicles to connect to will be necessary. On one hand, this makes costs of OBU and 
RSUs increase with penetration. On the other hand, offload throughput per unit of area from 
cellular to V2X, and hence benefit, are also expected to increase. This Section examines the 
effect of penetration on benefit and cost. 
Figure 3.7 shows offload throughput as a function of OBU penetration, assuming the 
population density, quantity of vehicles, traffic per vehicle, unit costs and spectrum parameters 
are held constant at the base case values for all values of penetration considered. The graph 
shows the rate of traffic offered increases rapidly as a function of penetration, which is expected 
considering an increasing quantity of vehicles for higher penetrations.  The offload throughput is 
also higher. If penetration increases over time as expected (especially if there is a mandate), 
then offload throughput will increase over time.  Since benefit is defined as a function of offload 
throughput, RSUs are expected to be deployed only in areas where the potential rates are high 
enough for benefit to exceed RSU cost, as long as spectrum and OBU costs are sunk.  
Therefore, the growth of offload throughput over time would eventually cause the potential 
benefit of offloading Internet access to exceed the cost of RSUs in regions where this is not 
initially the case.   
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OBU Penetration in vehicles 
Figure 3.7. Average throughput traffic offloaded (and offered rates of incoming traffic) at a 
peak hour: varying OBU penetration (and other parameters at base case values), optimal RSU 
quantity at each point (0.8 to 1.6 RSUs/km2). 
 
With higher penetration, offered load per km2, throughput, and ultimately benefit increase. 
Moreover, the optimal number of RSUs to carry that throughput increases with penetration as 
well. Figure 3.8 shows benefit and costs as a function of penetration, with all parameters, except 
penetration, at base case values and the RSUs densities chosen as described in subsection 
3.4.2. The top horizontal axis shows penetration for a lower population density (2,000 
people/km2), while the bottom horizontal axis shows penetration for the base case population 
density (5,000). Figure 3.8 shows that as OBU penetration increases, benefit increases faster 
than RSU cost. Thus, in cities where RSU deployment does not result in benefit exceeding RSU 
cost within the current planning horizon, this may change after a few years as penetration 
increases. For the base case assumptions, the benefit of Internet access exceeds RSU costs 
when penetration is 0.19 or greater in a city with population density of 5,000/km2. For a 
population density of 2,000 people/km2, benefit exceeds cost only when penetration is 0.37 or 
greater.  
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However, OBU cost increases much faster than benefit, thus if penetration increases over 
time, the difference between OBU cost and benefit is also likely to increase. In this situation, if 
there were no benefits other than Internet access, then social welfare would decrease. But that 
could only be true if V2X communications had no safety benefits whatsoever, which is unlikely. 
 
DSRC Penetration (@ population density=2000/km2) 
 
DSRC Penetration (@ population density=5000/km2) 
Figure 3.8.  Benefit and cost for varying values of OBU penetration (and other parameters 
at base case values), and optimal RSU quantity at each point. Each horizontal axis refers to a 
different population density. 
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3.4.4. Impact of cost per onboard unit (OBU) 
 
In order to investigate whether offload benefit of Internet access through V2X-based 
networks would ever exceed all costs, including the OBU cost that dominated in the base case, 
this subsection examines the effect of the OBU unit cost on total benefit and cost. 
Figure 3.9 shows benefit and costs as a function of OBU unit cost, for the base case 
values of population density, the quantity of vehicles, penetration, traffic, RSU and macrocellular 
unit costs, and spectrum parameters. The quantity of RSUs is chosen to maximize the 
difference between benefit and RSU cost. If a mandate was to be justified by offload Internet 
access only, then offload benefit of Internet access alone should exceed all DSRC costs.  
Figure 3.9 shows that total OBU cost would exceed RSU and spectrum costs combined under 
these assumptions, and that the sum of RSU and OBU costs would exceed offload benefit of 
Internet access even if the cost per OBU falls by more than 80% from $350 to $50.  
It is only possible for the cost per OBU to decrease over the range shown in Figure 3.9 if 
OBUs are mass-deployed at a scale comparable to Wi-Fi devices. In the physical level DSRC is 
specified by the IEEE 802.11p standard (IEEE 2010b), which is mostly an adaptation of the Wi-
Fi 802.11a standard for the 5.9 GHz band. Wi-Fi radios with antennas currently cost no more 
than a few tens of dollars, and perhaps DSRC OBU costs could drop if it is mass produced.  But 
even if this happens, Figure 3.9 shows that benefit still does not exceed total OBU cost for the 
base case scenario. 
However, if there is a mandate in which spectrum is already allocated and OBUs are 
purchased, then spectrum and OBU costs are sunk. In this scenario, since offload benefit of 
Internet access exceeds RSU cost for base case assumptions, RSU deployment for offload 
Internet access does increase social welfare. 
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NPV per Vehicle OBU (USD) 
Figure 3.9. Benefit and cost for varying NPV per OBU (and other parameters at base case 
values), and optimal RSU quantity (1 RSU/km2). 
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Figure 3.10 shows offload throughput as a function of traffic per vehicle, assuming the 
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3.10 suggests that offload throughput is still growing for traffic per vehicle as high as four times 
the base-case value. If traffic per vehicle increases over time, then offload throughput is likely to 
increase over time as well even if traffic grows as much the wide range shown in Figure 3.10, 
under base-case values for the other assumptions. 
 
 
Average Traffic per Vehicle (kbps) 
Figure 3.10. Average traffic offered and offload rate at a peak hour for varying traffic per 
OBU-equipped vehicle on the road, optimal RSU quantity at each point (0.9 to 2 RSUs/km2). 
 
Figure 3.11 shows the benefits and costs as a function of incoming traffic per vehicle, 
assuming the population density, quantity of vehicles, penetration, unit costs, and spectrum 
parameters are held constant at the base case values for all values of traffic considered, and 
the RSUs densities are chosen as described in subsection 3.4.2.  
The difference between the benefit of Internet access and RSU cost increases with the 
rate of incoming traffic per vehicle, similarly as with OBU penetration. If traffic or penetration 
increase over time as predicted, then benefit will eventually exceed RSU cost in less populated 
areas where this is not the case soon after the mandate is effective. In subsection 3.4.2 it is 
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shown that benefit exceeds RSU cost for locations with population density above 4,000 people 
per km2, with the base case assumption of traffic per vehicle. Since Figure 3.11 shows that the 
difference between the benefit of Internet access and RSU cost increases with traffic per 
vehicle, and if traffic will increase over time as some predict, then benefit would exceed RSU 
cost in locations with population densities below 4,000 people per km2 over time. 
Figure 3.11 also shows that, under the base case scenario for the other assumptions, the 
benefit of Internet access exceeds RSU cost for traffic per vehicle above 250 kbps at peak 
hours. This corresponds to a monthly usage of 3 GB per vehicle. Thus, deploying RSUs would 
still result in the benefit exceeding RSU cost soon after the mandate becomes effective in the 
densely-populated urban area represented by our base case if data rate is about half of what 
some are currently predicting. 
The average data rate of an OBU-equipped vehicle may also exceed the average data 
rate of all vehicles if vehicle owners purchase OBUs voluntarily, rather than only in response to 
a mandate. The owners who adopt voluntarily would be the ones who benefit the most. If 
owners are charged for Internet service based on usage, then more owners of vehicles with 
higher volumes of Internet traffic would opt in, and average data rates could be much greater 
than the base case. For example, a bus company offering Internet service for passengers (such 
as the one in Porto) might voluntarily install OBUs as soon as RSUs are operating. This is 
because the bus company expects a data rate per vehicle that is well above average and 
carrying that traffic over a cellular network would be expensive. Thus, for a given OBU 
penetration rate, the benefit of Internet access will exceed costs at a lower population density if 
there is a significant level of voluntary adoption of OBUs. 
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Average Rate of Incoming Traffic per Vehicle (kbps) 
Figure 3.11.  Benefit and cost for varying rates of incoming traffic per DSRC-equipped 
vehicle on the road (and other parameters at base case values), and optimal RSU quantity at 
each point. 
 
3.4.6 Throughput under high OBU penetration or data rates  
 
We also examined the impact on cost-effectiveness of high data rates and OBU 
penetration. Since benefit is proportional to throughput, we investigated whether the latter 
increases or collapses for high network load. As data rate of incoming traffic increases, 
throughput increases rapidly until it reaches a peak, and then remains within a small percentage 
of its peak for higher loads, regardless of RSU density. This limit at arbitrarily high load is called 
saturation throughput (Bianchi 2000; Chhaya and Gupta 1997), and Figure 3.12 shows the 
relationship between saturation throughput per km2 and density of OBU-equipped vehicles. 
Data rates of incoming traffic at each path are high enough to keep the TCP transmission 
buffers constantly full, and curves for several RSU densities are shown. The graph shows that 
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saturation throughput increases linearly when vehicle density is low, and then remains close to 
its maximum for all OBU densities above some threshold, regardless of RSU density. The fact 
that throughput is close to peak even for much higher loads than the base case value means 
that congestion and interference never cause a serious loss of throughput (and therefore 
benefit), probably thanks to mechanisms such as MAC-level collision avoidance and transport-
layer congestion control. This is important, because the number of OBU-equipped vehicles will 
increase over time if the U.S. Dept. of Transportation mandates the technology for all new cars, 
and data rates of incoming traffic are also expected to increase sharply over time (Sandvine 
2014; Cisco 2015). As a result, cities with vehicular networks need not fear that benefit will 
decline as load goes up every year. 
 
 
Density of OBU-equipped Vehicles (OBUs/km2) 
Figure 3.12.  Saturation throughput of the vehicular network for varying density of OBU-
equipped vehicles and data rates of 100 Mbps/OBU. Each line refers to a fixed RSU density. 
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3.4.7. Impact of cost per roadside unit (RSU) 
 
If the cost per RSU is lower than in the base case, then it may be worthwhile to deploy 
more RSUs to increase total throughput. On the other hand, if RSUs are significantly more 
expensive than in the base case, then that may prevent deployment and result in no benefit at 
all. This Section examines the effect of RSU unit costs on total benefit and cost. 
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show throughput, benefit and costs as a function of RSU unit 
cost. The base case values of population density, the quantity of vehicles, penetration, traffic, 
OBU and macrocellular unit costs, and spectrum parameters are assumed. The quantity of 
infrastructure for each value of RSU unit cost is chosen to maximize the difference between 
benefit and RSU cost, as explained further in 3.4.2. The cost per RSU affects that optimal 
quantity of RSUs, which influences V2X-based throughput. This is shown in Figure 3.13: if the 
cost per RSU is lower than the base case value ($14,000), then offload throughput is higher and 
vice versa. However, even with that variation in throughput, Figure 3.14 shows that the total 
benefit and cost results are robust to a wide variation of costs per RSU.  Even if this cost is 30% 
higher (or lower) than the base case, benefit of Internet access will still exceed total RSU cost.  
However, that result might change if the cost per RSU is radically different than the base 
case. For example, if RSUs are deployed by businesses in places that require expensive poles 
or lack of access to commercial power or communications, then the cost per RSU might be 
much higher, and Figure 3.14 shows that benefit of Internet access is lower when total RSU 
cost if its unit cost is higher than $20,000 per RSU and other assumptions are at base case.  On 
the other hand, if the decision to deploy RSUs are made by a municipality that already has pole, 
energy and backhaul infrastructure available, cost per RSU may be low, and RSU deployment 
might be beneficial even for less densely populated cities than the “threshold” density shown in 
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section 3.4.2 for base case assumptions, as long as spectrum and OBU costs are sunk under a 
mandate.  
 
NPV per RSU (USD) 
Figure 3.13. Average offload rate at a peak hour for varying PV per RSU, and optimal 
RSU quantity at each point (1.3 to 0.8 RSU/km2). 
   
 
NPV per RSU (USD) 
Figure 3.14. Benefit and cost for varying PV per RSU (and other parameters at base case 
values), and optimal RSU quantity at each point. 
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3.4.8. Impact of macrocellular factors 
 
Macrocellular costs are expected to influence benefit and costs in the opposite way as the 
V2X-related costs analyzed in the previous subsections.  Figure 3.15 shows benefit and costs 
as a function of the unit cost per macrocellular tower, for which is assumed the base case 
values of population density, the quantity of vehicles, penetration, traffic, V2X costs and 
spectrum parameters.  If the NPV of the cost per macrocellular tower is higher than the base 
case assumption, then benefit of Internet access exceeds RSU cost in less populated areas 
than in the base case scenario. On the other hand, if macrocellular cost is lower than in the 
base case, than the benefit might be lower than in the base case. However, Figure 3.15 shows 
that the findings in previous subsections do not change substantially if the cost per 
macrocellular tower changes over a range of 20% below or above the base case value.  
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NPV per Macrocell Tower (USD) 
Figure 3.15. Benefit and cost for varying NPV per macrocellular tower, and optimal RSU 
quantity (1 RSU/km2). 
     
Benefits and costs may also be influenced if the amount of spectrum a carrier has 
available varies from the base value. Figure 3.16 shows benefit and costs as a function of the 
bandwidth available per carrier, and base case values of population density, quantity of 
vehicles, penetration, traffic, unit costs and ITS spectrum, and indicates that benefit of Internet 
access exceeds RSU cost if as much as 20% more bandwidth per carrier is in use. Spectrum 
holdings for cellular service may increase over time as long as the growing demand for mobile 
Internet trigger decisions to reallocate spectrum from other uses to cellular, or new technologies 
enable use of bands that were previously unusable for cellular. However, spectrum reallocations 
are not frequent and take years to become effective – 65 MHz were auctioned in 2015, being 
the first significant addition to mobile spectrum since 2008 in the U.S. (Clarke 2014). Therefore, 
over a given period the amount of spectrum may increase less than the rapid growth expected 
for traffic per vehicle (which increases benefit, as shown in subsection 3.4.5), which suggests 
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that the growth in cellular spectrum may still result in Internet access over V2X-based networks 
being cost-effective.  
 
 
Bandwidth per Macrocellular Carrier (MHz) 
Figure 3.16. Benefit and cost for varying bandwidth available for macrocells, and optimal 
RSU quantity at each point (1 RSU/km2). 
 
3.5.  Conclusions 
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urban areas, when OBU penetration is representative of a few years after a mandate becomes 
effective, peak-hour Internet traffic per vehicle is compatible with forecasts for the next years, 
and even when those RSUs are not shared with safety or other applications. Moreover, RSU 
deployment is likely to become welfare enhancing in the future for many less-populated areas 
as well, as long as penetration or Internet traffic increases over time. 
Under a mandate to deploy OBUs, our results show that the OBU cost alone exceeds 
benefit. However, it has been estimated that an OBU mandate will accrue significant road safety 
benefits (U.S. Department of Transportation 2016; Harding et al. 2014), which has motivated the 
allocation of ITS spectrum and the possibility of a mandate to deploy OBUs in all new vehicles 
in the U.S. If this mandate occurs, then the decision of whether to use V2X-based networks for 
Internet access becomes a decision about whether to deploy roadside infrastructure that can 
serve as a gateway to the Internet. For this decision, both OBU and spectrum costs would be 
sunk, and if the benefit of Internet access exceeds RSU cost, then a decision to deploy RSU 
infrastructure would increase social welfare. Our results show that benefit does exceed RSU 
cost under base case assumptions, which correspond to dense urban areas. 
Benefits and costs are both affected by population density. If all else is equal, the benefit 
of Internet access through V2X-based networks minus the cost of RSUs is greater when 
population density is greater. With base case assumptions, benefit exceeds RSU cost in 
locations with population density above 4,000 people per km2, i.e. only in fairly densely 
populated urban areas. However, this should change over time. Under an OBU mandate, the 
volume of traffic per vehicle and OBU penetration are both likely to rise rapidly beyond our 
baseline assumptions in the coming years. With this growth, our results show that the benefit of 
Internet access minus RSU costs also increases. Thus, if all assumptions are close to base 
case values except OBU penetration and traffic per vehicle, then the benefit will exceed the cost 
of RSUs in regions with lower and lower population densities over time. Therefore, the 
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deployment of RSUs will become social-welfare-enhancing over more of the country. However, 
there will remain areas where deployment of RSUs does not enhance social welfare, including 
those rural areas where population density is so low that cellular networks are not capacity-
limited, i.e., they have excess capacity and don’t need offload. 
Since benefit is proportional to throughput, we also examined how it scales for high levels 
of load in the vehicular network, which is likely to happen in the future. For example, the base-
case data rates assumed for vehicles may be a small fraction of total Internet traffic today. 
However, both that fraction and the overall traffic may increase over time when more of certain 
types of vehicles are connected, such as buses and self-driving cars where passengers access 
the Internet rather than drive. We find that even for arbitrarily high loads, throughput per unit of 
area (and thus benefit) approaches a saturation level that remains close to the maximum 
achievable throughput, meaning that the cost-effectiveness of vehicular networks will not 
decline even as Internet traffic and the penetration of OBUs in vehicles grow sharply as 
predicted. 
RSU cost also affects whether deployment of RSUs would increase social welfare, and 
RSU cost varies from community to community. For example, all else being equal, benefits of 
Internet access through DSRC minus RSU costs will be lower where the provider has to acquire 
infrastructure (poles, backhaul, etc.), than where RSUs are deployed by a municipality that 
already has infrastructure available, or where part of the RSU cost is incurred for another 
purpose, e.g. a given RSU is shared for safety and Internet traffic.  
Like any model of a complex system, our analysis is based on a number of simplifying 
assumptions, some of which may be explored further in future research, such as the variability 
in traffic per vehicle and among vehicle types, and the dynamics of traffic, penetration, and 
costs over time. However, the conclusion that the benefit exceeds RSU cost in urban areas but 
is lower than the sum of RSU, spectrum, and OBU costs is sufficiently robust, such that a small 
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change of around 20% in any of these assumptions would not change it. If reality differs from 
the base case even more than this, this is most likely either because of our assumption about a 
mandate or our assumption about mobile traffic levels. For example, if data rates are 
substantially higher (or lower) than our baselines estimate of 5 GB per month per vehicle, then 
the population density required for the benefit of Internet access through V2X to exceed the cost 
of RSUs may be less (or more) than our estimated 4,000 people per km2, respectively. 
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Chapter 4.  Sharing Roadside Infrastructure for the Internet of Vehicles 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
 
In the previous chapter, we have shown that deploying RSU infrastructure is cost-effective 
to offload mobile Internet traffic from cellular onto V2X-based mesh networks. This applies for 
an entity such as a municipality or an Internet Service Provider (ISP) deploying RSUs 
exclusively for Internet access. However, governments will likely deploy RSUs for other 
purposes as well. In particular, V2X communications have the potential to improve road safety, 
and V2X-enabled OBUs may be mandated for all new cars (U.S. Department of Transportation 
2016). However, substantial investment in RSUs is required, which was estimated to be in the 
order of billions of dollars nationwide (Wright et al. 2014). RSUs for safety probably will not be 
deployed until state and local governments choose to pay, which may slow adoption of V2X 
applications.  
This chapter is about cost savings from infrastructure sharing, when it is deployed by 
government agencies and shared with private parties. If RSU cost can be reduced, V2X-related 
safety benefits may be experienced sooner by more people. We show that governments might 
save by sharing safety RSUs with ISPs for a fee.  
Moreover, governments may widely deploy other types of infrastructure that could be 
shared. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, one example is the deployment of “smart” streetlights with 
communications capability, to aid services such as surveillance, air quality monitoring, etc. 
Those streetlights may be opportunities for ISPs of cheap access to power, poles and backhaul, 
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and possibly available in more locations than safety RSUs. In this chapter, we also consider 
sharing of streetlights. 
By sharing safety RSUs or streetlights, governments might charge prices to maximize 
either government savings or social welfare. The contributions of this chapter are to determine 
the prices the government would charge an ISP to achieve either goal. We consider the 
scenario where the amount of ITS spectrum is that allocated in 1999 (75 MHz), and the U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DOT) mandates vehicles to be equipped with DSRC-capable 
OBUs as proposed in 2016. In-vehicle Internet is increasing sharply, and ISPs must decide 
whether to expand cellular capacity or to deploy RSUs to offload part of the demand. These 
RSUs can either be deployed for Internet only by the ISP or shared. In this scenario, the ISP 
pays to share government infrastructure. However, the results are also applicable to some other 
sharing arrangements, such as a public-private joint deployment. 
We analyze government infrastructure expenses, ISP infrastructure expenses, and 
government revenues from ISPs. We estimate these without sharing, and with sharing as a 
function of the price government charges to share an RSU. We assume that ISPs design their 
systems to carry a given volume of traffic, and ISPs minimize cost by choosing any combination 
of deploying their own RSUs that serve as Internet gateways, sharing safety RSUs or smart 
streetlights with government for a fee, and deploying traditional macrocells.  
We estimate that government could save about one-fifth of the nationwide cost of safety 
RSUs in the U.S. if they are shared with ISPs. We also estimate an increase in social welfare 
from sharing safety RSUs. In the case of sharing smart streetlights, we find that nationwide 
benefits could be up to one-third higher than with sharing of safety RSUs. The prices that 
maximize government savings and social welfare may differ. However, we find that maximizing 
government savings results in near-optimal social welfare. The benefits of sharing would 
increase significantly if the Internet traffic or OBU penetration grow over time. 
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One aspect of our method is an engineering-economic model to estimate RSU costs, 
government revenues from ISPs, and the resulting government savings and increased social 
welfare from sharing. Some of these costs depend on how much traffic can be offloaded from 
macrocells to a vehicular network as a function of RSU quantity. Offload capacity is estimated 
with the simulation model combined with data from Portugal, as described in Chapter 2. We 
have extended the engineering-economic approach to address government savings and social 
welfare when safety RSUs or smart streetlights are shared with ISPs for a fee. 
Part of the findings discussed in this Chapter was presented at the IEEE Vehicular 
Technology Conference (Ligo, Peha, and Barros 2017), and is published in the IEEE 
Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems journal (Ligo and Peha 2018a). 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses related work, while Section 4.3 
describes the data used and how our engineering-economic approach has been extended to 
address the issues presented in this chapter. Results are discussed, and sensitivity analysis is 
performed in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 concludes the chapter. 
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Figure 4.1.  Representation of a vehicular connection to an Internet-connected RSU. An 
ISP may deploy its own RSUs, and it may use safety RSUs or smart streetlights shared by the 
government. 
 
4.2. Related work 
 
Although government agencies often deploy infrastructure only for their own use (Daher 
and Vinel 2013), previous work has shown other instances where government can save by 
sharing infrastructure with commercial companies. For example, as shown in (Hallahan and 
Peha 2011a, 2010; Peha 2013a; Hallahan and Peha 2011b), a highly cost-effective way to 
provide communications for emergency responders involves sharing infrastructure between 
government and commercial cellular providers. This approach was adopted in FirstNet, a 
nationwide network for emergency responders which Congress funded in 2012 with $7 billion 
(Peha 2013a).  
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Similarly, governments might share RSU infrastructure with ISPs. Some claim that 
demand for mobile Internet will grow sharply (Sandvine 2016). That includes in-vehicle Internet 
access, which is currently served mainly by macrocells that would continuously need expansion 
where networks are capacity-limited. Although that extra capacity is costly, previous work has 
shown that vehicular networks could provide Internet access at a lower cost than cellular 
networks. For example, it has been shown (Lu et al. 2013) that roadside microcells provide 
Internet access at a lower cost than cellular networks, assuming greenfield deployment of either 
infrastructure. In Chapter 3, we have shown that ISPs can provide Internet access at lower cost 
using V2X-based networks than through expanding cellular infrastructure in some regions, if 
ISPs deploy RSUs that function as Internet gateways. If ISPs could use government RSUs for 
less than the cost of their own RSUs, then ISPs might offer V2X-based Internet in more 
locations. Thus, there is benefit in sharing dual-use RSUs for both safety and Internet access. 
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first that quantifies that benefit. 
 
4.3. Method and system model 
 
We have used the engineering-economic approach presented in Chapter 2 to model 
throughput and costs of the V2X-based network, and the cost savings from reducing the 
expansion of macrocellular networks when part of the growth in mobile Internet traffic is 
offloaded from macrocells onto V2X-based networks. We have extended that engineering-
economic approach to assess government savings and social welfare when RSU infrastructure 
is shared, and to inform what prices should be charged for sharing. The data used and the 
modeling of costs, ISP strategy, government savings and social welfare from sharing are 
described below.  
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4.3.1.  Dataset 
 
To determine how sharing affects government savings and social welfare, for the analysis 
in this chapter we use the data from the real DSRC network operating in Porto, Portugal, as 
described in Chapter 2. More specifically, we use the GPS positions from the dataset to 
determine the positions of the vehicles in the simulation of throughput of the vehicular network. 
In addition, we use coordinates of urban road intersections. The municipality of Porto 
made available the latitude and longitude coordinates from all of the city’s 4,900+ road 
intersections. We use these coordinates of intersections to determine the locations of safety 
RSUs as described below. 
 
4.3.2.  Costs of V2X and cellular infrastructure 
 
As in Chapter 3, we consider the amount of ITS spectrum allocated in 1999, and there is a 
mandate to equip cars with OBUs for safety, as may occur in the U.S. (U.S. Department of 
Transportation 2016). In this scenario, spectrum and OBU costs are incurred for safety and only 
RSU costs matter for non-safety purposes. 
In our model, when Internet traffic is carried over the V2X-based network at peak hours, 
fewer macrocellular towers are needed than in a scenario without V2X. The cost of those fewer 
towers is defined in Equation 2.9 (Chapter 2). From a social welfare perspective, if that avoided 
cost exceeds the cost of the V2X network, it does not matter who benefits from the avoided 
cost, such as the ISP or its users in the form of reduced retail prices of Internet service. 
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However, in this chapter we are interested both in social welfare and in government 
savings. Because of the latter, we assess the distribution of cost savings between ISPs and 
governments.  
We assume in this chapter that if the avoided cost of macrocells exceeds the cost of the 
V2X network for the ISP, then this difference is a profit for the ISP. Otherwise, the ISP is better 
off by not deploying V2X infrastructure for Internet access. On the other hand, deployment costs 
for the ISP are affected by whether RSUs are shared by the government, and at what price. 
Therefore, if RSU sharing reduces infrastructure cost for the ISP, then its profit is higher than in 
the absence of sharing. We assume the ISP will adopt the RSU deployment strategy that 
maximizes profit. Also, the amount of Internet traffic does not depend on whether it is carried 
over macrocells or RSUs (shared or not). Thus, ISP revenue does not depend on strategy, so 
the ISP strategy that maximizes profit also minimizes cost. If this strategy includes shared 
RSUs, then government savings and increased social welfare are possible. 
All costs are defined as the sum of upfront and ongoing costs over the base case time 
horizon, which are discounted to present values using the base case discount rate presented in 
Chapter 2. 
 
4.3.3.  Locations of safety RSUs and smart streetlights 
 
The ISP strategy in deploying RSUs, government savings and social welfare from sharing 
depends on the quantity and locations of safety RSUs or streetlights that can be shared. For the 
former we assume the density of safety RSUs that can be shared is 
0.2	7	/	1000     (4.1) 
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which is based on (Wright et al. 2014), (FHWA 2016), where 7 is the population density. Safety 
RSUs are placed at the intersections with the highest average quantity of vehicles at peak 
hours. This assumption is consistent with (Wright et al. 2014), which found that a significant 
number of crashes are intersection-related and high-volume intersections are likely to have the 
highest number of crashes. We also assume that placement and quantity of safety RSUs do not 
depend on whether they are shared. The locations of safety RSUs in the simulation model are 
based on the real intersection coordinates from Porto. 
We also examine sharing of smart streetlights, which we assume can be upgraded to 
provide V2X-based Internet access and are ubiquitous. Therefore, they are available at the 
locations that would be chosen by an ISP deploying its own RSUs (intersections or not). We 
name the density of locations that can be shared (either safety RSUs or streetlights) as <tu. 
  
4.3.4.  ISP strategy for using shared and Internet-only RSUs 
 
Cost for the ISP per unit of area (km2) is  
|í:R = }	<tì + a2y	<2y     (4.2) 
where p is the price per shared RSU, a2y is the cost the ISP bears to deploy an Internet-
only RSU by its own, and <tì and <2y are the densities of shared RSUs and Internet-only RSUs 
per km2 that maximize ISP profit	(î|xyzw{ − |í:R). Note that <tì and <2y affect not only |í:R but 
also the avoided cost of macrocells	î|xyzw{, because <tì and <2y affect throughput.  
For sharing of safety RSUs in a given scenario of population density, OBU penetration 
and other assumptions, we find the <tì and <2y that maximize (î|xyzw{ − |í:R)  according to the 
following procedure. We run the simulation with the density of RSUs <tì + <2y ranging from 0 to 
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10 RSUs/km2. and with the density of shared RSUs ranging from 0 to min{density of safety 
RSUs, <tì + <2y}. For each density, we calculate throughput and costs, and thereby determine 
the optimal <tì and <2y.   
For each RSU density, RSUs are initially placed where they are likely to result in the most 
throughput. Thus, RSUs should be set in places with a large number of vehicle positions at peak 
hours. More specifically, RSUs are placed using the k-means clustering heuristic as described 
in Chapter 2. If all RSUs are Internet-only, then the RSUs remain at these locations. For cases 
where some RSUs are shared, RSUs are moved to be collocated with safety RSUs until the 
desired density of shared RSUs is reached. If j RSUs are to be moved, then we move the RSUs 
that are closest to an unshared safety RSU. For the case of sharing of smart streetlights, the 
locations of shared RSUs are the same as the Internet-only RSUs, because streetlights are 
assumed to be ubiquitous. 
 
4.3.5.  Social welfare and government savings from sharing 
 
As outlined in Section 4.1, governments might choose prices for sharing RSUs that 
maximize either social welfare or government savings. We assume that both total Internet traffic 
carried and the availability of safety-enhancing applications do not depend on the number of 
RSUs deployed or shared, so consumer benefit is not affected by RSU strategy. As a result, 
social welfare is maximized by carrying that traffic and supporting those safety applications with 
the combination of RSUs and macrocells that result in the lowest overall cost. In contrast, if 
governments choose to maximize government savings, they would seek to collect as much as 
possible from ISPs, without considering how RSU strategy might benefit Internet users and 
providers. As a result, governments that maximize government savings may deploy a different 
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number of shared RSUs and share RSUs at different prices from those governments that 
maximize social welfare. 
In our model, social welfare is increased when V2X-based Internet access is provided at a 
lower cost than using macrocells for vehicular users. The increase in social welfare when there 
is no sharing "ïñ (NPV per km2) is given by "ïñ = î|xyzw{,ñ − |ñ     (4.3) 
where î|xyzw{,ñ is the avoided cost of macrocells (NPV per km2) under the ISP strategy that 
maximizes (î|xyzw{,ñ − |í:R), calculated with Equation 2.9, in the absence of sharing. |ñ is the 
cost (NPV per km2) of Internet-only RSUs that would be deployed in the absence of sharing, 
and given by 
|ñ = a2y	<2yñytìu{2ñó     (4.4) 
where <2yñytìu{2ñó is the density of Internet-only RSUs deployed when there is no sharing.  
The increase in welfare under sharing is  
"ïtì = î|xyzw{,tì − |ë − |2y    (4.5) 
where î|xyzw{,tìis the avoided cost of macrocells (NPV per km2) calculated with (2) when 
RSUs can be shared, and |2y = a2y	<2ytìu{2ñó is the cost to deploy <2ytìu{2ñó Internet-only RSUs in 
the sharing case. |ë is the cost to upgrade safety RSUs or streetlights for sharing, per km2. |ë is 
defined as  
|ë = aë	<tì     (4.6) 
where aë is the cost to share a safety RSU or streetlight. 
Sharing results in a net increase in social welfare if and only if the increase under sharing "ïtì exceeds the increase when there is no sharing "ïñ. The net increase (NPV per km2) is  
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"ï = "ïtì − "ïñ    (4.7)  
The price } affects the density of RSUs <tì, which affects social welfare. The lower }, the 
greater is <tì. However, if } is lower than the cost to share aë, then the ISP will deploy RSUs 
which marginal î|xyzw{,tì is lower than their marginal cost, and this decreases social welfare. 
To find the pricing strategy that maximizes social welfare, we differentiate Equation 4.5 with 
respect to <tì: 
ò:ôâöòèâö = òõúåçùäé,âöòèâö − òúûòèâö − òúüçòèâö = 	 òõúåçùäé,âöòèâö − aë   (4.8) 
as long as the variation of |2y with respect to <tì is negligible. From the above, "ïtì is 
maximized when òõúåçùäé,âöòèâö = aë. Since the ISP will deploy shared RSUs as long as òõúåçùäé,âöòèâö ≥} (i.e. the macrocell cost avoided by an additional RSU exceeds the price to the ISP), then "ïtì 
(and "ï) is maximized when } = aë.   
Government savings from sharing is  
!" = (} − aë)	<tì    (4.9) 
The price } that maximizes !" is not obvious, because Equation 4.9 depends on <tì, 
which is also affected by }.  
Besides, a positive !" results in a secondary effect. Each dollar of !" means that a dollar 
less is required from public funds (raised from taxes) to finance safety RSUs or streetlights. 
Taxation causes a social burden known as the excess burden of taxation, which has been 
estimated to be between 0.3 and 0.5 of public funds raised (Triest 1990). If government savings 
means less taxes, then the excess burden is also reduced. We call this reduction an "avoided” 
excess burden, or î†r. We assume a positive !" causes an î†r of 
î†r = 0.4	!"     (4.10) 
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4.3.6.  Base-case scenario 
 
The base case numerical values for the assumptions described in Chapter 2 are also used 
for the analysis in this chapter. Those include the cost of each RSU deployed by the ISP. 
For the unit cost to share a safety RSU or smart streetlight for Internet access (aë), we 
assume that the average NPV is $1,400. This cost is assumed as the incremental cost of 
backhaul on safety RSUs is streetlights. In (Clark, Lehr, and Bauer 2011) the backhaul cost is 
estimated as about $1 per Mbps per month. The NPV results from incurring costs for 16 Mbps 
of capacity. (The throughput per RSU is below 16 Mbps in more than 95% of the simulations.) 
Densities of safety RSUs or smart streetlights are derived as described in subsection 
4.3.3. In the base scenario, we consider RSU sharing with ISPs. However, the method applies 
to any provider of IP-based traffic that would typically be carried over macrocells, such as 
mobility and environmental applications (Wright et al. 2014). 
 
4.4.  Results and discussion 
 
In this section we show the RSU deployment strategy that maximizes ISP profit, the 
pricing strategies of a government that seeks to maximize either social welfare SW or savings !" when charging a profit-maximizing ISP for shared RSUs, and the national implications of 
those government strategies. Moreover, we perform sensitivity analysis to show the impact of 
the most important assumptions on nationwide results. 
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4.4.1.  ISP strategy for using shared and Internet-only RSUs 
 
In this subsection we discuss the ISP strategy, i.e. the densities of shared RSUs <tì and 
Internet-only RSUs <2y that maximize the ISP profit from RSU deployment	(î|xyzw{ − |í:R). 
First, we found that throughput of a shared safety RSU is less than 5% different from the 
throughput of an Internet-only RSU for 95% of them. This is shown in Figure 4.2. Thus, if an 
Internet-only RSU is cost-effective in a location, and there is a safety RSU or streetlight 
available for sharing nearby, then the ISP will use the shared RSU as long as } < a2y (i.e. the 
price of sharing is lower than the cost of an Internet-only RSU).  
 
 
Infrastructure density (RSUs/km2) 
Figure 4.2.  Throughput as a function of RSU density, for different population densities. 
The dashed lines show throughput from Internet-only RSUs, which is the same as the 
throughput of RSUs located at smart streetlights, while the solid lines show throughput of 
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Internet data through sharing of safety RSUs. There are less safety RSUs than Internet-only 
RSUs because it is assumed that there are 0.2 safety RSUs per 1,000 people. 
 
We also found that the ISP strategy is affected by conditions that vary with population 
density. That is, there is a different strategy under each of three mutually-exclusive conditions, 
defined by the RSU densities <tu and <2yñytìu{2ñó (see subsection 4.3.5). We label those 
conditions I, II and III, as shown in Figure 4.3.  
Condition I is <2yñytìu{2ñó = 0, i.e. in the absence of sharing the ISP strategy is to not 
deploy Internet-only RSUs. However, if the price of shared RSUs is lower than the avoided cost 
of macrocells, then the ISP deploys a density of shared RSUs <tì. 
Condition II is <tu > <2yñytìu{2ñó > 0. For a price lower than the avoided cost of macrocells, 
the ISP strategy is to use more RSUs than it would deploy without sharing (<2yñytìu{2ñó).  
Condition III is <2yñytìu{2ñó ≥ <tu > 0, i.e. the density of Internet-only RSUs <2yñytìu{2ñó that 
maximizes ISP profit under no sharing is higher than the density of shareable locations. In that 
case, an ISP would profit from deploying <2yñytìu{2ñó, but there are not as many shareable 
locations as the ISP would deploy. Thus, the ISP strategy is to use all shared RSUs as long as } < a2y. Also, the ISP may deploy Internet-only RSUs in locations not served by safety RSUs or 
smart streetlights. 
Figure 4.3 (a) shows <tu for safety RSUs and <2yñytìu{2ñó, both as a function of population 
density. The graph shows that <tu > <2yñytìu{2ñó (i.e. condition I or II) for most population 
densities. Condition I applies for population densities below 4,000 people/km2, while condition II 
applies for most populations above that density. However, there is a narrow range of population 
densities around 5,000 people/km2 where condition III holds. On the other hand, Figure 4.3 (b) 
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shows that the density of smart streetlights will always exceed <2yñytìu{2ñó, thus there is no 
population density where condition III applies. 
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Population density (people/km2) 
(a) Safety RSUs 
 
Population density (people/km2) 
(b) Smart Streetlights 
Figure 4.3.  RSU density as a function of population density. The solid line is the density <2yñytìu{2ñó. The dashed line is the density <tu. The background colors represent which condition 
(I, II or III) applies for each population density. 
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4.4.2.  Government strategy to maximize social welfare SW 
 
This Section discusses the pricing strategy that maximizes social welfare from sharing. In 
Subsection 4.3.5 we show that "ï is maximized by setting price } = aë. (Since a2y = $14,000 
and aë	= $1,400, the optimal }/a2y is 0.1.) Figure 4.4 (a) shows that for sharing of safety RSUs, "ï is maximized for } = aë, but remains at its maximum for other prices as well. This is 
because there is a range of prices where all safety RSUs are shared.  
For population densities where condition I holds, there is a limit for the price } above 
which "ï is zero. This is because no RSUs are deployed at } near a2y, since the avoided cost 
of macrocells is below RSU cost. The curve for 2,500 people/km2 illustrates one population 
density under condition I. For condition II "ï is maximum for } = aë, but then falls with }. This 
is shown for 20,000 people/km2. For safety RSUs (Figure 4.4 a) "ï is maximum for }/a2y = 0.1 
(i.e. } = aë) and for higher prices sharing and "ï decrease. For condition III, if } < a2y, all safety 
RSUs are shared and "ï is maximum. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4 (a) for 5,000 people/km2. 
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Price / Cost of Internet-only RSU (}/a2y) 
(a) Sharing of safety RSUs 
 
Price / Cost of Internet-only RSU (}/a2y) 
(b) Sharing of smart Streetlights 
Figure 4.4.  10-year NPV per km2 of social welfare from sharing SW as a function of price 
for sharing, for different population densities. 
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"ï from sharing safety RSUs in Figure 4.4 (a). This is because there are less safety RSUs than 
the quantity the ISP would use at the optimal price. That relative gain in "ï from sharing 
streetlights instead of safety RSUs is larger for lower population densities than for higher 
population densities, because of the diminishing incremental benefit per additional RSU. For 
example, the maximum "ï from sharing streetlights is twice that from sharing safety RSUs at 
2,500 people/km2, while that gain is only 10% higher at 20,000 people/km2. 
In summary, a government seeking to maximize "ï can set } = aë under all conditions. 
However, the magnitude of "ï shown in Figure 4.4 may differ for assumptions other than those 
considered. For example, as discussed in Chapter 2 we believe that OBU cost does not change 
much when more radios are used for Internet access, when compared to less radios. If this cost 
difference is otherwise high, then OBUs will likely be deployed with fewer radios, resulting in a 
somewhat lower "ï. 
 
4.4.3.  Pricing strategy to maximize government savings !" 
 
The sharing price } determines how much of the cost saving from sharing RSUs 
increases either ISP profit or !".  
In areas where condition I holds, there is a price limit above which !" = 0. Figure 4.5 
illustrates that for 2,500 people/km2. The government would charge }/a2y of about 0.5 for 
maximum savings. For condition II, a large quantity of shared RSUs are deployed at a low price, 
but fewer shared RSUs are used as they become more expensive for the ISP. For 20,000 
people/km2 !" is maximized by setting }/a2y close to 1 in the case of sharing safety RSUs 
(Figure 4.5 a). This is also true for streetlights (Figure 4.5 b, see 5,000 and 20,000 people/ km2). 
For condition III (5,000 people/km2 in Figure 4.5 a), all safety RSUs are shared as long as } <
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a2y. In this case, a government would again charge } close to a2y. In any case (I, II or III), 
adopting a price strategy of charging the maximum price the ISP can bear is optimal. 
The !" resulting from charging the maximum price the ISP can bear is similar between 
sharing of safety RSUs and sharing of smart streetlights. This is because at the maximum price 
the ISP can bear, the ISP is going to deploy the same quantity of shared RSUs regardless of 
type (safety RSUs or streetlights). 
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Price / Cost of Internet-only RSU (}/a2y) 
(a) Sharing of safety RSUs 
 
Price / Cost of Internet-only RSU (}/a2y) 
(b) Sharing of smart Streetlights 
Figure 4.5.  10-year NPV per km2 of government savings from sharing GS as a function of 
price, for different population densities. 
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cost of safety RSUs can be over 80%, because most or all RSUs can be shared at a high price. 
However, for other population densities, the ratio is lower because of the price limits discussed 
above. For higher population densities such that the quantity of safety RSUs is higher than the 
optimal number of Internet-only RSUs, the safety locations with less Internet benefit are not 
used.  
 
 
Population density (people/km2) 
Figure 4.6.  10-year NPV per km2 (left axis) of government savings from sharing, and the 
cost of safety RSUs. The right axis refers the ratio between savings and cost of safety, shown in 
the dashed line. 
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density. Therefore, there is a trade-off between maximizing "ï and maximizing !" for some 
population densities.  
One way to reconcile the two objectives is to consider avoided excess burden (î†r), as 
defined in subsection 4.3.5. Thus, aside from the objectives of maximizing !" or "ï, a third 
possible objective for the government might be to maximize "ï + î†r, a hybrid objective that 
depends on both !" and "ï. 
Figure 4.7 shows "ï + î†r as a function of price, for different population densities. The 
graph shows that "ï + î†r does not always increase monotonically with price }. The pricing 
strategy that maximizes "ï + î†r depends on population density. However, Figure 4.7 
suggests that charging the maximum price the ISP can bear is near optimal, i.e. the "ï + î†r 
obtained with such a strategy is not more than 10 or 20% lower than the maximum "ï + î†r. 
Thus, a strategy of maximizing !" is similar to maximizing "ï + î†r. Moreover, "ï + î†r 
from sharing of streetlights (Figure 4.7 b) is higher than "ï + î†r from sharing of safety RSUs 
(Figure 4.7 a). 
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Price / Cost of Internet-only RSU (}/a2y) 
(a) Sharing of safety RSUs 
 
Price / Cost of Internet-only RSU (}/a2y) 
(b) Sharing of smart Streetlights 
Figure 4.7.  10-year NPV per km2 of social welfare plus the avoided excess burden 
(SW+AEB) as a function of price, for different population densities. 
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4.4.5.  Nationwide government savings and social welfare 
 
In this subsection, we quantify the nationwide effects of RSU sharing. We assume the 
population density variation of the U.S., and that all census tracts determine their pricing 
strategies to either maximize social welfare "ï, maximize government savings !", or maximize "ï plus avoided excess burden î†r.  
!", "ï and î†r were calculated for each U.S. census tract, using 2010 data from (United 
States Census Bureau 2015), then summed nationwide. Penetration, data rates and other 
assumptions are fixed in the base values. The results are shown in Figure 4.8. For sharing of 
safety RSUs, Figure 4.8 (a) shows that the 10-year NPV of nationwide !" is close to $200 
million when the pricing strategy is to maximize !". Assuming (i) there are about 310 thousand 
signalized intersections in the U.S. and safety RSUs would be deployed in about 20% of those 
intersections ((Wright et al. 2014), Table 7) in the period of analysis, and (ii) a safety RSU has 
the same cost a2y of an Internet-only RSU, then the cost of nationwide deployment of safety 
RSUs would be about 310000	 × 	0.2	 × 	$14000 = $850 million. Thus, Internet access could 
save about $200 million / $850 million = 23% of the investments in safety RSUs by local 
governments. 
On the other hand, Figure 4.8 (a) shows that nationwide "ï + î†r for sharing of safety 
RSUs is just 2% lower when maximizing !" is the objective, compared to "ï + î†r when the 
objective is to maximize "ï + î†r. Thus, if state/local governments lean to the objective of 
maximizing !", the nationwide impact in "ï + î†r seems to be small. 
Figure 4.8 (b) shows nationwide results for smart streetlights. The graph shows that the 
maximum NPV of nationwide "ï and "ï + î†r are higher than the nationwide results with 
sharing of safety RSUs, which indicates the advantage of having more locations that can be 
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shared in the streetlight case. For example, nationwide "ï + î†r with the price strategy to 
maximize !" is $270 million from sharing of safety RSUs and $360 million from sharing of 
streetlights, or 33% higher than the former. This is because the density of shared RSUs <tì is 
higher for streetlights than for safety RSUs, especially when price is low such as in locations 
under condition I. 
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(a) Sharing of safety RSUs 
 
(b) Sharing of smart Streetlights 
Figure 4.8.  10-year NPV, summed over U.S. census tracts, of GS, SW, and SW+AEB. 
Prices are chosen at each census tract to maximize GS (blue bars), SW+AEB (green), or SW 
only (yellow). 
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4.4.6.  Sensitivity analysis 
 
The results presented above depend on the numerical assumptions presented in Chapter 
2 and in Section 4.3. Some of those assumptions are expected to increase over time, such as 
Internet data rates and OBU penetration in vehicles. Other assumptions are uncertain, such as 
the costs a2y, aë, and of macrocells. This subsection investigates the robustness of the results 
with respect to the assumptions that are most likely to vary, are most uncertain or have the most 
impact. 
Figure 4.9 shows the effects of variations (one assumption at a time) on the nationwide 
social welfare plus the avoided excess burden "ï + î†r. The variations are shown for safety 
RSUs in Figure 4.9 (a) and for smart streetlights in Figure 4.9 (b). The graphs show that data 
rate per OBU has the highest effect on nationwide "ï + î†r from sharing of either safety 
RSUs or streetlights. The reasons are twofold. First, we considered a variation for data rates 
that is higher than the variation for the other assumptions. This is because it has been reported 
that the volume of mobile Internet traffic has grown 70% per year (Cisco 2015), and thus 
estimates of data rates over multiple years are uncertain. On the other hand, it is also uncertain 
whether the current growth in mobile Internet will hold in the future for vehicular users. Hence, 
we consider variations of up to twice and down to half the base data rate in Figure 4.9. The 
second reason for the high impact of data rates on results is that higher rates both raise savings !" and welfare from sharing "ï in a location. Moreover, data rate determines the number of 
RSUs to deploy (shared and not shared). There are locations where V2X-based Internet is not 
cost-effective at the base data rate, but eventually become cost-effective as data rates increase. 
A consequence is that the variation in nationwide "ï + î†r is more than proportional to the 
variation in data rate per OBU-equipped vehicle. For example, Figure 4.9 shows that if data 
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rates are twice the base rate, nationwide "ï + î†r is 7 times the base value for sharing of 
safety RSUs and 18 times for streetlights. 
That also explains why varying the penetration of OBUs in vehicles has a significant 
impact. For sharing of safety RSUs an increase of 25% in penetration results in an increase of 
20% in nationwide "ï + î†r. However, we considered a variation in penetration much smaller 
than the variation in data rates because the growth in the former is expected to be relatively low, 
even in the case of a mandate. For example, the US DOT estimated that penetration would 
reach 50% in no less than 10 years (U.S. Department of Transportation 2016). 
Uncertainty may also have a major impact. Regarding the cost of macrocells, the more 
expensive is the cost of a tower, the higher is the benefit of Internet over shared RSUs. For 
example, land and legal costs can be major components, which vary by location. Hence, we 
consider a variation of plus or minus 50%. If a macrocell costs on average half of the base 
assumption, then Figure 4.9 shows a high reduction in "ï + î†r, although "ï + î†r is still 
greater than zero. That would mean less savings and a smaller increase in social welfare than 
predicted with base assumptions, and V2X-based Internet might be cost-effective in fewer 
locations than predicted in the base case scenario.  
The uncertainty in the other factors seems to have limited effect on nationwide results. 
Regarding aë, even if it is 50% higher than the base value, the variation in nationwide "ï + î†r 
is less than 20% either for sharing of safety RSUs or streetlights. This is partly because we 
believe aë is relatively small compared to a2y, and hence the nationwide results should be robust 
to the uncertainty in aë. The uncertainty on the cost of an Internet-only RSU a2y should be high, 
because deployment can be cheap in locations with mounting structure, energy and backhaul 
available, while a2y can be much higher than the base value in locations with no such 
infrastructure. Figure 4.9 (a) shows that 25% cheaper Internet-only RSUs cause a roughly 
proportional decrease in "ï + î†r, because the optimal price to share is near a2y for a wide 
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range of population densities. However, Figure 4.9 (b) shows that variations of 25% in a2y have 
negligible effect on nationwide results for streetlights.  
For data rates or OBU penetration higher than the base values, and at low sharing prices, 
one may conclude (wrongly) that benefit exceeds the cost for the ISP and trigger deployment of 
shared RSUs even for population densities close to zero. Actually, cellular networks in sparsely 
populated areas are likely to be coverage-limited instead of capacity-limited, implying no benefit 
of offload. For this chapter, we assumed that benefit is zero for population densities below 10 
people/km2. This is reasonable because for a random sample of U.S. counties, those with 
population densities below 10 people/km2 have shown average cell radius of tens of km, while 
most counties with more than 10 people/km2 have lower and decreasing cell range as 
population density increases (which is an indication that those cells are capacity-limited). 
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NPV (USD millions) 
(a) Sharing of safety RSUs 
 
NPV (USD millions) 
(b) Sharing of smart streetlights 
Figure 4.9.  10-year NPV, summed over U.S. census tracts, of social welfare from sharing 
SW plus the avoided excess burden of taxation AEB. Prices are chosen at each census tract to 
maximize SW+AEB. The vertical line in each graph is the nationwide result with the 
assumptions in base values. Each horizontal column refers to a variation in one of the numerical 
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assumptions (data rate per OBU, OBU penetration, a2y or aë), and the values in parentheses 
indicate the range of variation in the assumption. 
 
4.5.  Conclusion 
 
In this chapter we assess cost savings from sharing of infrastructure for vehicular 
communications, when it is deployed by government agencies and shared with private parties. 
We show that sharing RSUs deployed for safety or smart streetlights with ISPs would result in 
savings for the government who owns them, and these savings could be used to offset 
investment. Sharing would also enhance social welfare, when compared to RSUs being 
deployed independently by ISPs for Internet access only. 
Moreover, we show that the pricing strategy a government should adopt to charge an ISP 
for sharing depends on location, with respect to population density. If price is lower than the cost 
of Internet-only RSUs, then an ISP is likely to deploy more RSUs with sharing than without it. In 
particular, shared RSUs are deployed in locations where Internet-only RSUs are not cost-
effective. Thus, sharing allows V2X-based Internet over more areas of the country than it would 
be the case without sharing. 
Government savings from sharing safety RSUs or smart streetlights are maximized when 
the price to share is close to the cost of Internet-only RSUs, for locations where Internet over 
V2X-based networks is cost-effective even without sharing. However, for places with lower 
population densities, there is a price above which ISPs do not deploy RSUs, so there is no 
revenue for the government. For a nationwide deployment, we estimate the savings as 23% of 
the total investment in safety RSUs. In addition, we found that maximum government savings 
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are similar between safety RSUs and streetlights. The reason is that at the prices that maximize 
savings, ISPs will be indifferent between their own RSUs or shared ones, regardless the latter 
are safety RSUs or streetlights. 
If a government chooses to maximize social welfare, the optimal price equals the cost to 
share RSUs. At this price, social welfare from sharing is different between sharing of safety 
RSUs and smart streetlights. Welfare is maximized at prices where the ISP will deploy many 
more shared RSUs than the ISP would deploy on its own. Because there are more streetlights 
than safety RSUs, "ï is higher for streetlights than safety. 
The pricing strategy that maximizes government savings often differs from the strategy 
that maximizes social welfare. However, the effect of such a trade-off in nationwide social 
welfare plus the avoided excess burden of taxation "ï + î†r is limited. If state and local 
governments choose to maximize savings, the resulting "ï + î†r is close to maximum. 
Moreover, we found that nationwide "ï + î†r is one third higher for sharing of smart 
streetlights than for sharing of safety RSUs, when the price strategy is to maximize savings. 
If a government chooses to maximize savings, it probably has inaccurate information 
about the maximum price the ISP can bear. For each location, there is a price limit above which 
the ISP will not deploy any shared RSU, and this limit depends on the population density of the 
location and costs experienced by the ISP. These costs are unknown to governments. If more 
than the maximum price is charged, then the ISP will choose not to share. That is why 
governments may choose to maximize savings and charge less than the maximum price the 
ISP can bear. If that happens, governments would still experience "ï + î†r within 20% of its 
maximum.   
Some of the numerical assumptions adopted in this work are likely to increase over time, 
while others are uncertain. A sensitivity analysis revealed that cheaper macrocells may result in 
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lower nationwide "ï + î†r. On the other hand, if data rates or OBU penetration grow over time 
as expected, nationwide "ï + î†r increase more than proportionally to that growth. Moreover, 
we found that uncertainty in factors such as the cost of an Internet-only RSU and the cost to 
upgrade safety RSUs or streetlights have limited effect on nationwide results. 
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Chapter 5.  Spectrum Allocation and Sharing 
 
5.1.  Introduction 
 
The U.S Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum 
in the 5.9 GHz band for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) since 1999 (Lansford, Kenney, 
and Ecclesine 2013). This so-called “ITS band” has been regulated for use by V2X devices 
operating in accordance with DSRC standards since 2004 (U.S. Federal Communications 
Commission 2004). In previous chapters, we found that it is cost-effective to deploy V2I 
infrastructure for Internet access under certain assumption. Those assumptions include the use 
of the ITS band as having fixed size and being used exclusively by V2X devices, as currently 
defined in the aforementioned FCC regulations. In this chapter we relax those conditions, since 
the question of whether ITS should have an exclusive allocation of 75 MHz is currently debated. 
For that matter we address three interrelated issues. One is how much spectrum should be 
made available for ITS, rather than for other purposes. Allocating spectrum for ITS has an 
opportunity cost, which is the foregone benefit of not using that spectrum for other purposes. If 
the benefit of allocating more spectrum for Internet access than the amount currently available 
for ITS exceeds the opportunity cost, then that extra allocation enhances social welfare. 
Otherwise, social welfare would be enhanced if that spectrum is made available for other uses. 
A related issue that we address is whether the ITS band should be shared with non-vehicular 
devices. In 2013, the FCC issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to permit 
unlicensed devices in that band (U.S. Federal Communications Commission 2013). With such 
sharing the utilization of the ITS band is expected to be improved, by allowing devices mainly 
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with Wi-Fi technology to use that spectrum. As a result, the capacity of Wi-Fi access would be 
expanded. However, to date there has been no consensus on the rules to be adopted for such 
sharing (Lansford et al. 2015), because sharing the ITS band may cause harmful interference to 
DSRC communications. The third issue is if the ITS band is to be shared, then what form of 
sharing should be implemented. In particular, we examine whether unlicensed devices should 
active cooperate to deliver V2X traffic in order to gain access to the ITS band. 
We address the spectrum issues above by looking into several interrelated research 
questions. On the issue of how much spectrum to allocate for ITS, we examine the economic 
benefit of V2X-based Internet access. More specifically, we assume that a certain amount of 
spectrum is sufficient to serve road safety applications, and then explore whether adding 
spectrum would result in other benefits, such as offloading traffic from cellular onto V2X 
networks. In Chapter 2, we showed that deploying V2X infrastructure for offload is cost-effective 
in urban areas. This will likely be relevant for the foreseeable future. Although macrocellular 
capacity continues to increase as carriers expand infrastructure and regulators allocate more 
spectrum for cellular communications, mobile Internet traffic has grown 18-fold in the past 5 
years (CIsco 2017), justifying alternative approaches such as data offload from cellular to other 
networks, which we evaluated in Chapter 2. Moreover, in Chapter 3 we have also shown that it 
is even more cost-effective if infrastructure is shared between Internet access and safety 
applications. However, those works considered the bandwidth allocated for ITS as fixed and not 
shared. In contrast, this chapter focuses on spectrum management; we examine the economic 
benefit of using spectrum to offload Internet traffic in excess of what is needed for safety 
communications. If the marginal benefit of adding one unit of spectrum exceeds its opportunity 
cost (i.e. the foregone benefit of using that spectrum for something else), then that unit is worth 
allocating for ITS. With this approach, we estimate the ITS bandwidth that maximizes benefit 
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minus cost. In addition, we examine how that estimate changes with uncertain factors such as 
data rates of Internet traffic and penetration of V2X devices in vehicles.  
On the issues of whether and how ITS spectrum should be shared with unlicensed 
devices, we address two other research questions. One is what the difference among 
throughputs to vehicles and unlicensed devices in spectrum exclusively allocated, and 
throughputs in shared spectrum with devices following different sharing schemes. These 
schemes differ on whether V2X and unlicensed devices merely coexist in shared bands by 
avoiding mutual interference whenever possible, or unlicensed devices rather cooperate with 
V2X devices by carrying V2X traffic in addition to their own. Another research question is how 
much spectrum is needed to carry a given amount of data from V2X and unlicensed devices 
when each type of device uses separate spectrum, and how much spectrum is needed to carry 
the same data if the spectrum is shared, with the several sharing schemes considered in this 
chapter. 
The debate over the FCC NPRM is primarily about which spectrum-sharing scheme 
causes less interference to safety-related communications. In contrast, the contribution of our 
work describe in this chapter is that we consider a scenario where part of the ITS band is 
allocated for safety messages and not shared with other types of communications, but the rest 
of the spectrum is shared between V2X and unlicensed devices for non-safety communications, 
on a co-equal basis. (This is consistent with one of the proposals to the NPRM.) In that 
scenario, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) deploy V2X-based roadside units (RSUs) connected 
to the Internet to offload part of the growing volume of vehicular traffic. In addition, ITS spectrum 
allocated for non-safety ITS traffic can be shared with unlicensed devices such as Wi-Fi 
hotspots, according to one within several possible sharing schemes.  
The analysis performed in this chapter is based on the economic-engineering approach 
described in Chapter 2, which is extended to address the research questions presented above. 
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One extension is the simulation of Wi-Fi hotspots representing unlicensed devices, which 
coexist and/or cooperate with V2X devices on shared channels. Besides the several inputs of 
the simulation that are varied, in this chapter we also vary the amount of spectrum used by V2X 
and by unlicensed devices. The densities, locations, and data rates of both vehicles and 
hotspots are also varied.  
Parts of the findings discussed in this chapter were presented at TPRC – Research 
Conference on Communications, Information and Internet Policy (Ligo and Peha 2017), and will 
be presented at the IEEE DySPAN – International Symposium on Dynamic Spectrum Access 
Networks (Ligo and Peha 2018b). 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 discusses related work, while Section 5.3 
describes in detail how the engineering-economic method, data and assumptions are extended 
to address spectrum-related issues. Results are presented in Section 5.4, and our conclusions 
are in Section 5.5. 
 
5.2.  Related work 
 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that addresses all the research 
questions presented above, and in particular, this is the first work that examines whether it is 
cost-effective to allocate more or less ITS spectrum than what is currently allocated, based on 
economic marginal benefit and marginal cost of that spectrum for offloading Internet traffic.  
The development of V2X and the allocation of the ITS band were motivated primarily by 
road safety applications. Hence, DSRC standards require that safety-related communications 
have priority over IP traffic (Kenney 2011). This requirement was taken into account in the two 
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leading schemes proposed for the FCC NPRM on spectrum sharing (U.S. Federal 
Communications Commission 2013). One defining feature of a scheme is whether to allow 
primary-second sharing or sharing among equals. Another feature of the sharing arrangement is 
whether devices coexist, or rather actively cooperate to avoid mutual interference (Peha 2009). 
One proposal (Lansford et al. 2015) is based on primary-secondary sharing without cooperation 
(Peha 2009) from the primary devices, which means that licensed devices are given priority to 
use spectrum. Unlicensed devices are allowed to use the same spectrum when and only when 
their transmissions would not cause harmful interference to DSRC transmissions. In the 
proposal, unlicensed devices are allowed to use all channels of the ITS spectrum, but they must 
stop transmitting in a channel when any DSRC transmission is detected. Supporters of the 
proposal argue that it doesn’t require any change in channel assignments on the ITS band nor 
in V2X devices, which have already been extensively tested.  
The second proposal (Qualcomm 2013) is based on unlicensed devices being allowed to 
use only part of the ITS band, while the other part is reserved for safety traffic and not shared. In 
the shared channels, DSRC devices and unlicensed devices would coexist on a co-equal basis, 
which means that the proposal is not to grant priority access, but rather allow DSRC and 
unlicensed devices to coexist in shared spectrum through mechanisms such as “listen before 
talk.” Supporters of the coexistent sharing-among-equals proposal argue that it more effectively 
protects the reliability of safety-related DSRC messages, which would still have a portion of 
exclusive spectrum allocated. (Pang, Padden, and Alderfer 2018) found that unlicensed devices 
operating on bands adjacent to those used by DSRC devices do case significant interference to 
DSRC transmissions. 
Previous research addressed several issues on the coexistence between DSRC and Wi-Fi 
devices in the ITS band, including (Naik, Liu, and Park 2018, 2017; J. Wang et al. 2016; Cheng 
et al. 2017; Liu, Naik, and Park 2017; Park and Kim 2014; Lansford, Kenney, and Ecclesine 
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2013; K.-H. Chang 2015). (Lansford, Kenney, and Ecclesine 2013) and (K.-H. Chang 2015) 
noted that today’s Wi-Fi devices cannot decode DSRC preambles (since the latter operate in 10 
MHz channels), and the power spectral density is somewhat less restricted in Wi-Fi standards 
than in DSRC. This may result in significant interference to DSRC devices, but remedies such 
as requiring that Wi-Fi devices increase the interval between transmitting packets above a 
certain threshold can mitigate such interference (Lansford, Kenney, and Ecclesine 2013). (Park 
and Kim 2014) used a pair of nodes to emulate 100 vehicles coexisting with two Wi-Fi 
interferers. Similarly as in the previous works cited, Park and Kim found that improving Wi-Fi 
receiver sensitivity and increasing inter-frame spacing mitigates interference to DSRC devices. 
(Liu, Naik, and Park 2017) developed an analytical model of a single road with simulation, which 
accounts more accurately for the hidden node problem, with a Wi-Fi device always with packets 
to send. They found that Wi-Fi devices can interfere significantly with DSRC devices, which is 
consistent with (Park and Kim 2014). Moreover, under certain conditions the results from Liu et 
al. show that Wi-Fi devices can have negligible impact on DSRC performance. As with other 
works, this one concludes that improving receiver sensitivity inter-frame spacing in Wi-Fi 
devices can nearly eliminate interference to DSRC devices. (Cheng et al. 2017) compared 
different “detect and vacate” proposals, which are similar to the one proposed to the FCC by 
Cisco. The authors noted that coexistence between DSRC and Wi-Fi devices may be subject to 
the “delayed detection” problem, i.e. Wi-Fi devices take longer to detect DSRC transmissions if 
the Wi-Fi devices are transmitting themselves. However, the authors found that this problem is 
more significant under high Wi-Fi load, which might not necessarily be the case for all 
unlicensed devices in range of interference to vehicles. 
While most of the papers above focused on the impact of Wi-Fi on DSRC safety 
messages, some exceptions (Naik, Liu, and Park 2017; J. Wang et al. 2016) also examined how 
the coexistence of DSRC devices affect the performance of Wi-Fi devices. (Naik, Liu, and Park 
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2017) performed experiments with one pair of DSRC devices and one pair of Wi-Fi devices, and 
found that "certain channelization options, particularly the high-bandwidth ones, cannot be used 
by Wi-Fi devices without causing interference to the DSRC nodes." However, similar to other 
works, this one found that improving receiver sensitivity and increasing inter-frame spacing in 
Wi-Fi transmissions can nearly eliminate interference to DSRC devices, without compromising 
Wi-Fi performance dramatically. (J. Wang et al. 2016) compared throughput capacity to V2X 
and Wi-Fi devices among different sharing scenarios, including scenarios of separate spectrum 
and sharing among equals. They conclude that sharing can result in significant improvement in 
throughput capacity for unlicensed devices, while causing “acceptable” degradation in V2X 
performance (in the order of 10% or less). Those previous research were based either on 
qualitative and regulatory analysis (Lansford, Kenney, and Ecclesine 2013; K.-H. Chang 2015), 
analytical methods (J. Wang et al. 2016; Liu, Naik, and Park 2017), and/or simulation (Liu, Naik, 
and Park 2017; Cheng et al. 2017; Park and Kim 2014). One exception also employed a limited 
experimental setup (Naik, Liu, and Park 2017). 
The scenarios and assumptions adopted in previous work are very different from ours (our 
scenario and assumptions are described in Section 5.3). Nevertheless, their conclusions are 
consistent with our findings described in Section 5.4, regarding how each type of device affects 
the other performance. However, our work is novel in the sense that we combine an analysis of 
sharing with both an assessment of how much spectrum to allocate, and whether cooperation 
between V2X and unlicensed devices is effective. 
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5.3.  Method and system model 
 
We employ the engineering-economic approach described in Chapter 2, which has been 
modified with the extensions necessary to address the spectrum-related issues presented in this 
chapter. One major part of the analysis is to use packet-level simulation to examine how the 
ability of vehicular networks and hotspots to carry IP traffic is affected by sharing spectrum 
between those types of devices. For such an analysis, we adopt the simple measures of 
performance of throughput to vehicles and throughput to unlicensed devices connected to 
hotspots, for cases where data rates of incoming traffic, i.e. the total data rates demanded by 
the devices, are fixed. For this simulation, data from Wi-Fi hotspots operating in Portugal is used 
together from the data from the vehicular network described in Chapter 2, to define the 
simulation parameters. Several factors are varied in the simulation to observe the effect of each 
on throughputs to V2X and unlicensed devices. One factor is the amount of spectrum used, for 
which we either assume vehicles and hotspots use separate spectrum, or we assume spectrum 
is shared between vehicles and hotspots. Sharing can take place according with different 
sharing schemes, with devices coexisting in a co-equal basis, using 802.11 listen-before-talk 
mechanisms to mitigate mutual interference, or with unlicensed cooperating with V2X devices to 
relay traffic from the latter. The throughput simulation lets us address both the issues of how 
much spectrum to allocate for ITS, whether that spectrum should be shared with unlicensed 
devices, and if so, under what sharing scheme. Other factors that are varied in the simulation 
include the densities of vehicles and hotspots, data rates of incoming Internet traffic to vehicles 
and hotspots, and whether hotspots are located indoors or outdoors. Another part of our method 
is to use the vehicular simulated throughput to estimate the economic benefit of adding ITS 
spectrum to offload Internet traffic and assess whether that benefit exceeds the opportunity cost 
of ITS spectrum. The model, data used, and assumptions are described below. 
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This remaining of this section is organized as follows. First, we describe the model of 
usage and sharing of the ITS spectrum, as well as the economic model and its assumptions. 
The simulation model with the assumptions for the vehicular and hotspot throughputs are then 
described, as well as the Portugal dataset used to set simulation parameters. Finally, we 
describe the base-case assumptions that apply for the results presented in this chapter. 
 
5.3.1.  Model of usage and sharing of the ITS band 
 
The answers to how much spectrum to allocate for ITS and whether it should be shared 
depend on benefits accrued by using the ITS band by V2X and unlicensed devices. In this 
subsection we describe the assumptions regarding the use of the ITS band by those types of 
devices and what benefits are considered.  
Like the coexistent sharing-among-equals proposal to the FCC, in our model safety 
messages are transmitted exclusively over dedicated channels where no other type of traffic is 
allowed. We assume those dedicated channels are sufficient to carry all safety traffic, and no 
additional safety benefit is achieved if spectrum is allocated beyond the dedicated channels. 
This is consistent with (Qualcomm 2013), which proposes that three 10 MHz channels in the 
ITS band be allocated exclusively for safety. Our model allows us to evaluate non-safety 
benefits from adding spectrum, in a way that is independent from whatever safety benefits are 
achieved. In the model, using spectrum not dedicated for safety produces the benefit of carrying 
Internet traffic either to V2X, to unlicensed devices, or both. We assume spectrum is used to 
carry IP traffic as follows. For the vehicular network, bidirectional connections are established 
between each vehicle equipped with a V2X onboard unit (OBU) and one fixed RSU which 
serves as a gateway to the Internet, as described in more detail in Chapter 2. Each vehicle uses 
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one channel chosen from a number D ³ 0 of channels, while each RSU can use all D channels. 
Each hotspot uses one channel chosen from either S channels (0 £ S £ D) that are shared with 
V2X devices, or W > 0 channels located in a separate band. 
In our model, we assume that V2X and unlicensed devices share spectrum through the 
listen-before-talk mechanisms specified in IEEE 802.11, the standard used by both DSRC and 
unlicensed devices such as Wi-Fi. We assume sharing on a co-equal basis, i.e. V2X and 
unlicensed devices have equal priority when transmitting. V2X and unlicensed devices detect 
each other’s transmissions by means of preamble detection, which means that devices are able 
to decode the packets of the other type of device. This is the type of transmission detection 
considered in one of the proposals to the FCC, as opposed to energy detection12. 
In addition to those common rules, spectrum sharing takes place according to one of three 
possible sharing schemes, which differ on whether devices of different types cooperate with 
each other (Peha 2009) and how. These schemes are illustrated in Figure 5.1. The simplest of 
the three schemes is what we call coexistence without cooperation. With this scheme, V2X and 
unlicensed devices sense each other’s transmissions, but devices of one type try to avoid 
interference without explicit cooperating with devices of the other type (Peha 2009).  
In contrast, the two other schemes require that hotspots cooperate to relay V2X packets, 
in order to be allowed to operate in shared spectrum. In one of these cooperation schemes, 
hotspots act as V2X RSUs.  Thus, vehicles that are not in communications range with RSUs or 
other vehicles can send packets to hotspots, which relay those packets to and from the 
                                               
12 Preamble detection means that devices are able to detect the bits used to set and synchronize the receiver in order to receive 
packets. This contrasts energy detection, in devices sense the power of transmissions from others, but are not able to decode the 
transmitted packets. In IEEE 802.11 standards, preamble detection should work for received signals at lower power than with energy 
detection, meaning that preamble detection is able to detect nodes at relatively farther distances than with energy detection. 
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backhaul connection to the Internet attached to those hotspots. We call this scheme backhaul 
cooperation. 
In the second cooperation scheme, hotspots act like V2X devices in vehicles.  This 
scheme differs from the one above in the sense that hotspots do not relay V2X traffic into their 
backhaul connections. Rather, hotspots relay traffic between V2X devices within the ITS band. 
This is also important for a vehicle that is not in range with RSUs or other vehicles but can use 
hotspots as non-moving relays in a multihop route to reach an RSU. We refer to this strategy as 
relay cooperation. 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Representation of coexistence, backhaul cooperation and relay cooperation 
sharing schemes. 
 
We assume that each channel is 10 MHz wide, which is the current channel specification 
in the ITS band. For all sharing schemes, one channel is used for each hotspot connection, and 
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for each hop in a vehicle-RSU connection. Also, devices choose channels to transmit before 
establishing the connections. The assignment of channels to vehicles and hotspots is as 
follows. First, one channel is assigned at random per hotspot, with all channels having equal 
assignment probability. Then, channels are assigned to vehicles, one at a time. If hotspots are 
operating under one of the cooperation sharing schemes, and if a given vehicle is connected to 
a hotspot, then that vehicle is assigned to the same channel assigned to the hotspot it is 
connected with. Otherwise, the channel to be used by each vehicle is chosen according to the 
method proposed in (Ramachandran et al. 2006). That method takes into consideration the 
expected interference from nodes already assigned to the channels. When a channel is used by 
either V2X devices only or unlicensed devices only, all interferers are of the same type. When 
otherwise a channel is shared, interferers can be both V2X and unlicensed devices. 
In the channel assignment model above, a multihop route is established only if all nodes 
(vehicles and hotspots, in case of cooperation) are assigned to the same channel. 
 
5.3.2.  Economic benefit of ITS spectrum for Internet access 
 
Our model assumes that a dedicated portion of ITS spectrum provides all safety benefits, 
and the factor that determines how much spectrum to allocate for ITS is the marginal benefit per 
MHz of carrying Internet traffic over V2X. We consider that V2X networks have the ability to 
offload mobile Internet traffic otherwise carried by capacity-limited microcellular networks. In 
Chapter 2, we define the benefit of offload as the cost savings from deploying fewer cell towers. 
Social welfare is maximized when the marginal benefit per unit of spectrum added equals the 
marginal costs of offloading (Hazlett and Honig 2016). In addition to marginal benefits and 
costs, we also examine average benefits and costs in each scenario. This is because it is 
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possible that for a certain bandwidth marginal benefit equals or exceeds marginal cost, but 
average benefit does not, since RSU cost is an upfront cost that can be higher than benefit. 
Costs can be of three types. Two are the costs of in-vehicle devices and RSU 
infrastructure, which are described Chapter 2. Regarding the latter, our simulations suggest that 
in a given scenario the quantity of RSUs that maximizes benefit minus cost is approximately 
insensitive to bandwidth. Hence, we keep that quantity fixed when spectrum amount is varied in 
a given scenario. The other cost is the opportunity cost of not allocating the spectrum for a use 
other than ITS.  
The opportunity cost is the economic surplus that would be obtained in the best use of the 
spectrum other than ITS. The cost of spectrum at 5.9 GHz is uncertain, but we can use 
available evidence to estimate an upper bound. In the case of spectrum allocated for licensed 
use, a popular way of estimating its opportunity cost is to use the prices paid in license auctions. 
In recent U.S. auctions, winning bids exceeded $2 per unit of spectrum per capita (or MHz-pop) 
for bands in 1.8-2.2 GHz in 2015, which were considerably more expensive than bids that paid 
around $0.60 for similar frequencies in 2006 (Aittokallio 2015). It must be taken into 
consideration that physical properties of spectrum make it far less valuable at higher 
frequencies (e.g. 5.9 GHz) than at lower frequencies (Peha 2013b; Alotaibi, Peha, and Sirbu 
2015), perhaps by an order of magnitude. That might place the value of ITS spectrum in the 
order of a few tens of cents. However, emerging technology operates effectively at higher 
technology than was typical in the past, so the value of higher frequencies is probably changing, 
which adds to its uncertainty. 
Moreover, current use of Wi-Fi at 5 GHz and the FCC NPRM on sharing indicate that ITS 
spectrum might be opened for unlicensed use. Estimating the marginal value of unlicensed 
spectrum is very difficult, but marginal value per MHz would certainly be less than value per 
MHz averaged over all spectrum. A group of organizations interested in expanding the use of 
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unlicensed spectrum has estimated the total value of spectrum (Katz 2014), which would 
average about $0.70 per MHz-pop. Therefore, the opportunity cost is likely well below this 
value, perhaps in the vicinity of $0.20-$0.40 per MHz-pop. 
 
5.3.3.  Simulation model and assumptions 
 
Our method depends on estimates of throughputs to address the research questions 
presented in this chapter. We simulate throughputs at packet-level from the physical to the 
transport layer, and the part of the simulation model that represents vehicles and RSUs is 
described in greater detail in Chapter 2. We have extended the model to vary the amount of ITS 
spectrum and to allow sharing with unlicensed devices. A different simulation is run for every 
scenario of numerical assumptions and spectrum strategy (separate bands, coexistence, 
backhaul cooperation or relay cooperation). 
Unlicensed devices are represented in the simulation by Wi-Fi hotspots and Wi-Fi devices, 
which should be the majority, if not all, of the unlicensed devices that will likely share the ITS 
band. The assumptions for the Wi-Fi traffic are as follows. We adopt the simplifying assumption 
that all traffic to a hotspot is carried through a single TCP connection between the hotspot and a 
client device located 10 m away. We consider both indoor hotspots, such as those in residences 
and offices, and outdoors hotspots, such as those for public Wi-Fi in open locations. For indoor 
hotspots, we assume that in any given 5-s interval some hotspots are active while others are 
not. Active hotspots are receiving packets at a constant rate throughout the 5 seconds, while 
inactive hotspots receive no packets. Every 5 seconds, a different set of hotspots is randomly 
selected to be active. Moreover, we assume that the density of indoor hotspots in an area 
depends on population density, and their positions for the simulation are randomly sampled 
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from the set of coordinates obtained from the Wi-Fi provider in Porto, Portugal (see subsection 
below about the dataset). If the quantity of coordinates to be used in a simulation is higher than 
the total number of coordinates in the dataset, then the coordinates that exceed the total are 
also sampled from the same set and shifted as follows. One neighbor hotspot is randomly 
selected from the three closest neighbors of the hotspot to be shifted. Then its new position is 
chosen randomly between the original position of the hotspot and the position of its neighbor. 
This way we obtain samples with desired hotspot density, and with coordinate distribution which 
intensity approximates that of the original set. We assume all hotspots have a height of 3 m. 
This overstates the interference where hotspots are far from the ground in multi-story buildings. 
The signal transmitted by a hotspot is assumed to propagate according to an indoor propagation 
model  (Meinilä et al. 2009) to the endpoint of its TCP connection, or a model with wall 
obstruction with V2X devices or outdoor hotspots.  
The assumptions for outdoor hotspots are different. These are placed along the streets of 
Porto (see subsection below about the dataset). In a given street, the inter-hotspot distance is 
fixed. Signal propagates according to the same outdoors loss model used for vehicles and 
RSUs. Moreover, we assume that all outdoor hotspots are active at peak hours. The 
transmission power of all hotspots and their clients is 11 dBm at the antenna output, which is 
consistent with popular Cisco Wi-Fi hotspots (Cisco 2014). 
The number of channels D and S (or W) are defined before the simulation of a 5-s interval 
is run. Likewise, the selection of the channel used by each node is defined before the simulation 
is run.  
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5.3.4.  Portugal dataset 
 
To set some of the simulation parameters, we use data from a real vehicular network 
operating in Porto, Portugal, as described in Chapter 2. To address the spectrum-related 
research questions presented in this chapter, we also use data from Wi-Fi hotspots and the 
coordinates of roads in that city. We have collected positions of 65,000+ Wi-Fi hotspots in Porto, 
which were available in the website of FON, one major Wi-Fi service provider. The dataset 
includes Wi-Fi hotspots from the subscribers of a major fixed broadband provider in Portugal 
who partners with FON. Therefore, the data is probably representative of hotspots in 
households and small businesses. We also use the coordinates of city roads. Porto data is used 
in four ways. First, GPS positions are used to determine the positions of the vehicles in the 
simulation. Second, strength of the signal received from RSUs is verified to be compatible with 
the simulated signal strength in vehicles and RSUs, on average. Third, coordinates of the Wi-Fi 
hotspots are used to determine the positions of indoor hotspots. Fourth, road locations are used 
to determine the positions of outdoor hotspots in the simulation as described in the previous 
subsection. 
 
5.3.5.  Base-case numerical assumptions  
 
The results of the analysis presented in this chapter refer to a base-case scenario of 
numerical assumptions, of scenarios derived by varying one or more assumptions from the 
base-case scenario. Some of those base-case numerical assumptions are those presented in 
Chapter 2. The base-case assumptions that are specific to address the research question 
presented in this chapter are described as follows. 
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The base-case assumption for the penetration of V2X OBUs in vehicles of 100%. This is 
reasonable over the timeframe of a spectrum allocation decision if the Department of 
Transportation mandates V2X for safety communications (U.S. Department of Transportation 
2016). We also examine the impact of lower penetrations on our results, as might be 
appropriate if no mandate occurs. 
Another assumption that is highly uncertain is the data rate per vehicle. We assume a 
“low” case value of 400 kbps that is consistent with (Ligo et al. 2017), but we also present 
results for much higher data rates, because data rates have been increasing rapidly over time 
(Cisco 2016), and future data rates are uncertain. 
For other values, we use base assumptions that are representative of five years into the 
future. Although this work informs spectrum allocation decisions that may span decades, the 
rate of technological change and adoption in wireless communications make decade-long 
predictions highly uncertain. Since five years is a typical horizon for predictions about Internet 
usage for given technologies – see e.g. (Cisco 2016) –, we adopted five years as our horizon for 
analysis. 
The base assumption for the average data rate of incoming Internet traffic in the peak 
hour over active hotspots is 5 Mbps in five years. This value is reasonable because it has been 
found that the majority of traffic in the U.S. is currently from video applications (Engebretson 
2016). Typical video streams have an average bitrate of 2 Mbps – see (Ozer 2016), Netflix HD 
encoding –, which we assume as today’s average peak-hour data rate per active hotspot, and 
usage for fixed broadband subscribers is forecast to grow at roughly 19% per year (Cisco 2016). 
We assume that the quantify of indoor hotspots in a location is proportional to population 
density, at a rate of one hotspot for every four people, which is based on (CIsco 2017). (Also, 
see subsection 5.3.3 for the method to place indoor hotspots.) Moreover, we assume that 15% 
of indoor hotspots will be active at a time. This is reasonable because current estimates for the 
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average traffic in U.S. households are currently around 100 GB per month (AT&T 2017), (Cisco 
2016), (Engebretson 2016). A hotspot transferring 300 kbps at all times would transfer 100 GB 
over a month, then the share of active hotspots is assumed as 300 kbps / 2 Mbps = 15%. 
Although this assumption about the share of active hotspots at a given time several years into 
the future is uncertain, it is likely that not all active hotspots would be using the channels in the 
ITS band in any given time. Hence, this assumption may result in conservative results, given 
that the real interference from indoor hotspots may be lower than what we estimate.   
For outdoor hotspots, we assume they to be placed every 150 m in all urban roads. Since 
deployment of outdoor Wi-Fi has been limited to downtown areas of a few cities and other 
sparse locations, this assumption is also likely to result in higher interference to vehicles than in 
typical urban areas. (For this reason, in the results section we compare scenarios with both 
indoor and outdoor hotspots with scenarios with indoor hotspots only.) 
For the results that refer to a specific location, the base-case population density is 2,000 
people per km2, which is representative of a city like Pittsburgh, unless stated otherwise. 
 
5.4.  Results and discussion 
 
In this section, we first address the issue of how much spectrum to allocate for ITS. We 
then address the issue of whether the ITS band should be shared with Wi-Fi devices, and if so, 
under what rules (coexistence only or with cooperation as defined in subsection 5.3.1). The 
throughput for each scenario of bandwidth, device density and data rates is derived by 
averaging throughput for more than 1,000 vehicles and a larger number of hotspots. Assuming 
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that the throughputs are mutually independent, then the 95% confidence interval is within 5% of 
the mean throughput for vehicles and 2% for hotspots. 
 
5.4.1.  How much spectrum to allocate for ITS 
 
To address the issue of how much spectrum to make available, in this subsection we 
estimate economic benefits and costs of deploying V2X infrastructure for internet access on a 
nationwide scale for the U.S. For this estimate, we assume spectrum is used for ITS only, i.e. it 
is not shared with unlicensed devices. We then use benefits and infrastructure costs to derive 
the bandwidth that maximizes social welfare as a function of uncertain factors such as the 
opportunity cost of spectrum in the ITS band, data rates, and OBU penetration.  
We quantify economic benefits and costs of allocating a given amount of spectrum for ITS 
throughout the entire nation, even in regions where population density does not justify V2X 
networks (i.e. for those locations there is no benefit but there is a cost of spectrum), because 
this is generally how spectrum is allocated. We calculate benefits and costs of using the 
spectrum for ITS in each U.S. census tract and then sum benefits and costs over all tracts. We 
assume that RSU deployment decisions are made at the census tract level, i.e. the optimal 
quantity of RSUs to deploy (or not) for Internet access is determined at each census tract based 
on its average population density – this approach was also employed in (Hallahan and Peha 
2011b, 2010). (The optimal quantity of RSUs in each location is defined as the quantity that 
maximizes benefit minus RSU cost in that location. See Chapter 2.) 
Figure 5.2 shows marginal and average benefit minus RSU cost (B-C) per MHz-pop on a 
nationwide scale for the U.S., as a function of bandwidth allocated exclusively for vehicles. The 
graph shows results for two data rates of incoming Internet traffic per vehicle (low and high 
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scenario as defined in subsection 4.3.5). The other assumptions are base-case values. For a 
particular bandwidth to be worth allocating, both marginal and average benefit minus RSU cost 
B-C must exceed the opportunity cost of ITS spectrum. If marginal benefit minus cost is less 
than opportunity cost at bandwidths where the former is decreasing, then reducing bandwidth 
increases benefit minus cost. If average benefit minus cost is less than opportunity cost, then 
benefit minus cost is greater with a bandwidth of 0. 
Figure 5.2 shows that benefit minus RSU cost does not change monotonically with 
bandwidth. This is because while marginal and average benefit do decrease monotonically with 
bandwidth, RSU cost does not. It is proportional to the number of RSUs deployed in an area 
(see the expression for RSU cost in Chapter 2). We found that the optimal quantity of RSUs 
deployed is roughly invariant with bandwidth, for the range of data rates, densities and other 
factors we considered. 
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Figure 5.2.  Nationwide benefit minus RSU cost per capita (B-C), as a function of 
bandwidth. Lines for two different data rates of incoming traffic per vehicle are shown. OBU 
penetration and other assumptions are at base-case values. 
 
Given the uncertainty in the opportunity cost of ITS spectrum as discussed in subsection 
5.3.2, we examine the relationship between the opportunity cost and the optimal bandwidth in 
Figure 5.3. For a given opportunity cost, the graph shows the maximum bandwidth for which 
marginal and average benefit minus RSU cost exceed that opportunity cost. In subsection 5.3.2 
we conjecture that the cost of ITS spectrum might be around $0.20-$0.40 per MHz-pop. Figure 
5.3 shows that for such a range of opportunity cost it might be worth allocating spectrum, but the 
amount that maximizes social welfare depends not only on spectrum cost but also on other 
factors as well, such as data rates. For example, at an OBU penetration of 100% of vehicles 
and average data rate of incoming traffic of 4 Mbps per vehicle, Figure 5.3 shows that it is worth 
allocating 40 MHz of ITS spectrum, which is the bandwidth currently available for non-safety 
use, as long as the opportunity cost of spectrum is below $0.45 per MHz-pop. However, for a 
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lower average data rate of 0.4 Mbps per vehicle the same bandwidth could be allocated only if 
the opportunity cost is much lower (below $0.05 per MHz-pop).  
 
 
Figure 5.3.  Bandwidth that maximizes social welfare (on a nationwide basis), as a 
function of the opportunity cost of spectrum in the ITS band. Curves are shown for distinct data 
rates of incoming traffic per vehicle. The other numerical assumptions are at base-case values. 
 
Moreover, the results above are for an OBU penetration of 100%, which is consistent with 
a mandate of V2X in all vehicles. Out of the context of a mandate, lower penetrations are 
possible, with OBUs being deployed more frequently in vehicles that demand higher data rates. 
Figure 5.4 shows the bandwidth that maximizes social welfare in such a scenario. The graph 
shows that bandwidth is highly sensitive to penetration. The range of opportunity costs that 
results in any bandwidth to be allocated is significantly smaller in Figure 5.4 than for the 
scenarios with 100% penetration (Figure 5.3). However, Figure 5.4 shows that a small increase 
in penetration (5% to 10% in the graph) changes significantly the bandwidths worth allocating, 
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especially if the opportunity cost of spectrum is in the order of tens of cents per MHz-pop (as 
discussed in subsection 5.3.2). For example, at an OBU penetration of 10% it is worth allocating 
40 MHz (the bandwidth currently available for non-safety use) if the cost of spectrum is about 
$0.18 per MHz-pop. However, a scenario where it is not worth allocating spectrum in excess of 
safety is also plausible, especially for low OBU penetrations and/or if spectrum is valued at 
more than a few tens of cents per MHz-pop. 
 
 
Figure 5.4.  Bandwidth that maximizes social welfare (on a nationwide basis) as a function 
of the opportunity cost of spectrum in the ITS band. Curves are shown for distinct penetrations 
of OBUs. Data rate per OBU is 27 Mbps (the maximum for 802.11p in a 10 MHz channel) and 
other assumptions are at base-case values. 
 
If more spectrum allocated for ITS means less data traffic being carried over macrocells, 
then less towers are needed in the cellular network. The benefit of less towers is modeled in 
Chapter 2 – 2.3, and depends on factors such as cellular bandwidth, spectrum efficiency and 
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cost per tower. Figure 5.5 shows the bandwidth that maximizes social welfare for the base-case 
tower cost ($750,000) and a lower cost. The graph shows that the amount to allocate for a given 
opportunity cost of spectrum varies greatly with tower cost. For example, if the cost of spectrum 
is around $0.20-0.40 (as discussed in subsection 5.3.2) and data rates are high, then it is worth 
allocating 90+ MHz for the base-case value of the average tower cost. However, it is not worth 
adding any spectrum for offload if tower cost is about 30% lower ($550 thousand in Figure 5.5). 
The same applies if macrocell bandwidth or spectrum efficiency is 30% more than the base 
values presented in Chapter 2 – 2.4.  
In this subsection we see that there are realistic scenarios in which it is worth allocating 
more spectrum than it is currently available for non-safety (40 MHz), but there are also 
scenarios in which it is not worth adding any spectrum. However, it is important to note that this 
discussion applies for spectrum allocated exclusively for ITS. While we found that the bandwidth 
that maximizes social welfare depends on the uncertainty of its opportunity cost and other 
factors, our estimates of benefit do not capture the value of sharing spectrum with unlicensed 
devices. Benefits of sharing are discussed in the following subsection. 
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Figure 5.5.  Bandwidth that maximizes social welfare (on a nationwide basis) as a function 
of the opportunity cost of spectrum in the ITS band. Curves are shown for distinct data rates and 
tower cost. Other numerical assumptions are in base-case values. 
 
5.4.2.  Whether to share ITS spectrum with unlicensed devices and how 
 
In this subsection we address the issue of whether and how to share spectrum. We do this 
by comparing performance of four different strategies: allowing vehicles and unlicensed devices 
to share spectrum with the three possible sharing schemes defined in subsection 5.3.1, and 
placing vehicles and unlicensed devices in separate bands. That comparison is done with 
respect to two measurements. The first is a comparison among the strategies with respect to 
throughputs to vehicles and unlicensed devices. The second is a comparison among the 
strategies with respect to the amount of spectrum needed to achieve given throughputs. 
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5.4.2.1.  Throughput to vehicles and unlicensed devices 
 
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show vehicle throughput and hotspot throughput for the four different 
strategies. In both graphs the horizontal axis is the bandwidth allocated (in excess of what is 
used for safety). We show throughputs for indoor hotspots only, and for both indoor and outdoor 
hotpots. As expected, throughput increases with spectrum bandwidth for both vehicles and 
hotspots, although at a diminishing rate. 
The graphs also show how throughputs differ among strategies. Figure 5.6 shows that the 
difference between throughput to vehicles on exclusive spectrum and throughput on shared 
spectrum is negligible in some scenarios and significant in others, depending on factors such as 
whether outdoor hotspots are present or not. For example, differences between the curves in 
Figure 5.6 suggest that vehicle throughput is significantly affected by outdoor hotspots. With 
indoor hotspots only (left graph), the differences between throughputs on exclusive spectrum 
and throughput on shared spectrum is within the 95% confidence interval, regardless of sharing 
strategy and bandwidth. In this scenario, most vehicles are not close enough to a hotspot to 
experience or cause harmful interference at any given time. Besides, indoor hotspots are 
separated from streets by walls and thus cause low impact on vehicle throughput.  
However, the difference in throughputs among strategies can be high when outdoor 
hotspots are present (Figure 5.6, right). Because of the interference from outdoor hotspots, for 
any bandwidth, throughput to vehicles coexisting with unlicensed devices is significantly lower 
than throughput without sharing.  
The loss of vehicle throughput caused by sharing can be mitigated if unlicensed devices 
are required to cooperate, as shown in Figure 5.6 (right). One reason is that there are vehicles 
that are not in communications range of an RSU. (It would not be cost-effective to deploy RSUs 
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ubiquitously.) Hence, if hotspots help some of those disconnected vehicles reach the Internet, 
overall vehicle throughput increases. However, not all cooperation schemes increase vehicle 
throughput (relative to coexistence). Figure 5.6 shows that backhaul cooperation, in which 
hotspots act as V2X RSUs by relaying V2X packets through hotspot backhaul, increases vehicle 
throughput when there are outdoor hotspots (right). However, relay cooperation, which implies 
that hotspots relay packets between vehicles and RSUs, does not increase throughput (The 
resulting throughput from the additional connections, if any, does not exceed the additional 
interference from those connections with relay cooperation). 
 
    
Figure 5.6.  Vehicle throughput under different sharing strategies. The left graph refers to 
indoor hotspots only, the right graph is for indoor and outdoor hotpots. The other assumptions 
are at base-case values (with “high” data rates).  
 
On the other hand, hotspot throughput is relatively less sensitive to sharing (and the 
sharing scheme) than vehicle throughput. Figure 5.7 (left) shows that for indoor hotspots the 
difference in hotspot throughput among all strategies is negligible. (All curves overlap.) Even 
when outdoor hotspots are present (right graph in Figure 5.7), the difference between hotspot 
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throughput in exclusive spectrum and in shared spectrum is small, and the curves for the 
sharing schemes still overlap. The impact of sharing on hotspot throughput is probably small 
because the densities and data rates of hotspots are much higher than that of vehicles for the 
scenario shown, and many of the hotspots are indoors, which are separated from streets by 
walls. 
 
   
Figure 5.7.  Hotspot throughput under different strategies. The left graph refers to indoor 
hotspots only, the right graph is for indoor and outdoor hotpots. The other assumptions are at 
base-case values (with “high” data rates). 
 
Figure 5.6 indicates that the presence of outdoor hotspots has significant impact on 
vehicle throughput. Hence, in Figure 5.8 we examine throughputs for varying densities of 
outdoor hotspots. The horizontal axis shows increasing density, i.e. decreasing distance 
between outdoor hotspots (the base-case value is of 150 m between hotspots). The left graph 
shows that vehicle throughput with a higher separation between outdoor hotspots is significantly 
less than throughput with a lower separation (i.e. higher density). For example, when there are 
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as three times as more outdoor hotspots as in the base case, vehicle throughput with 
coexistence is 2/3 lower than on exclusive spectrum. 
The impact of outdoor hotspots on vehicle throughput can be mitigated with backhaul 
cooperation. Fig. 7 (left) shows that throughput is higher with backhaul cooperation than with 
coexistence for all densities examined. For lower hotspot densities (300 m separation or more), 
vehicle throughput with backhaul cooperation is almost the same as with exclusive spectrum. 
However, this throughput “advantage” of backhaul cooperation over coexistence is smaller with 
higher densities of outdoor hotspots. This is because the benefit in backhaul cooperation of 
relaying vehicular traffic does not change with density, whereas interference from hotspots to 
vehicle increases. 
On the other hand, vehicle throughput with relay cooperation is not significantly different 
from the throughput with coexistence, for all densities of outdoor hotspots examined. Increasing 
hotspot density results in more interference to vehicles for sharing schemes. However, relay 
cooperation does not result in more throughput from hotspots relaying V2X packets between 
RSUs and other vehicles. 
Figure 5.8 (right) shows that hotspot throughput with all sharing strategies is less than 
throughput with exclusive spectrum, for all hotspot densities. Moreover, the curves for the 
sharing schemes all overlap, indicating that there is no significant difference in the burden that 
these strategies impose on hotspot throughput. 
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Figure 5.8: Throughputs to vehicles (left) and hotspots (right) as a function of decreasing 
distance between outdoor hotspots, under different strategies. Bandwidth is 40 MHz, and the 
other assumptions are at base-case values (with “high” data rates). 
 
In Figures 5.6 to 5.8, we examine how throughput varies with density of outdoor hotspots, 
for different sharing strategies. In the following we also analyze how those throughputs vary with 
other factors, such as data rates and densities of devices other than outdoor hotspots. For all 
those scenarios, we find that the differences between the throughputs on shared spectrum and 
the throughputs on separate spectrum are not as large as the scenarios of Figure 5.8. 
Moreover, the differences in throughputs among the different sharing strategies are similar to 
those found in Figure 5.8.  
Figure 5.9 shows throughputs for varying data rates of vehicular Internet traffic. (The “low” 
base-case data rate is of 0.4 Mbps/vehicle while the “high” base rate is 4 Mbps/vehicle). The left 
graph shows that for the “low” data rate, vehicle throughput with coexistence is the same as 
throughput without sharing. This is because at this data rate vehicles face less congestion in the 
channels than at higher data rates, even with hotspot interference. Nevertheless, backhaul 
cooperation achieves higher throughput than relay cooperation and coexistence, because there 
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are vehicles communicating with the Internet through backhaul cooperation that were 
disconnected from RSUs in the other strategies. Because of this, backhaul cooperation 
achieves even higher throughput than spectrum that is not shared with hotspots. The same 
does not occur with relay cooperation, however. The presence of hotspots relaying traffic 
between other vehicles and RSUs does not increase throughput. 
As data rate increases, Figure 5.9 (left) shows that vehicle throughput with any sharing 
strategy is significantly less than throughput without sharing. This is because at higher data 
rates, vehicles face more congestion when sharing channels with unlicensed devices than on 
spectrum allocated exclusively. Still, backhaul cooperation results higher vehicle throughput 
than coexistence, while relay cooperation results roughly the same throughput as coexistence. 
(The differences between the coexistence and relay cooperation curves are within the 
confidence intervals of the simulations.) 
Figure 5.9 (right) shows that throughput to unlicensed devices with higher vehicle data 
rates is less than throughput with lower data rates, which is expected because of the higher 
interference from vehicles and RSUs. However, that difference is relatively small, because of 
the smaller quantity of vehicles compared to the quantity of hotspots. As with previous graphs, 
Figure 5.9 (right) also shows that hotspot throughput with all sharing schemes is slightly less 
than throughput with exclusive spectrum, and the hotspot throughput at any scheme is not 
significantly different from the other sharing schemes. 
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Figure 5.9. Throughputs to vehicles (left) and hotspots (right) as a function of data rates of 
Internet traffic per vehicle, with no sharing and with different strategies. Bandwidth is 40 MHz, 
and the other assumptions are on base-case values. 
 
Data rates are expected to increase over time. Likewise, the penetration of V2X devices in 
vehicles is also expected to increase, resulting in higher densities of those devices over time. 
Figure 5.10 shows that the effect of increasing V2X penetration on throughputs for different 
sharing strategies is similar to those previously shown for increasing data rates. The left graph 
shows that for any vehicle density, vehicle throughput with any sharing strategy is significantly 
less than throughput without sharing, while backhaul cooperation results in higher vehicle 
throughput than coexistence, and relay cooperation results in roughly the same throughput as 
coexistence.  
Figure 5.10 (right) shows that throughput to unlicensed devices decreases with V2X 
penetration, because of the increasing quantity of vehicles, although that decrease is relatively 
small. The graph also shows that hotspot throughput with all sharing schemes is slightly less 
than throughput with exclusive spectrum, and the hotspot throughput is not significantly different 
among sharing schemes. 
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Figure 5.10. Throughputs to vehicles (left) and hotspots (right) as a function of V2X 
penetration, with no sharing and with different strategies. Bandwidth is 40 MHz, and the other 
assumptions are at base-case values (with “high” data rates). 
 
Although Figures 5.6 to 5.10 showed that backhaul cooperation results in higher vehicle 
throughput than with coexistence, for a wide span of conditions of data rates and device 
densities, the difference between the sharing strategies may disappear for extremely high 
densities of devices. Figure 5.11 (left) shows the effect of increasing population density (which 
results in higher densities of both vehicles and hotspots) on vehicle throughput for different 
sharing strategies. The graph shows that vehicle throughput with any sharing scheme is less 
with higher population densities, because of the higher number of interfering devices of both 
types. Moreover, backhaul cooperation results in higher vehicle throughput than with 
coexistence for most population densities, but the difference diminishes for densities around 
7,000 people/km2 or more. This is because the quantity of unlicensed devices increases faster 
with population density than the quantity of vehicles increases, so the ratio of hotspots to 
vehicles is higher with higher population density. Hence, vehicles face more interference from 
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hotspots. However, it is also true that this density is extremely high. (Only a very few locations, 
e.g. Manhattan, have densities higher than 7,000 people/km2.) Therefore, the differences 
between the sharing strategies shown for densities below 5,000 people/km2 should hold for the 
vast majority of the U.S.  
Figure 5.11 (right) shows that for population densities around 1,000 people/km2 or less, 
there is no significant difference between hotspot throughput with any sharing strategy and 
throughput on separate spectrum. This is because of the smaller quantities of devices sharing 
the channel. Most of the U.S. has population densities below 1,000 people/km2. With higher 
population density, hotspot throughput with all sharing strategies is slightly less than throughput 
with exclusive spectrum (although the difference is statistically significant). However, this 
difference is negligible for densities around 7,000 people/km2 or more. This is again because 
the quantity of unlicensed devices increases with population density faster than the quantity of 
vehicles. Hotspot throughput with any strategy is not significantly different from the other sharing 
strategies.  
 
    
Figures 5.11.  Throughputs to vehicles as a function of population density, with no sharing 
and with different strategies. Bandwidth is 40 MHz, and the other assumptions are on base-case 
values (with “high” data rates). 
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For a sharing scheme to be the best, it must achieve throughputs for the two device types 
that other sharing schemes cannot. Figure 5.12 shows the throughputs that can be achieved 
when part of the spectrum is shared using a given sharing scheme, and the rest of the spectrum 
is available only to one of the two device types. The total amount of spectrum is kept fixed, and 
the amount of spectrum shared is varied between zero and the total amount. Thus, given 
throughputs to vehicles and unlicensed devices can be achieved if and only if the point 
associated with those two throughputs falls within the feasible region (Peha and Tobagi 1996), 
which is the region bounded by the curve associated with that sharing scheme and the X and Y 
axes. The larger the feasible region, the better. 
The graph shows that the edges of the feasible region for all sharing strategies overlap if 
vehicle throughput is less than about 17 Mbps/km2. For that range of the graph, the same 
vehicle and hotspot throughputs can be achieved with any of the three spectrum-sharing 
schemes. However, the feasible region of backhaul cooperation is larger than the regions of the 
other schemes. There is a range of vehicle throughput (between 17 and 19 Mbps/km2, for the 
assumptions used) that can be achieved with backhaul cooperation but not with the other 
sharing schemes. That is, for the numerical assumptions used for Figure 5.12, vehicle 
throughput higher than 17 Mbps/km2 can only be achieved with backhaul cooperation, or by 
increasing the total amount of spectrum used. 
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Figure 5.12.  Hotspot throughput as a function of vehicle throughput, with different sharing 
schemes. Bandwidth is fixed at 40 MHz, and the other assumptions are at base-case values 
(with “high” data rates). 
 
The results above are related to previous research described in Section 5.2, because we 
investigate whether to share, which includes an analysis of throughput performance with and 
without sharing. However, the research questions, scenarios addressed, and results presented 
in this section are different from previous work. First, the assumptions and results work such as 
(Naik, Liu, and Park 2018, 2017; J. Wang et al. 2016; Cheng et al. 2017; Liu, Naik, and Park 
2017; Park and Kim 2014; Lansford, Kenney, and Ecclesine 2013; K.-H. Chang 2015) are more 
applicable to DSRC for safety communications, while our work applies to Internet traffic. This is 
because they consider DSRC devices broadcasting data, which is typical for safety applications. 
In contrast, we consider unicast connections over a mesh network formed among vehicles and 
Internet-connected RSUs (sometimes cooperating with hotspots, depending on the sharing 
scheme), over which TCP connections are established to carry Internet traffic. Second, previous 
work such as (J. Wang et al. 2016) assume that the locations of DSRC and unlicensed devices 
are placed according to random distributions such as Poisson point processes (and the authors 
show that results differ from those derived from realistic locations), or a handful of devices 
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places arbitrarily. Rather, we derive locations of V2X and unlicensed devices from vehicles, 
residential hotspots, and road locations from a real city. Another difference is that (J. Wang et 
al. 2016) use theoretical channel capacity to compare different sharing schemes, each with a 
fixed amount of spectrum. We instead determine data throughput resulting from existing 
protocol mechanisms (including e.g. collisions, TCP flow and congestion control), for varying 
amounts of spectrum, to find the amount of spectrum used in different sharing schemes. 
Despite the differences between previous work and ours, most of the papers above found 
that Wi-Fi devices can interfere significantly with the performance of DSRC devices, especially if 
the former operate in saturated mode, i.e. when every Wi-Fi device always have a packet to 
send, or when Wi-Fi devices aggregate multiple adjacent channels. However, most of those 
authors also concluded that if the interval between Wi-Fi packets is above a certain threshold, 
performance of DSRC devices approach that in the absence of sharing. Although the scenarios 
and assumptions are very different from ours as described above, their conclusions are 
consistent with our findings regarding how each type of device affects the other performance.  
 
5.4.2.2.  Required bandwidth to achieve given throughputs 
 
In this section, we determine how much spectrum is needed to carry a given amount of 
data from vehicles and unlicensed devices over separate channels, and how much spectrum is 
needed to carry the same amount of data on shared spectrum, for different sharing schemes. 
We determine those amounts of shared and separated spectrum as follows. First, we find the 
vehicle throughput and the hotspot throughput for a given amount of shared spectrum and a 
given sharing scheme. Then, we find the amount of spectrum used to achieve that same 
vehicular throughput, but on spectrum used by vehicles only. Likewise, we find the amount of 
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spectrum used by hotspots only. The process is repeated for several vehicular and hotspot 
throughputs. 
Figure 5.13 shows the amounts of spectrum obtained with the procedure above as a 
function of vehicle and hotspot throughputs. One curve refers to the total amount of spectrum 
when vehicles and hotspots use spectrum separately, and the others to the amount of spectrum 
with different sharing schemes. (The curves for coexistence and relay cooperation overlap.) The 
horizontal axis represents vehicle throughput and the colors represent hotspot throughput. The 
curves for a given vehicle throughput also refer to the same hotspot throughput (i.e. the curves 
at any given vehicle throughput have the same color).   
For the base-case scenario, Figure 5.13 shows that significantly more spectrum is needed 
when that spectrum is allocated in separate bands for vehicles and hotspots, when compared to 
all devices using shared spectrum. Therefore, the graph shows that it is possible to obtain the 
same performance for vehicles and hotspots using significantly less spectrum when it is shared, 
compared with vehicles and hotspots using separate spectrum. 
As for the differences among the sharing schemes, coexistence and relay cooperation 
require the same bandwidth to achieve given throughputs. However, backhaul cooperation 
requires less spectrum than the other schemes for some throughputs. To achieve vehicle 
throughput of about 60 Mbps/km2 or less, backhaul cooperation requires the same bandwidth as 
the other schemes. To achieve vehicle throughput between 60 and 80 Mbps/km2 backhaul 
cooperation requires up to 15% less bandwidth compared to coexistence and relay cooperation. 
Vehicle throughput between 80 and 85 Mbps/km2 can be achieved with backhaul cooperation 
but not with any other scheme in this scenario. 
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Figure 5.13.  Required spectrum to achieve given vehicular and hotspot throughputs, as a 
function of vehicular throughput, for different strategies. Points of equal color refer to equal 
hotspot throughput. Colors are coded in the bar (right). Assumptions are at base-case values 
(with “high” data rates). 
 
We find that less spectrum is required when that spectrum is shared for other scenarios as 
well. In particular, Figure 5.14 shows required spectrum in a scenario of 50 m separation 
between outdoor hotspots. The findings for this scenario are similar to those for the base case, 
even though 2/3 of vehicle throughput is lost with sharing. Figure 5.14 shows that any sharing 
scheme requires significantly less spectrum than V2X and unlicensed devices using separate 
bands. Also, coexistence and relay cooperation require the same bandwidth to achieve given 
throughputs, while backhaul cooperation requires less spectrum than the other sharing schemes 
for most throughputs. However, the differences among the strategies are less for the scenario in 
Figure 5.14 than for the base case. This is because in a scenario with more outdoor hotspots, 
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there is more interference, and thus lower throughput, which results in less bandwidth savings 
when the ITS band is shared. 
  
  
Figure 5.14.  Required spectrum to achieve given vehicular and hotspot throughputs, as a 
function of vehicular throughput, for different strategies. Distance between outdoor hotspots is 
50 m, and the other assumptions are at base-case values (with “high” data rates). 
 
The effect of population density on required bandwidth for different sharing strategies is 
not obvious, because quantities of both V2X and unlicensed devices vary with population 
density. For this reason, we examined the required bandwidth for lower and higher population 
densities than previously shown. Figure 5.15 shows the required bandwidth to achieve given 
throughputs for a location with 250 people/km2. For this population density, we find that the 
differences among sharing strategies (and from no sharing) are greatly affected by the presence 
of outdoor hotspots, as shown previously for more populated locations. The left graph shows 
that coexistence requires significant less bandwidth than vehicles and unlicensed devices using 
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separate bands, when there are no outdoor hotspots. This is because there are less devices 
than in the previous scenarios, and indoor hotspots do not interfere significantly with vehicles. 
For the same reason, cooperation has little effect in that scenario. On the other hand, Figure 
5.15 (right) shows that the presence of outdoor hotspots results in almost no bandwidth savings 
of coexistence when compared to vehicles and unlicensed devices using separate bands. This 
is because of the significant interference caused by hotspots on vehicles. However, backhaul 
cooperation results significant bandwidth savings, because the interference is partially mitigated 
by extra vehicles being connected to the Internet through hotspots. 
 
    
Figure 5.15.  Required spectrum to achieve given vehicular and hotspot throughputs, as a 
function of vehicular throughput, for different strategies. The left graph is for indoor hotspots 
only, and the right graph is for indoor and outdoor hotspots. Population density is 250 
people/km2, and the other assumptions are at base-case values (with “high” data rates). 
 
Figure 5.16 shows the required bandwidth to achieve given throughputs for a location with 
4,000 people/km2. For this population density, we find that all sharing strategies require 
significantly less bandwidth than vehicles and unlicensed devices using separate bands. This is 
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because of the increased number of both V2X and unlicensed devices compared to previous 
scenarios. Although this scenario results in more mutual interference, it also results in more 
data being transmitted (compared to lower population densities), thus increasing spectrum 
efficiency with sharing. We also find that there is no significant difference among the bandwidths 
required with the several sharing schemes, which is consistent to the fact that all schemes 
produce similar throughputs for higher population densities as shown previously (Figure 5.11). 
 
  
Figure 5.16.  Required spectrum to achieve given vehicular and hotspot throughputs, as a 
function of vehicular throughput, for different strategies. Population density is 4,000 people/km2, 
and the other assumptions are at base-case values (with “high” data rates). 
 
For all scenarios examined, sharing results in less bandwidth required to achieve given 
throughputs when compared to V2X and unlicensed devices using separate bands. Coexistence 
requires the same amount of spectrum as relay cooperation. On the other hand, backhaul 
cooperation requires less bandwidth than coexistence. In particular, the difference is more 
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significant with lower population densities with the presence of outdoor hotspots and is less 
significant in other scenarios. 
 
5.5.  Conclusions 
 
In this chapter, we address three spectrum-related issues. The first is how much spectrum 
should be available for ITS. Second, whether that spectrum should be shared with unlicensed 
devices, as has been proposed by the FCC and others. Third, if ITS spectrum is to be shared, 
what sharing scheme should be implemented. For the analysis, we consider the scenario in 
which safety messages are transmitted over spectrum that is not shared for other types of 
communications. V2X and unlicensed devices may share spectrum on a co-equal basis to carry 
non-safety-critical information, such Internet traffic. We consider either V2X and unlicensed 
devices operating in separate bands, or one among three possible sharing schemes. The first is 
coexistence, where V2X and unlicensed devices sense each other transmissions, but devices of 
one type try to avoid interference without explicit cooperating with devices of the other type. 
(This is similar as one of the proposals to the FCC to share the ITS band.) In the second sharing 
scheme, unlicensed devices act as access points to the Internet both for unlicensed and V2X 
traffic, which we call backhaul cooperation. In the third scheme, unlicensed devices do not act 
as access points for V2X traffic, but rather act as part of the vehicular mesh. In this scheme, 
hotspots relay traffic between vehicles and RSUs or other vehicles, which we call relay 
cooperation. 
On how much to allocate for ITS, we found that if spectrum is allocated exclusively, there 
are realistic scenarios where allocating spectrum far in excess of what is used for safety 
enhances social welfare, and there are also realistic scenarios where too much spectrum has 
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already been allocated for ITS. The bandwidth that maximizes social welfare is sensitive to 
uncertain factors such as the penetration of devices in vehicles, data rates (particularly those to 
unlicensed devices), characteristics of the cellular network, and the opportunity cost of 5.9 GHz 
spectrum. For example, in scenarios of higher data rates and penetration, adding 40 MHz 
enhances social welfare if the opportunity cost is about $0.45 per MHz-pop or less. On the other 
hand, if data rates of Internet traffic and penetration of devices in vehicles do not reach the 
levels assumed, or macrocellular networks are expanded with cheaper or more efficient 
technologies than current cell towers, then it might be that it is not cost-effective to allocate any 
spectrum in excess to what is allocated for safety. Because of this uncertainty, allocating 
spectrum exclusively runs the risk of not providing enough spectrum for welfare-enhancing ITS. 
This uncertainty becomes less problematic if ITS spectrum is shared. We found that it is 
highly efficient to share spectrum allocated for ITS with unlicensed devices. We have found that 
V2X and unlicensed devices coexisting in shared spectrum might require significantly less 
bandwidth than is required to achieve the same throughputs in shared bands. This is true for 
scenarios that we believe represent the relevant range of population densities, penetrations of 
vehicular devices and data rates of Internet traffic, and whether unlicensed devices are located 
indoors or outdoors. While sharing is spectrally efficient when usage of V2X and unlicensed 
devices are predictable, it is even better in the scenarios where data rates and/or penetration 
are much lower than expected due to the uncertainty discussed above, because even if 
spectrum being added exclusively for ITS might not be justified, shared spectrum is still well 
used by unlicensed devices. 
One of the forms of cooperation examined in this chapter, (backhaul cooperation) has the 
potential to further improve the efficiency of sharing ITS spectrum, when compared to the 
simpler coexistence scheme. However, the magnitude of this advantage is sensitive to the 
conditions where sharing takes place. For example, backhaul cooperation requires less 
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bandwidth than coexistence for lower population densities, which are representative of most of 
the U.S. distribution, but the difference in bandwidth is significant only if those locations have 
widespread presence of outdoor hotpots such those of metropolitan Wi-Fi networks. With few 
outdoor hotspots, the bandwidth required with backhaul cooperation is not significantly less than 
with coexistence. Such deployment of outdoor hotspots is unlikely for sparsely populated areas. 
Given that such a cooperation scheme would require regulatory efforts that are probably far 
more complex than a mandate for coexistence (Peha 2009), it unlikely that the benefits of 
cooperation outweigh the cost of implementing it. Moreover, we found that the other cooperation 
scheme examined in this chapter (relay cooperation) does not produce results that are 
significantly different from those of the simpler coexistence scheme. Therefore, a nationwide 
mandate of a sharing scheme such as relay cooperation over coexistence would probably not 
be worth the extra technical and regulatory cost. 
In the recent policy debate over ITS spectrum, it has generally been assumed that the size 
of the ITS band would remain fixed at its current level, and the question is whether to share with 
unlicensed devices. If the bandwidth available to vehicles is fixed, we have found that the 
throughput achievable with V2X devices coexisting with unlicensed devices in shared spectrum 
can be significantly lower than the throughput in exclusive spectrum (up to 2/3 lower, depending 
on the scenario). However, there is no reason why the bandwidth of the ITS band cannot be 
increased if we allow unlicensed devices to share the ITS band. If spectrum policymakers wish 
to give V2X better throughput than they could achieve in the existing ITS band after unlicensed 
devices are allowed to coexist, then policymakers could change regulations to increase the size 
of the ITS band while still giving unlicensed devices access. In other words, while unlicensed 
devices gain access to the ITS band, V2X devices could use the adjacent unlicensed bands for 
non-safety-critical traffic. (Again, sharing the ITS band might exclude the portion of the ITS band 
reserved for safety messages.) Under these circumstances, V2X and unlicensed devices would 
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achieve the same throughput performance in shared spectrum while using less bandwidth 
overall. Such an approach would likely be implemented with the coexistence sharing scheme 
rather than with cooperation. While it might be reasonable to require cooperation from 
unlicensed devices as a condition to operate in the ITS band, the small improvement in 
throughput and required bandwidth (if any) of cooperation over coexistence is not likely worth 
the complexity of the former. Moreover, unlicensed devices do not cooperate in the bands in 
which they already operate, which would make cooperation in these bands even harder to 
implement. 
Besides, we have found the throughput to unlicensed devices in shared spectrum to be 
not much lower than in exclusive spectrum. Therefore, sharing spectrum allocated for ITS with 
unlicensed devices effectively represents extra bandwidth for those devices, without 
compromising their throughput performance. 
 
Appendix – Comparison of required bandwidth between scenarios 
 
We compared required bandwidth on shared spectrum with required bandwidth for 
vehicles and hotspots using separate bands, for scenarios other than those shown in Section 
5.4. Those scenarios span a wide range of assumptions. We varied population density from 
1,000 to 20,000 people per km2, OBU penetration from 25% to 100%, data rates of incoming 
traffic varying from 400 kbps per vehicle and 5 Mbps per hotspot to 4 Mbps per vehicle and 27 
Mbps per hotspots, and with outdoor hotspots either being present or not.  
For these scenarios we find results similar with those in Section 5.4. That is, we find that 
less shared spectrum is required by vehicles and hotspots using shared spectrum, when 
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compared with vehicles and hotspots using separate spectrum. In Figure 5.A we show the ratio 
of the total amount of spectrum used by vehicles and hotspots in separate bands, to the amount 
of spectrum with both types of devices using shared channels. The bars show the ratio 
scenarios with indoor hotspots only (I in the figure) compared with indoor and outdoor hotspots 
(IO), population densities (pop), OBU penetration (pen), and data rates of incoming traffic per 
vehicle (Mbps/V) and per hotspot (Mbps/H). For adjacent bars, one factor is varied at a time.  
The graph is useful to show both the absolute magnitude of the ratios, and the difference 
between ratios. Figure 5.A shows that all scenarios examined have average bandwidth ratio 
greater than 1, meaning that shared spectrum uses less bandwidth than separate spectrum to 
achieve given throughputs, for numerical values that are representative of relevant ranges of 
assumptions. (However, for some scenarios the 95% confidence interval for the ratio suggests 
that the ratio can be a low as 0.75, for lower population densities and when throughput is close 
to the maximum achievable in the scenario.) 
In particular, the graph shows that a scenario with indoor-only hotspots has a higher ratio 
than a similar scenario but with indoor and outdoor hotspots. This means that more spectrum is 
needed to achieve given throughputs when there are indoor and outdoor hotspots in shared 
spectrum, because of the increased interference. Comparison between indoor-only and indoor-
outdoor hotspots for other scenarios of population density, penetration and data rates confirm 
that trend (these are not shown in Figure 5.A). Figure 5.A also shows that the ratio of bandwidth 
increases with data rates of incoming traffic to vehicles and hotspots. This suggests that it is 
worth sharing spectrum for a variation in data rates of an order of magnitude. Even if that data 
rates increase sharply in the future, sharing appears to be beneficial. 
The bottom bars show that the ratio is similar for different population densities or OBU 
penetrations. The differences in ratios are not statistically significant at a 5% confidence level. 
However, as with most other scenarios the ratio is close to 2, which means that sharing 
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spectrum requires as much as half the bandwidth required to achieve given throughputs in 
separate bands. 
 
 
Figure 5.A.  Ratio of bandwidth in exclusive channels to bandwidth in shared channels to 
achieve a given target throughput. The target vehicle throughput in each scenario is set as half 
the throughput obtained at 160 MHz. Each bar shows the ratio for a different scenario. The pairs 
of bars compare ratios for scenarios where one factor being is changed at a time: Indoor 
hotspots (I) vs Indoor and outdoor (IO), data rates (Mbps/V for vehicles, Mbps/H for hotspots), 
hotspot density (pop+pen), and vehicle density (pen). 
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Chapter 6.  Conclusions 
 
In this work we investigate the conditions in which V2X-based vehicular networks should 
be deployed as an important way to carry Internet traffic. Expanding the capacity of cellular 
networks alone may not be the most cost-effective way to meet the present and future growth of 
mobile Internet. We examine whether V2X-based networks should be deployed to complement 
cellular capacity. We address this issue by evaluating cost-effectiveness of offloading Internet 
traffic that would otherwise be carried over cellular infrastructure onto V2X-based networks. 
Depending on the scenarios being analyzed, we also evaluate other criteria as well such as cost 
savings for governments or spectrum efficiency. The evaluation is done under several 
conditions of population density, penetration of V2X devices, data rates of Internet traffic, costs 
of V2X and cellular devices and spectrum, bandwidth allocated for cellular networks, and 
spectrum efficiency of cellular technology. Moreover, the evaluation is done for varying design 
choices of infrastructure and spectrum. More specifically, we evaluate cost-effectiveness and 
other criteria with varying quantities of RSU infrastructure, with RSUs deployed either for 
Internet only or shared RSUs, with varying amount of ITS spectrum allocated exclusively for 
V2X devices, and with ITS spectrum shared with unlicensed devices. In this chapter we discuss 
our findings and how they apply to several scenarios. 
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6.1.  Conclusions under a U.S. DOT mandate 
 
In a scenario which DSRC devices are mandated in vehicles to enhance road safety, as 
proposed by the U.S. DOT, we conclude that it is cost-effective to deploy RSUs for Internet 
access. This is true initially for densely populated urban areas, but over time V2X-based 
networks are cost-effective in less populated areas as well. We find that benefits from Internet 
access alone are not enough to justify deploying devices in all vehicles, i.e. the benefits of 
Internet alone are less than total costs. However, this fact does not include benefits from 
enhanced road safety and other outcomes. These benefits are likely, and under a mandate to 
enhance road safety, OBUs are deployed regardless of Internet access. Moreover, the ITS band 
is already allocated for V2X communications. Therefore, the costs of OBUs and spectrum are 
incurred anyway, and V2X-based networks are more cost-effective than macrocellular networks 
for Internet access as long as benefit exceeds the incremental costs of deploying RSU 
infrastructure. We find that benefits of Internet access through V2X networks would be 
significantly greater than RSU cost in densely populated areas, for OBU penetrations that are 
representative of a few years after such a mandate becomes effective, and peak-hour Internet 
traffic per vehicle is compatible with current usage of mobile Internet. Some of the factors that 
affect benefits and costs are uncertain, such as OBU penetration, volume of Internet traffic, 
cellular bandwidth and spectral efficiency, and unit costs of devices. However, OBU penetration 
and data rates of Internet traffic are expected to increase over time. As a result, the benefit of 
Internet access would exceed RSU infrastructure cost in regions with lower and lower 
population densities over time.  
Under a mandate, if RSU infrastructure is shared between local governments and ISPs for 
safety applications and Internet access, rather than deploying RSUs for Internet alone, then 
V2X-based networks would be deployed sooner in less populated areas, and in locations where 
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it would not be cost-effective to deploy RSUs without sharing. Government agencies often 
deploy their own infrastructure for safety or other purposes, and they could share it with ISPs for 
a fee. We find that sharing is more cost-effective than ISPs deploying their own infrastructure, 
as long as the cost to provide Internet access with shared RSUs is less than the cost of RSUs 
deployed by the ISP. Moreover, governments may use the proceeds from sharing to offset their 
own costs as well. We estimate that governments could recover about one-fifth of the total cost 
to deploy safety RSUs nationwide in the U.S. Likewise, governments deploy smart city 
infrastructure such as streetlights with backhaul capability. They could share smart streetlights 
with ISPs, if they are able to upgrade them to serve as RSUs at a lower cost than RSUs for 
Internet only. In this case, it is even more cost-effective to share smart streetlights than safety 
RSUs, and nationwide savings for the government could be up to one third higher than with 
sharing of safety RSUs. We also examine the pricing strategies government could adopt to 
share. We find that the optimal prices that maximize cost-effectiveness and government savings 
may differ. However, maximizing government savings results in enhancements in cost-
effectiveness that is also close to maximum.  
In addition, if ISPs use government infrastructure at a fee that is lower than the cost of 
deploying their own RSUs, then ISPs would provide Internet with shared RSUs at locations with 
lower population densities than the locations the ISP would serve when deploying its own RSUs 
only. The result of infrastructure sharing is Internet at a lower cost than cellular for more of the 
country. 
While 75 MHz of spectrum in the ITS band is allocated for V2X communications on an 
exclusive basis, we examine what amount is optimal from a social welfare perspective. The ITS 
bandwidth that maximizes social welfare could be either much more or much less than what has 
already been allocated, because optimal bandwidth is sensitive to uncertain factors such as 
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OBU penetration in vehicles, future data rates of Internet traffic, and the opportunity cost of 5.9 
GHz spectrum.  
That uncertainty is less relevant if ITS spectrum is shared. It is spectrum-efficient to share 
spectrum used by V2X-based networks with unlicensed devices, in ways similar to those 
proposed in response to a recent NPRM issued by the FCC. By spectrum-efficient we mean that 
bandwidth required to achieve given throughputs to V2X and unlicensed devices in shared 
spectrum is as little as half as bandwidth required when V2X and unlicensed devices use 
separate bands. We conclude that the spectrum available for ITS should be maintained or 
increased, while much of ITS spectrum should be shared with non-V2X devices.  
We compare different schemes where V2X and unlicensed devices send Internet traffic on 
shared spectrum as equals. Those schemes differ on whether V2X and unlicensed devices 
coexist in a listen-before-talk etiquette, or unlicensed devices cooperate to relay V2X packets. 
The preferable spectrum sharing scheme should be of coexistence among equals. While 
spectrum efficiency could be somewhat improved by having unlicensed devices cooperate with 
V2X devices to carry V2X traffic, the relative benefit of such cooperation would probably not be 
worth the burden of mandating complex cooperation schemes over simpler forms of 
coexistence-based spectrum sharing. 
Those findings have implications on nationwide decisions about spectrum. We show that 
V2X-based infrastructure for Internet access should be deployed in densely populated areas 
soon after a mandate for road safety is effective, and in less dense areas over time and/or if 
infrastructure is shared with local governments. Nevertheless, deploying V2X-based networks 
for Internet access is not cost-effective everywhere, e.g. in sparsely populated areas. On the 
other hand, spectrum decisions typically have national or regional implications. As a result, in 
sparsely populated areas the ITS band will be barely used. Allowing unlicensed devices use this 
otherwise idle spectrum at those locations would be particularly efficient. For more densely 
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populated areas, we find that throughput to V2X devices on a given amount of shared spectrum 
can be significantly less than the throughput on the same amount of spectrum but used by V2X 
devices only. However, this finding is based on a fixed bandwidth available to those devices. If 
V2X devices also use adjacent unlicensed bands when spectrum is shared, then the same 
throughput to V2X devices achievable on spectrum used exclusively could be obtained on 
shared channels. There is no reason why the bandwidth used by V2X devices cannot be 
increased if we allow unlicensed devices to share the ITS band. If spectrum policymakers wish 
to give V2X better throughput than they could achieve in the existing ITS band after unlicensed 
devices are allowed to share, then policymakers could change regulations to increase 
bandwidth for V2X devices while still giving unlicensed devices access. 
Our conclusions are valid for scenarios defined by several assumptions. It is important to 
discuss how conclusions change if some conditions differ from what we assumed. Relevant 
assumptions include the mandate for V2X devices in vehicles, infrastructure costs, and V2X and 
cellular technologies. We note these assumptions both because of their importance, and 
because of the uncertainty underlying them. 
 
6.2.  Conclusions with DSRC OBUs purchased without a mandate 
  
Some of our conclusions hold for scenarios without a mandate to enhance road safety, 
while other conclusions are contingent on further research. All else equal, without a mandate it 
is not cost-effective to deploy V2X-based networks at all locations where it would be cost-
effective to deploy under a mandate. However, it would probably be cost-effective in more and 
more locations over time. Moreover, without a safety mandate, sharing spectrum allocated to 
V2X with unlicensed devices is likely to be at least as efficient as with a mandate. 
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While in a safety mandate the only cost that matters for Internet access is the cost to 
deploy RSUs for that purpose, OBU costs must also be considered (at least in part) when car 
owners voluntarily purchase these devices for Internet access. Moreover, penetration of OBUs 
in vehicles is expected to grow in a much slower pace than in a mandate. If there were two 
locations with identical vehicle densities and V2X could be mandated in one but not in the other, 
after some time there should be less vehicles with OBUs in the location without the mandate, 
and therefore less total traffic over the V2X-based network. (However, vehicles with most usage 
of Internet traffic are likely the ones that have OBUs adopted first.) All else equal, the minimum 
population density where V2X-based networks are cost-effective should be higher when users 
deploy OBUs voluntarily than in a mandate. However, under a mandate we have found that over 
time V2X-based networks are cost-effective in less densely populated areas, meaning that 
these networks are worth deploying in more of the country over time. This is because data rates 
of Internet traffic and OBU penetration are expected to grow over time, which should be true for 
voluntary adoption of OBUs as well. 
Moreover, sharing infrastructure deployed for safety with ISPs should be cost-effective in 
less locations with voluntary adoption than with a mandate, and there should be less 
government savings from sharing, if any. All else equal, the lower penetration of OBUs with 
voluntary adoption results in less governments deploying RSUs for safety applications, and 
those who deploy will have less RSUs. Likewise, ISPs are likely to deploy less RSUs for Internet 
access as well (shared or not).  
However, sharing ITS spectrum with unlicensed devices is likely to be at least as 
spectrum-efficient with voluntary adoption as with a mandate of OBUs in vehicles. Our measure 
of spectrum efficiency depends on how much throughputs on shared spectrum are less than on 
exclusive bands. Throughput to unlicensed devices is not much less on shared than on separate 
spectrum. We have found this difference to be even smaller when OBU penetration is lower, which is 
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the case under voluntary adoption. V2X throughput on shared spectrum can be significantly less 
than on separate bands. However, we have found this difference to be similar for a wide range of 
OBU penetrations as well. 
 
6.3.  Conclusions with cellular V2X technology 
 
It is important to discuss scenarios in which V2X-based networks are deployed with new 
technologies either replacing or coexisting with DSRC, such as C-V2X technology. DSRC is the 
technology considered by the U.S. DOT in the proposed mandate, because of an almost 20-
year history of development, testing and pilot deployment. However, C-V2X is a newer cellular 
technology in development to support vehicular communications. Although C-V2X is expected 
to take several years from testing to deployment, it may be an alternative to replace or coexist 
with DSRC in the long run, either under a mandate of devices in vehicles or not.  
Some conditions are necessary for offload of mobile Internet traffic over C-V2X technology 
to be possible and cost-effective. One condition is that C-V2X supports throughputs compatible 
with Internet applications. The first specification was completed in 2017 (3GPP Rel. 14), in 
which the sidelink PC5 interface was intended for the exchange of safety messages only, at a 
rate of 10 short packets per second. The latest specification was completed in mid-2018 (3GPP 
Rel. 15), which allows higher throughputs to support applications such as live video over the 
sidelink. Offload of Internet traffic over C-V2X would be possible only with the latest release. 
Another condition is that the cost to deploy and operate C-V2X RSUs is less than the cost of 
macrocells to carry the same amount of traffic at peak hours. This depends on the coverage of 
those RSUs and costs of their footprint, physical structures, electronics, power and backhaul. 
For example, if C-V2X RSUs are mounted in small structures, with access to cheap backhaul, 
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and with equipment that is far simpler than that of macrocells, then those RSUs may cost less 
than macrocells to carry given amounts of traffic at peak hours, and deploying those RSUs 
would be cost-effective, at least under an OBU mandate. Conversely, if RSUs have the same 
coverage structure, equipment and costs of a macrocell, then there is no reason to offload traffic 
over networks using C-V2X technology.  
If the necessary conditions above are satisfied, then some of the conclusions found for 
V2X networks using DSRC technology may apply for C-V2X technology. The latter is claimed to 
have communications ranges about as twice as DSRC (Papathanassiou, Apostolos Khoryaev 
2017). In this case, if the cost of a C-V2X RSU is comparable to the cost of a DSRC RSU, then 
the total cost of C-V2X infrastructure would be lower than DSRC RSUs. As a result, if C-V2X 
OBUs are mandated in vehicles, V2X-based networks would be cost-effective in locations with 
lower population densities than DSRC. On the other hand, with wider coverage of C-V2X 
governments would need to deploy less RSUs for safety applications than in a scenario with 
DSRC. Therefore, there would be less locations available for sharing safety infrastructure with 
ISPs, which would result in less benefits (cost-effectiveness and government savings) than with 
sharing DSRC infrastructure. 
 
6.4.  Summary 
 
This work sheds light on the possible use of V2X-based networks to provide Internet 
access. These networks can offload mobile traffic, and therefore complement the capacity of 
cellular networks at a lower cost than expanding macrocellular infrastructure. Such offload can 
help serve the ever-growing demand to carry Internet traffic, especially from mobile devices. 
Moreover, the use of V2X-based networks for non-safety applications can help offset the 
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investment in those networks that is necessary to enhance road safety. With this work we show 
that it is cost-effective to deploy V2X-based networks for Internet access under several 
conditions, which informs decisions about where and when to deploy V2X infrastructure and to 
allocate spectrum for Internet access. We also inform decisions to share infrastructure and 
spectrum used for V2X-based networks with other purposes, and how to implement such 
sharing. 
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Chapter 7.  Future Work 
 
There are many opportunities for further research that can be derived from our work. They 
include assessing scenarios that may involve carrying non-safety traffic over V2X-based 
networks with future technology, and scenarios with similar technology but different conditions 
from those assumed in our work.  
One opportunity for further work is to extend our conclusions for a range of costs of RSU 
infrastructure wider than we assumed. The more expensive an RSU, the less cost-effective it is 
to deploy RSUs for Internet access when compared to expanding cellular infrastructure. While 
our conclusions hold even if the cost per RSU is 50% higher than the base-case value, it is 
worth noting that such a range a variation may be representative of RSUs deployed in places 
with existing mounting structures (poles or walls), with easy access to power and backhaul, and 
with backhaul cheaper than the cost of cellular service. This was the case of RSUs deployed in 
the urban area of Porto. If RSUs must be otherwise deployed in locations without such existing 
infrastructure, then RSU costs can be significantly higher than the range considered. Further 
work is needed to determine cost-effectiveness of deploying RSUs where new poles, energy 
and communications infrastructure must be built entirely. This can be accomplished using our 
engineering-economic approach described in Chapter 2. 
Further work is also needed to determine the population densities where V2X-based 
networks are cost-effective when OBUs are deployed voluntarily rather than under a mandate, 
and whether this is representative of real population densities. To do this analysis with our 
engineering-economic approach, it is necessary to find what would be the quantity of OBUs 
purchased voluntarily. This quantity and the most cost-effective quantity of RSUs are mutually 
related. A car owner could purchase an OBU if its marginal cost is less than the marginal cost 
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savings from offload experienced by the car owner. These cost savings depend on the quantity 
of RSUs deployed, which in turn depend on how many OBUs are expected to be deployed. 
Hence, the optimal quantities of OBUs and RSUs could be determined as solutions to a system 
of equations, or reaction functions, in which marginal benefit of OBU depends on RSU quantity 
and vice-versa. This approach can also be used to determine cost-effectiveness and 
governments savings of infrastructure sharing, if any, under voluntary adoption of OBUs. Upon 
determining the equilibrium quantity of OBUs under voluntary adoption and the respective RSU 
quantity, it is also possible to use the engineering-economic approach to determine spectrum-
efficiency of sharing spectrum, i.e. find how much less spectrum is required by V2X and 
unlicensed devices on shared spectrum than on separate bands, to carry a given amount of 
Internet traffic. 
Another opportunity for future work is to quantify cost-effectiveness, government savings 
from shared infrastructure, and efficiency of shared spectrum when V2X-based networks use 
cellular V2X (C-V2X) technology. Such work would shed light on when and where this new 
technology would be cost-effective to carry Internet traffic, and how it would compare with 
DSRC with respect to the quantified measures. One approach could be to build a network 
simulation model to estimate throughput capacity of networks using C-V2X and use it to replace 
the DSRC model in our engineering-economic method described earlier in this work. 
While C-V2X can be deployed as an alternative to DSRC, a mixed scenario is also 
possible where both DSRC and C-V2X technologies are deployed. Automakers have already 
been deploying DSRC in a few car models, and transportation agencies have deployed DSRC 
RSUs for safety applications in a number of locations in the U.S. Moreover, the citywide DSRC 
network in Porto, Portugal is an example of deployment for Internet access and other non-safety 
applications. Hence, wide deployment of DRSC technology is a plausible scenario, whether 
under a mandate or not. However, after some years it is also possible that C-V2X technology 
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has been sufficiently developed and tested such that a widespread deployment is considered by 
governmental or private organizations. The result could be near-term deployment of DSRC 
followed by mid to long-term deployment of C-V2X (Mueck and Karls 2018). It is likely that a 
nationwide mandate of vehicle devices would be based on a single technology, as proposed by 
the U.S. DOT in 2016. DSRC and C-V2X are not interoperable, i.e. devices with one technology 
would not be able to communicate with the other technology. Multiple technologies would also 
limit economies of scale that often result from a mandate. A scenario in which both technologies 
are used as the result of voluntary adoption is more likely, where each individual adopts the 
technology that is perceived to be more beneficial for him/herself with respect to safety and/or 
non-safety applications. (Some individuals and organizations may decide to have both a DSRC 
OBU and a C-V2X OBU in the same vehicle, or both a DSRC RSU and a C-V2X RSU in the 
same location.) 
A scenario with both DSRC and C-V2X technologies is likely to result in locations where 
two V2X-based networks would coexist (one with DSRC and the other with C-V2X). One 
possibility is of two technologies without any interaction with each other, in which DSRC and C-
V2X are allocated to different channels, as proposed in (5G Automotive Association 2017). In 
this case, two independent networks would overlap in a location. The discussion in Chapter 6 
about cost-effectiveness of each technology would apply, with the difference that the 
penetration of OBUs in vehicles of each technology would be lower than the penetration that 
would be expected if a single technology is deployed. As a result, V2X-based networks would 
be cost-effective for Internet access in locations with population densities higher than in the 
scenario with a single technology. Moreover, benefits from sharing infrastructure would be lower 
with two independent networks than with a single technology, if any. Also, the spectrum 
allocated for DSRC devices could probably be shared with unlicensed devices, requiring less 
spectrum than allocating separate bands to DSRC and unlicensed devices. Spectrum allocated 
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to C-V2X devices could be shared with unlicensed devices with sharing mechanisms such as 
Licensed-Assisted Access (LAA) for the ITS band. 
It is also possible that DSRC and C-V2X coexist in shared channels, but appropriate 
coexistence schemes that mitigate mutual harmful interference must be developed and tested 
(Mueck and Karls 2018; 5G Automotive Association 2017). Ongoing work such as (Gulati et al. 
2018) proposes devices with DSRC as the primary users of the band, while C-V2X devices 
sense the channels for DSRC transmissions. If DSRC devices are transmitting, C-V2X devices 
either switch to unused channels or refrain from transmitting. Further research is needed to 
quantify cost-effectiveness and spectrum efficiency of hybrid scenarios in which DSRC and C-
V2X technologies coexist in separate or in shared channels. 
While this work is about the use of V2X-based networks to provide Internet access, 
another direction for future research is to consider other forms of traffic. One possibility is delay-
tolerant traffic such as data collected from sensors in smart-city deployments. For example, in 
the city of Porto sensors were deployed to monitor air quality and other environmental 
measurements. Data are sent to centralized servers using V2X-equipped vehicles, and most of 
that data is still relevant even if it takes several minutes until the sensors connect to vehicles. In 
this case, cellular connections can be avoided and the ratio of offloaded traffic over V2X to total 
sensor traffic can approach 100%. On the other hand, data rates of delay-tolerant traffic may be 
more or may be less than what is assumed in this work, depending on what sources of delay-
tolerant traffic is considered. Therefore, an analysis of cost-effectiveness, government savings 
and spectrum efficiency with different assumptions for delay-tolerant traffic could inform what 
types of applications (other than Internet access) could help justify investments in V2X devices 
and spectrum.  
Moreover, future work could evaluate throughput and spectrum efficiency of arrangements 
other than coexistence as defined in (Peha 2009), such as primary-secondary sharing. In this 
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scheme, a certain group of devices is defined as primary and granted priority access to the 
channels, while other devices must defer transmissions over the shared spectrum as soon as 
the primary devices need to transmit13. Primary-secondary sharing may be considered to 
preserve the performance of the primary devices with respect to some quality of service 
requirement, while offering capacity for secondary devices on an opportunistic basis. In (Gulati 
et al. 2018), a sharing scheme is proposed where DSRC devices are primary users of shared 
channels and C-V2X devices transmit only when they don’t detect any DSRC transmissions. 
Future work can quantity capacity and cost-effectiveness of such a primary-secondary 
coexistence of DSRC and C-V2X devices being used for Internet access. 
New cellular technologies collectively known as 5G are expected to enhance throughput 
per Hz per cell, through the combined use of approaches such as massive and multi user 
MIMO, beamforming, more advanced modulation and carrier aggregation. In addition, 5G 
systems are expected to have access to more bandwidth, by using millimetre bands between 24 
and 71 GHz. Both the throughput per Hz per cell and the bandwidth allocated affect the cost of 
carrying each unit of data over a macrocell, and therefore how much is saved when data is 
offloaded to V2X-based networks. All else equal, if macrocells have higher efficiency in 
throughput per Hz per cell, or more bandwidth available per cell than we assumed in this work, 
then the cost to carry data over macrocells would be lower than the cost resulting from our 
assumptions. On the other hand, cost-effectiveness of V2X-based networks also depend on the 
cost of a macrocellular tower, which may change as 5G networks employ technologies and 
network architecture that are different from today’s cellular networks. In the long run, mobile 
Internet traffic is expected to grow sharply, resulting in the need to expand capacity with the mix 
of technologies that is most cost-effective (5G, DSRC, C-V2X, etc.). Therefore, further work is 
                                               
13 The detection of primary by secondary devices can be done by listening and decoding primary transmissions in the shared 
channels or some signaling medium, by centralized databases, or other mechanisms. 
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needed to determine cost-effectiveness of V2X-based networks to offload Internet traffic from 
5G cellular networks. 
Another opportunity for future work is to assess cost-effectiveness and spectrum efficiency 
to offload Internet traffic over V2X-based mesh networks composed not only of vehicles and 
RSUs, but also other entities equipped with communications devices such as pedestrians and 
bicycles. Deployment of DSRC technology is typically considered for vehicles and RSUs, but 
since it is based on the IEEE 802.11 family of specifications, there is no reason to believe it 
cannot be supported by mass-marketed devices such as smartphones, hotspots, sensors, etc.14 
Likewise, C-V2X is part of a set of new cellular technologies that may be incorporated into 
smartphones in the future. A V2X-based network that is not limited to vehicles and RSUs would 
carry Internet traffic from more users, such as pedestrians and cyclists. At the same time, these 
users’ devices augment the number of relays in the mesh, i.e. they are able to relay packets for 
each other, and augment the number of Internet gateways, e.g. if Internet access is provided 
not only by RSUs but also by Internet-connected hotspots or small cells equipped with V2X 
technology. 
Our numerical results assume that at a given location, Internet traffic is offloaded to a 
single V2X-based network. We also discussed the possibility of DSRC and C-V2X networks 
operating simultaneously, although over separate channels. Further work can assess whether 
two or other number of V2X-based networks from different ISPs can sustain competition in 
given locations. A necessary condition for competition is that operation is profitable for each 
competing ISP. It is possible that competition is sustainable in locations with given population 
density when OBU penetration reaches a certain level, but for locations with lower population 
densities or penetration a policy intervention for infrastructure sharing or other policy is required 
                                               
14 In Porto, Portugal, DSRC connections are used to upload data from smart city sensors for 
central processing (Future Cities Project 2017). 
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to avoid a monopoly. That analysis would require modeling the criteria of which an ISP stays or 
leaves a market. Such a model could be based on assumptions about revenues and costs for 
the ISP, and as long as revenues exceed costs it is profitable for the ISP to deploy RSUs in a 
location, otherwise it is not sustainable for the ISP to deploy any RSU. 
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